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Saxen, Colleen Q. Ed.D., Department of Leadership Studies in Education and 
Organizations, Wright State University, 2020. A Participatory Action Research Study 
with one Emancipatory School Garden 
 
Although school gardens have been increasingly popular in the United States, 
much existing literature evaluated success of the programs from a limited set of criteria, 
such as the extent to which gardens reformed student eating habits and nutritional 
knowledge. Yet, school gardens offered benefits and outcomes not immediately apparent 
within this reform paradigm. In addition, the attention on forming a particular kind of 
food consumer ignored the diverse cultural and racial histories related to agriculture and 
food in the United States. In this participatory action research (PAR) dissertation, 
participants, including school staff and community partners, explored one school garden 
program in a historically segregated and disenfranchised community. Through an 
emancipatory framework described by Freire (1970) and hooks (1994, 2003), participants 
reflected on and shared how and why they co-created a school garden program during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and nation-wide protests for racial justice. Through photovoice, 
mapping, and gardening activities, participants expressed meaning, values, and vision far 
beyond the typical reformatory goals often measured in school garden studies. Most 
notably, participants described experiences of love, empowerment, and justice they 
experienced through the school garden program. Through this research, other school 
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garden programs can identify why a school garden matters to their specific context and 
how to align the meaning participants feel to future plans for the garden. Most notably,
 this research demonstrated the value of PAR as a method for cultivating school gardens, 
gardens as sites for social justice, and the critical role of an ethic of love (hooks, 2006) in 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Although school gardens have a long history in the United States, the purpose 
associated with school gardens has shifted over time with changes in social, 
environmental, and economic trends and priorities (Burt, 2016; Kohlstedt, 2008; Trelstad, 
1997). As the prevalence of school gardens rose in recent decades following a drop in 
popularity after World War II, scholars studied the benefits and challenges of school 
garden programs (Berezowitz et al., 2015; Blair, 2009; Ohly et al., 2016). Many scholars 
documented education (Skinner et al., 2012; Wells et al., 2015; Williams & Dixon, 
2013), nutrition (Christian et al., 2014; Cotugna et al., 2012; Wells et al., 2018), and 
environmental benefits (Fisher-Maltese & Zimmerman, 2015; Williams et al., 2018) of 
school gardens. Meanwhile, critical scholars raised concerns that school garden 
enthusiasts were designing and promoting projects to reform youth by teaching student 
nutrition, food knowledge, and physical activity, too often blaming individual youth and 
their communities for health problems while ignoring the systemic causes of food 
insecurity, obesity, diabetes, and sedentariness. Whereas food justice emerged as a 
popular and political pivot away from the reformatory stance in many community food 
projects, no such equivalent reached school garden programming (Cairns, 2018; Hayes-
Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2013; Meek & Tarlau, 2016a, 2016b).  
Food justice was a critical examination of food systems coupled with efforts to 
transform policies and economies that harm poor communities, the environment, and 
human health (Allen, 2010; Allen et al., 2003; Cadieux & Slocum, 2015; Levkoe, 2011; 
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Slocum & Cadieux, 2015). According to these ideals, food justice was described as a 
liberating movement, steeped in transformative and liberating approaches to create a new 
paradigm of food in terms of health, access, sustainability, and equity. For social change 
to occur through justice movements, schools must also be included since schools are a 
vital space for both contestation and liberation (Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009). Yet, 
there has not been a widespread critical examination regarding the reformatory rationale 
behind school gardens in the U.S. 
As such, two problems emerge. First, if left unexamined, the current school 
garden paradigm, especially in low income schools, risks reifying colonizing values that 
promote individual choice as the pathway to health and well-being while ignoring 
policies, narratives, norms, and systems that regenerate inequalities (Allen & Guthman, 
2006; Meek and Tarlau, 2015; Meek and Tarlau, 2016; Padup, 2008). Likewise, without 
critical examination, the assumption that White middle class food habits and school 
garden goals are universal and the norm would remained intact (Allen & Guthman, 2006; 
Guthman, 2008; Padup, 2008; Williams & Anderson, 2015). Second, as many scholars 
assessed the efficacy of garden spaces by measuring student outcomes related to food 
choices, test scores, and physical activity (Blair, 2009; Ohly, 2016; Williams & Dixon, 
2013), any other garden-based experiences and learning were typically erased or 
discounted (Brook, 2010; Cairns, 2017; Cairns, 2018; Kulick, 2019; Harper et al., 2017; 
Ralston, 2011).  
This dissertation asked what an emancipatory school garden might be and 
considered the transformation that is possible through such a school garden. The research 
was concerned with understanding how an emancipatory school garden rooted in social 
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justice and mutual liberation was created. The purpose of this participatory action 
research (PAR) study was to co-construct an emancipatory school garden program with 
one elementary school rooted in Freire’s Liberation Pedagogy (1970) and hook’s ethic of 
love as the basis for emancipation (hooks, 1994, 2003, 2006). 
Through participant observation, field notes, a reflection journal, photovoice, 
mapping, media artifacts, photography, video, and online exhibitions, I co-investigated 
with participants what kind of garden to create, how to create it, how they feel about it, 
and what they hope to create in the future. Although there were many individuals who 
interacted with the garden in a variety of capacities, thirteen key participants played a 
central role in the creation of the school garden program from April to August, 2020. 
These participants included four teachers at the school, the school nurse, two school 
custodians, the school principal, and five community partners from three organizations. 
During five months of the study, the participants co-created a garden program and shared 
their particular motivations to participate, meaning they experienced, social concerns in 
the project, and hopes for the future. 
Theoretical Foundation 
 
In the following section, I briefly described the overarching theoretical foundation 
of this research, including the problem with the current logic of school garden programs, 
the resulting research questions, and the significance of this research. This section also 
included the conceptual framework guiding this research and some limitations of the 
dissertation. A more in depth review of limitations was also in Chapter 5. 
Statement of the Problem 
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The dominant logic of school gardens was that they were promising places to 
shape and reform student eating, academic, and environmental habits. Accordingly, 
school gardens were assessed, measured, and justified according to this reformatory 
logic. Commonly, leaders and researchers described school gardens as valuable due to 
their potential to improve youth nutrition, physical activity, science skills, and 
environmental stewardship (Blair, 2009; Ohly et al., 2016; Waters et al., 2008; Williams 
& Dixon, 2013). Cairns (2018) called this emphasis on measuring predetermined 
outcomes the rhetoric of effects, meaning the measures typically used to evaluate school 
garden programs were those that focus almost exclusively on narrow outcomes that 
addressed individual choices and behaviors, such as better eating habits, greater physical 
activity, and higher test scores. Such outcomes were often highlighted to motivate 
teacher, principal, and community support for the gardens (Graham et al., 2005). 
Although scholars have reported upticks in these effects in some school garden programs 
(Berezowitz et al., 2015; Blair, 2009; Duncan et al., 2016; Kweon et al., 2017; Ohly et 
al., 2016; Utter et al., 2016; Wells et al., 2014, 2015; Williams & Dixon, 2013), other 
scholars have cautioned against the detrimental impact of studying only a narrow range 
of reformist outcomes. For one, focusing exclusively on individual choices and behaviors 
in a vacuum, ignore contextual issues of societal inequalities, historical injustices, 
damaging policies, and diverse cultural and racial experiences (Guthman, 2008, 2014; 
Padup, 2008; Williams & Anderson, 2015). Cairns (2018) and others (Brook, 2010; 
Hayes-Conroy, 2010; Meek & Tarlau, 2016b; Moore et al., 2015; Wake, 2008; Williams 
& Anderson, 2015) argued that measuring the effects on students in school gardens from 
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this reformist and positivist stance is limiting the broader value that garden spaces may 
have for youth, schools, and society.  
The rhetoric of effect (Carins, 2018)is particularly problematic in school gardens 
located in low income neighborhoods due to the disproportionate emphasis on reforming 
the eating and academic habits of low income students, particularly low income students 
of color (Cairns, 2017, 2018; Gibson & Dempsey, 2015; Guthman, 2008, 2014; Hayes-
Conroy, 2010; Kulick, 2019; Pudup, 2008; Shannon, 2014). Indeed, a variety of studies 
have found that the language and approach in school gardens differed depending on the 
race and socio-economic status of the student body (Cairns, 2017; Reynolds, 2015; 
Williams & Anderson, 2015). Meanwhile, any broader transformation that may occur 
through school gardens often remained unstudied and invisible (Cairns, 2018) including 
the voice and values of those most directly involved, such as school staff, partners, 
neighbors, and students. 
Research Questions 
 
In order to more deeply understand the liberating potential of school garden 
spaces, this research is built on a theoretical framework from Freire (1970) and hooks 
(1994, 2003, 2006) to co-create a school garden designed to be liberating and 
transformative. Aligned to this theoretical framework was PAR (Brydon-Miller, 1997; 
Brydon-Miller & Coghlan, 2019; Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009; Greenwood & Levin, 
1998), a methodology that valued each participant as a co-equal, addressed injustices, 
including in our education system, and co-created positive change with communities 
(Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009). As such, this study explored the following questions:  
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1. What actions did participants in one school garden take during the COVID-19 
pandemic? 
2. What was the process driving the actions taken? 
3. What did participants perceive and value in this school garden program? 
4. What did participants envision or hope for in the future of this school garden 
program? 
Purpose and Significance of the Study 
 
Although school gardens received a high degree of attention for the benefits they 
may provide for the education of youth (Berezowitz et al., 2015; Blair, 2009; Ohly et al., 
2016; Williams & Dixon, 2013), few studies have taken a critical approach to school 
gardens and those that have approached school gardens through a critical lens (Hayes-
Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2013; Moore et al., 2015; Padup, 2008; D. Williams & 
Anderson, 2015) have not yet considered the emancipatory possibilities of school gardens 
for all participants. If we freed ourselves from assuming the value of school gardens lies 
in a predetermined set of criteria, what might participants experience beyond the most 
commonly discussed outcomes, effects, and benefits. In this way, this research was 
designed to understand the range of meaning, values, and hopes that participants in one 
school garden experienced.  
Rooted in the “belief that other worlds are possible now” (Gaya & Brydon-Miller, 
2017; Gibson-Graham, 2008), this PAR dissertation was intended to co-create a school 
garden in a neighborhood that was often dismissed, disparaged, and problematized 
(Boutte, 2017; Darling-Hammond, 2000). Schools and neighborhoods which were 
predominantly low income and majority Black residents, were often described with 
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monikers such as a “food desert,” “low performing school,” “marginalized,” or 
“impoverished area” (Anderson, 2016). Justice and full liberation were possible once the 
persistent deficit-narrative so often cloaking the schools and their community was 
dismantled and replaced (Anderson, 2016; Boutte, 2017; Freire, 1970, 2000; hooks, 1994, 
2003; Kunesh & Noltemeyer, 2019). The exploration in this study is one avenue through 
which to understand and amplify a new and more complete story of South Pines. 
In this research, I explored how the participants in the project created an 
emancipatory school garden program in the midst of a global pandemic, how they felt 
about the project, and what they hoped for in the future. As such, rather than accept the 
assumptions of the normative and reformist paradigm about school gardens currently, this 
PAR dissertation critically examined injustices, identified meaning, and explored 
possibilities through dialogue, reflection, photovoice, and mapping. Through this 
exploration of the deeper meaning of one garden space and how the future of the space 
may address existing problems, inequalities, and injustices, this dissertation outlined a 
process for how schools might align school gardens to the deeply felt cares and meaning 
experienced by participants. 
Conceptual Framework 
 
The following framework, Figure 7, was an illustration of the ways all the 
mechanisms of the project fit together. Starting from the left are the major drivers of the 
project, which were explored in more depth in the literature review section of this paper. 
Next was the theoretical framework of Freire (1970) and hooks (1994, 2003, 2006) which 
informed the structure of the research questions and methods. The PAR methods and 
findings were  explored in Chapters 3 and 4 respectively. On the right, the three boxes 
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align with the research questions for this dissertations regarding actions, processes, 
values, and vision. 
Figure 1  
Conceptual Framework for Research at South Pines School Garden 
 
 
Note. This diagram visually connected the theoretical framework to the methods and 
research questions guiding this dissertation. 
Limitations of the Study 
 
 As an approach, PAR is highly contextualized to a local setting and intended to 
create changes in a community as identified by the participants. There were aspects of 
this research that will not transfer directly to other communities nor is my goal to claim 
that what participants experienced in SPSG would be experienced in another context. I 
included the perspectives of a set of individuals that I would expect to be different in a 
different setting. Yet, what could be transferable was the approach of using PAR ethics 
and methods in a school garden program to understand the perspectives and hopes of 
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participants in another setting. I also demonstrated the spectrum of values and meaning 
experienced by participants outside of the current paradigm of expected effects. 
 A limitation to the PAR methods was the degree to which perspectives may 
change over time and the extent to which participants were fully forthcoming about their 
experiences. Changes could occur as people and circumstances change. When I met with 
participants, it was the height of summer and the garden was flourishing. It is possible 
participant responses about the meaning they experienced at SPSG would be different in 
a different season. In addition, participants knew me very well, which helped in their 
willingness to be open in our conversations. Yet, knowing me also meant participants 
were rooting for me and the success of the garden project. It is possible participants had 
concerns or problems that were not voiced due to participants wanting to focus on the 
positive side of their experience. In order to address these limitations, I regularly 
conducted follow up conversations with member checks. In Chapter 5, I explored the 
limitations in greater detail. 
Background of Local Context and Researcher 
 
In the following section, I described the local context in which this research 
occurred in detail including important historical policies that have impacted the 
neighborhood and school. This section also included demographic details about the 
school and neighborhood. In Participatory Action Research it is imperative to understand 
the context of the research site as well as the researcher’s relationship to the site. In this 
section, I included an in depth discussion of my personal background, positionality, 
worldview, and relationship to the South Pines School and garden over time. 
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Local Context of South Pines Neighborhood and School 
 
Founded as a Peters Public School (PPS) in 1920 and home to more than 1,600 
students by the late 1960s, South Pines School (SPS) had a long education history in the 
area (Peters Public School District Records, 2006). Yet by 1982, the school had closed. 
After two decades, construction began on a new site and South Pines officially reopened 
in a 72,000 square foot building in 2010. By 2018, 387 students attended the school 
spanning Pre-K through 6th grades according to the Ohio Department of Education (2019) 
data. All of the students were identified as economically disadvantaged by the criteria 
determined by the Ohio Department of Education (2019) and nearly 20% of South Pines 
students had a documented disability . Ninety-one percent of students identify as Non-
Hispanic Black and the remaining 9% as White, Hispanic, or Multiracial. In 2019, the 
school’s overall report card score rose from an “F” to a “C”, a feat lauded by many 
throughout the local public school system.  
The South Pines neighborhood had long faced economic and political policies 
responsible for creating low opportunity and low food security circumstances as 
measured by local agencies such as the Davis County Public Health (Ebron, 2015) and 
the United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service (2015). A 
classic example of “redlining”, the neighborhood of South Pines was given a “D” grade 
when the federally funded Home Owners Loan Corporation (HOLC) commissioned a 
housing loan study in 1933 as part of the New Deal to support home owners in financing 
housing and avoiding defaults (Ohio State University Libraries, 2013). Neighborhoods, 
such as South Pines, given the lowest possible grade were typically avoided by lenders 
since loaning to residents in grade D regions was considered excessively risky. HOLC 
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determined their ratings by assessing any “detrimental influences in a pronounced 
degree” including the presence  or “infiltration” of “undesirable populations” into the 
neighborhood (Ohio State University Libraries, 2013). Throughout these now 
declassified archives, the “undesirable” populations were measured on official 
government forms with line items asking appraisers to document numbers of “Negroes” 
or “Foreign Born” populations, prompting evaluators to report on whether these 
populations lived in the neighborhood and to what degree (Ohio State University 
Libraries, 2013). Such persons were unquestionably considered “deficits” and given their 
own line item on each form as a key determinant of whether the neighborhood was 
worthy of homeowner loans. Presence of “Negro infiltration” was cited in the report on 
South Pines, relegating the neighborhood to “D” status despite positive traits in the 
neighborhood, such as “good schools” as pictured in Figure 1. This designation was 
codified in a map in which the South Pines neighborhood, among others, was colored 
“red” as seen in Figure 2, as a warning that loans were too risky for residents of the area 
based on the grade D and racialized criteria for determining who should receive home 
loans.  
Such policy catalyzed a new era of government-sanctioned racial discrimination 
against residents in South Pines, which impacted the neighborhood schools as well, since 
schools are funded partly by local property values. As Ladson-Billings & Tate (2016) 
demonstrated, property is the founding and preeminent right in the United States, 
property is intrinsically linked to education since schools are funded through property 
taxes, and Black Americans have been systematically rejected from property rights 
afforded to White Americans. A recent study by EdBuild (2016), a nonprofit research 
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organization studying inequality in public schools in the US, analyzed poverty rates, 
school enrollment, school expenditures per student, median incomes, and median home 
values in school districts. Through these data, researchers compared bordering districts to 
determine which were most segregated and unequal. Peters Public School Districts, 
including South Pines and bordering districts were among the most racially and 
economically segregated and unequal in the country (EdBuild, 2016).  
Figure 2  
Home Owners Loan Corporation Evaluation of South Pines, 1937 
 
Note. This form was the evaluation given to the South Pines neighborhood in 1937 (Ohio 
State University Libraries, 2013). Despite “good schools and transportation”, the 
neighborhood was given the lowest rating of “D” for home loans. The “infiltration” of 
Negro families is listed as one of the primary “detriments.” 
Evidence from the Center for Investigative Reporting (de Leon & Ritsher, 2018), 
which was subsequently covered in local media, disclosed that Black residents in the 
South Pines neighborhood and nearby areas, were  2.1 times more likely to be denied 
home loans in the present day, even after controlling for income, loan amount, and 
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neighborhood. The neighborhood in which South Pines school was located continued to 
face consequences from economic and political policy that excludes residents from 
opportunity. 
Prior to the construction of the new school in 2010, the land on which SPS sat 
was a community space that included a baseball diamond, swimming pool, tennis courts, 
and community center as pictured in Figure 3. In an effort to upgrade Peters Public 
School District buildings and consolidate community centers across the city, the South 
Pines School was built in 2010, as seen in Figure 4 and community center was 
demolished in 2013 (Figure 5) with the promise that SPS would serve as a neighborhood 
school. As of 2020, the land that once housed the baseball diamond, tennis courts, and 
community center was home to the new South Pines School building, school garden, and 
a roughly 7 acre grass lot, as pictured in Figure 6. 
Figure 3  
Redlining Map of City of Peters in 1937 
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Note. Regions on this map were determined to be “red” and high risk for home loans if 
designated “D” level during the Home Owners Loan Corporation evaluation process 
(Ohio State University Libraries, 2013). South Pines school and neighborhood lie in the 
middle of one of the “redlined” regions. 
As a “Community-School Center”, SPS was one of ten Peters Public School 
Districts designed a hub of collaboration and partnership intended to benefit both the 
students at South Pines as well the surrounding neighborhood. A coordinator employed 
by Glenn Community center, a faith-based service center a few blocks away from SPS, 
spent most of his time at the school developing partnerships between the school and the 
community from 2016-2019. As of the writing of this paper, the school was searching for 
a replacement for the coordinator who left his position in October, 2019. 
Figure 4  
Site of South Pines School 2007 Before Current School was Built 
 
Note. This April, 2007 Google Earth photo (Google Earth, n.d.) showed the site of South 
Pines School before the school was built in 2010. Previously, a baseball field, tennis 
courts, and South Pines Community center were located in this space.  
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Figure 5  
South Pines New School in 2010 
 
Note. This 2010 Google Earth image (Google, n.d.) showed the new school built on the 
site of the baseball diamond in the previous image from 2007. In this image we can see 
the white building of Community Center still there. 
Figure 6  
South Pines School in 2013 after Community Center was Removed 
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Note. This 2013 Google Earth image (Google, n.d.) showed the site of South Pines 
School after the Community Center was removed.  
Figure 7   
Site of South Pines School 2020 
 
Note. This 2020 Google Earth image (Google, n.d.) was the 2020 site of South Pines 
School, including a 7.5 acre grass field adjacent to the school. The South Pines school 
garden sat next to the playground and was shown by the blue outlined rectangle. 
 
South Pines school was located in a region designated by the Davis County Public 
Health Department (DCPHD) as a “very low opportunity” area according to three 
overarching categories studied: (1) economic, (2) health and safety, and (3) education 
factors (Ebron, 2015). This conclusion emerged from a study in 2015, in partnership with 
the Kirwan Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnicity at Ohio State University, in 
which DCPHD gathered data across the county, investigating a large swath of indicators 
relating to access to opportunities throughout the lifespan (Ebron, 2015). These 
indicators, linked to economic, health, and education opportunities, included data about 
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access to transportation, housing, jobs, schools, air quality, food, recreation facilities, and 
local businesses. Based on the data collected, the DCPHD published a series of 
“opportunity maps” designating neighborhoods according to the residents’ ability to 
access resources that promote their health and prosperity. The census tract in which South 
Pines was located received the lowest possible score in every health and wellness 
opportunity indicator, signifying that residents of the South Pines neighborhood lacked 
access to resources that would afford the residents good health, income, and education.  
In addition, according to the US Department of Agriculture, South Pines was in a 
census tract considered to be a “food desert”, meaning that a minimum of 33% of the 
residents resided at least 1 mile away from a grocery store and lack adequate 
transportation to shop at stores further away (United States Department of Agriculture 
Economic Research Service, 2015). Within .5 miles of the school were two small stores, 
Five Time Market and West Best Grocery, which both sold some fresh produce but were 
not considered a full operations grocery store as defined by the United States Department 
of Agriculture Economic Research Service (2015). An Aldi’s grocery store which was 1 
mile from the school, closed in 2017. As of 2020, the closest fully stocked grocery store, 
a Kroger’s supermarket, was 3.7 miles from South Pines School. 
Although a number of scholars have cautioned that the term “food desert” fails to 
recognize the many political and economic forces that generated food inequality and food 
insecurity, preferring terms like “food apartheid” (Akom et al., 2016; Bradley & Galt, 
2014; Holt-Giméénez & Wang, 2011), others acknowledged that the term “food desert” 
has galvanized government and non-profit support for addressing food access and equity 
(Agyeman & McEntee, 2014). Since food desert was a term that had been operationalized 
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through studies and policies, I used this term periodically in this paper, although I also 
acknowledged the need for language that more accurately acknowledges systemic and 
political priorities that have created food insecurity and scarcity. In 2010, nearly 30% of 
the entire Davis County population was designated as having “low access” to grocery 
stores and residing in “food deserts” (Public Health Records, 2010). For residents of the 
census tract in which SPS was located, a significant portion of the tract was low income, 
had low access to transportation, and resided between 1 and 10 miles from a grocery store 
(United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, 2015).  
All of the indicators showing low access to health, education, food, and economic 
stability had a striking impact on the life expectancy in South Pines, especially compared 
to residents in nearby neighborhoods. In a partnership of the Center for Disease Control’s 
National Center for Health Statistics, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF), and 
the National Association for Public Health Statistics and Information Systems 
(NAPHSIS), the U.S. Small-area Life Expectancy Estimates Project (USALEEP) was 
created to track life expectancy data at the census tract level. Using the tool calculator 
and interactive map, researchers could locate life expectancy data by address and 
compare it to national, state, and county statistics (Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, 
2020). Nationwide, American life expectancy on average was 78.70 years. In Davis 
County the number was 74.93, nearly 4 years below the average American and two years 
below the state life expectancy (76.93 years). When looking at these numbers at the 
census tract level, a stark picture of inequality emerged within Davis County. The 
average life expectancy in South Pines was 69.80 years, whereas a wealthy suburban 
neighborhood nearby (4 miles south) was 82.10 years. The median income in this 
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wealthy suburb near South Pines was $102,159 whereas the median income of South 
Pines was $24,299  (United States Department of Agriculture Economic Research 
Service, 2015). These numbers pointed to stark inequalities in income and health that 
persist today. 
The history of oppression faced by residents of the South Pines neighborhood 
resulted in a fairly high degree of attention from outside organizations aiming to combat a 
wide range of issues, including food insecurity in the region. On the one hand, South 
Pines would surely benefit from outside investment and support, including support of 
projects that focused on huge gaps in education and food access, both issues that can be 
addressed to some degree at school garden sites (Carlsson, Williams, Hayes-Conroy, 
Lordly, & Callaghan, 2016). On the other hand, the risks of potentially undermining local 
culture, aptitude, agency, and liberation as often occurs (Bradley & Herrera, 2016; 
Guthman, 2008; Meek & Tarlau, 2016a; Padup, 2008) was a major risk from external 
interventions. Outside agencies and institutions, if left to normative practices, may 
continue to address problems in South Pines through a reformist paradigm (Gaya & 
Brydon-Miller, 2017). Since 2017, many community partners participated in the founding 
and programming of SPSG including two local hunger organizations, the Davis County 
Parks system, the city’s planning department, Peters Public School District, two local 
public high schools, Davis County Public Health, the West Peters Food Access Coalition, 
a local engineering company, and Katharine University. Detailed descriptions of these 
SPSG supporters were included in Chapter 3. 
The aim of this research was to shift beyond the normative approach of school 
gardens as sites of reform by co-constructing the school garden program in an 
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emancipatory way, as described by Freire (1970) and hooks (1994) such that love, 
humility, trust, faith, hope, and critical thinking were the ingredients for dialogue, 
reflection and action. Such an approach included the full range of possible 
transformations including the ways that participants grew in their understanding of 
themselves, the school, and the possibilities for the future of the school garden. 
Researcher’s Philosophical Paradigm and Positionality 
 
Throughout my life, I have been aware of and concerned about issues of 
oppression, power, and privilege yet also hopeful that humanity is capable of co-creating 
a far more equitable and compassionate society. As an upper middle class White female 
raised in a Catholic tradition I was taught to bear witness to and serve the poor and other 
marginalized groups. Although I am no longer a practicing Catholic, Catholic social 
teachings helped me to be aware of my expansive privilege and to feel responsibility to 
“help” those not subject to oppressive systems. I often felt dismayed as a child for what I 
saw as inconsistencies between church teachings and actions. I observed what felt like a 
discrepancy between verbal commitment to the poor and yet most parishioners and clergy 
leading materially extravagant lives. Silently, I wondered why these resources would not 
go to families without enough food to eat.  
As a college student at the University of Notre Dame, a Catholic university, I 
explored Liberation Theology (Nouwen et al., 2006) as well as the secular Liberation 
Pedagogy of Paolo Freire (1970). The theology and theory both contended that it is not 
possible for one person to liberate another through charity or teaching, but rather, 
liberation emerges through solidarity, dialogue, and recognition of shared humanity 
(Freire, 1970; Nouwen et al., 2006). This idea of solidarity was the concept I had been 
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pondering as a child but did not have the language to understand it. Through studies and 
service throughout my college career, I explored the ways humanity might practice 
mutual liberation. 
Of all the examples I studied, few captured my imagination as much as the work 
of Nelson Mandela and the freedom fighters in South Africa. Mandela’s work was rooted 
in the Africanist philosophy of Ubuntu which acknowledges that all of humanity is 
inherently connected and interdependent and, as such, each person’s humanity is reduced 
when oppressive systems retain power (Mandela, 2013; Nussbaum, 2003). The African 
philosophy of Ubuntu, which acknowledges that a person exists because of other people, 
presupposes that I cannot be free if others are not free. In this way, our liberation is 
bound to the liberation of other people. There were many resonances with Liberation 
Theology and Liberation Pedagogy in African philosophy and I was inspired how this 
idea of Ubuntu led to a dismantling of South Africa’s oppressive apartheid government 
without an all-out civil war. These ideas led me to travel to and live with the Ngubeni 
family in South Africa for two years through the U.S. Peace Corps.  
And yet, as much as the ideas behind Liberation pedagogy (Freire, 1970), 
Liberation Theology (Nouwen et al., 2006), and Africanist Ubuntu philosophy (Mandela, 
2013; Nussbaum, 2003) filled me with hope for the kind of research I might do, I often 
felt there was still something missing. Ideas about “fighting for justice” often felt 
alienating to me, as if parts of humanity were not really valued or welcomed in the quest 
for a more compassionate world. As a research assistant at a lab in Stanford University, I 
began reading feminist theory in education from scholars like Nel Noddings (Alexander, 
2013; Noddings, 2010, 2012) and bell hooks (hooks, 1994, 2003) and geographers such 
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as Gibson-Graham (Gibson-Graham, 2008). It was then that I realized that the part of 
humanity such as relationships, compassion, care, grace, intuition, emotion, listening, and 
forgiveness were not often valued as highly in the pursuit of justice. Feminist 
perspectives became fundamental to my understanding of myself as a researcher and the 
kind of contributions I could make in my scholarship. 
Prior to working with the South Pines school and community, I have been 
involved in garden-based research and projects since 2010. As a Masters of Public Health 
student, I researched the ways that agriculture projects may help develop mutual learning 
and social support systems with Burundian refugee families who were moving into the 
region. Many of these families had spent the majority of their lives in refugee camps in 
Tanzania, following a civil war in Burundi in the mid 1970s. When the camps were 
ordered to close in 2007, the United States agreed to resettle approximately 10,000 
individuals (Chideya, 2007). As Burundians resettled, there was often a tendency to teach 
and reform families on the “proper” ways of living, a stance that concerned me as I was 
aware of not only how this stance erased the voice of the Burundian people but also 
diminished the ability of Americans to learn from a Burundian perspective.  
By 2016, I had returned to school as a doctorate student and my interest had 
shifted toward possibilities in school gardens. Early in my program, in a literature review 
course, I eagerly conducted a review of the “benefits of school gardens in the United 
States.” Throughout the previous year, I had been working with Wright State faculty to 
develop school garden programs and had been repeatedly asked to show the value of the 
gardens so that we could boost community-wide support and funding for these projects. 
So taking a literature review course was a perfect opportunity to develop comprehensive 
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materials that could help us provide the “evidence” of the value of school gardens. In my 
research, I was simultaneously dismayed that the evidence was not more spectacular and 
also intrigued by one paper evaluating gardens from a critical race perspective (Meek & 
Tarlau, 2016a).  
At the time, the paper had just been published and resonated more than any other 
scholarship with some of my experiences in school gardens. I had observed a tendency of 
what I now can call deficit and reform narratives directed at schools and school gardens 
in low income neighborhoods, particularly, when those neighborhoods were populated by 
a majority of Black or Brown residents. Sometimes I heard garden practitioners speak 
with shock, almost mocking, the little knowledge they perceived children had about the 
source of their food. Incredulous questions like, “can you believe they didn’t know 
potatoes grow underground?” or “can you believe they don’t know ketchup is made from 
tomatoes?” are fairly common when talking about youth and food in my experience. 
Meek and Tarleu’s (2016) paper on Critical Race Food Systems Education discussed the 
“unbearable Whiteness” of school garden enthusiasm. Although I did not speak in deficit 
ways about any school or school garden, I did see the ways my enthusiasm steeped in 
agrarian ideals was a motivator in my school garden work. After the literature review 
class, the first critical examination I undertook regarding school garden rationale was on 
myself as I realized the ways I romanticized gardens and universalized my experiences of 
enjoying nature upon others. 
An important aspect of PAR methods is a deep reflection on one’s positionality, 
which Herr & Anderson (2015) defined as “asking the question: Who am I in relation to 
my participants and my setting?” (p. 37). Describing six types of positionality, Herr and 
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Anderson (2015) were careful to describe the types as a continuum within which a 
researcher may experience overlapping positionalities throughout the course of a project. 
Since I am an outsider, not an employee of South Pines school or resident of the 
neighborhood, I define my positionality as primarily a “reciprocal collaboration on an 
insider-outsider team” (p. 40). I feel confident using the word team because I had been 
building relationships with the school and community for many years and the team 
includes staff at South Pines as well as outsiders, like me. Interestingly, I feel more of an 
insider in some ways and trusted member of the South Pines team at the culmination of 
this project. Partly this was due to increased time spent on the project but also, 
paradoxically, although the students who were always the focal point of the team’s 
motivation for a school garden were physically absent, I was able to spend more quality 
time with the adults in the project as well as form relationships with participants I had not 
known previously. 
Herr and Anderson (2015) further described positionality as one’s status in 
society outside of the research project. As a middle-class White female researcher 
working in a primarily Black neighborhood in which the vast majority of residents are 
socio-economically disadvantaged, I was constantly reflecting on power, privilege, 
perception, and intersectionality in the project. These reflections became more 
pronounced and significant as our country and local community engaged in the massive 
protests and civil rights demonstrations following the killing of George Floyd on May 25, 
2020. 
For this dissertation, I focused exclusively on adult participants once school 
buildings shut down due to COVID-19. Although I initially planned to wait to complete 
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the dissertation until the students returned to school because of my interest in student 
voice, it became clear very quickly in the spring that the South Pines staff and partners 
remained motivated to create a project together and the students remained present in that 
project as a motivating factor. When schools moved to a virtual format, many South 
Pines school garden participants voiced a desire to carry on and take advantage of the 
extra time to reflect and design the kind of project we most want for the school and 
neighborhood.  
Researcher’s Background at South Pines School and Garden 
 
Since the fall of 2015, I had been working with faculty and students at the South 
Pines Elementary School on their school garden and outdoor learning projects. As a 
doctoral student and State Extension Master Gardener studying outdoor learning and 
pedagogies in school gardens, I was invited to conduct professional development at the 
school (2015) and later to consult with the school on designing a garden program (2017). 
The former principal wanted to extend the idea of the community school to include a 
garden that could serve as a meeting and learning space between the community and the 
students of the school. Furthermore, the former principal had met with parents and 
community members to discuss how the community might develop the seven acres of 
land adjacent to the school. For five months, I attended meetings in the city’s Planning 
and Community Development Department. Meetings included university faculty and 
students, South Pines school’s resource coordinator, City of Peters planners, local 
architects, and occasionally one parent from the school. Over time, the meetings ceased 
as the funding and traction for the project did not materialize.  
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However, I had learned a great deal from the school community and felt 
motivated by the South Pines students and teachers to keep the effort going. A South 
Pines parent who had been a champion of the garden project called me and suggested we 
stop meeting downtown, far from the community, but rather, build a small garden site at 
the school as a starting point to create visibility and access to a school garden program. 
Since we had funds from a Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) grant 
that the former principal had earmarked for a garden project, a core team, including 
myself, two parents, two teachers, two university representatives, and the former 
principal worked together to create a garden plan.  
The first raised garden bed at the school was built in the summer of 2018 through 
a partnership between the school and a local urban agriculture organization, called Salem 
Food and Housing, already working in the neighborhood. Students from the 3rd and 6th 
grades participated in a school garden program in the Fall of 2018 and Spring of 2019 for 
a series of classes co-led by me and the teachers in which they planted microgreens 
indoors and additional plants outside. Students explored themes around renewable and 
non-renewable resources, energy, compost, biodiversity, and lifecycles. During the last 
day of school, the 6th graders hosted a Luau-themed “harvest party” to showcase some of 
the plants they had grown and share what they learned with the school community. Over 
25 pounds of produce from the garden was donated to a local community kitchen in 
which neighbors could receive free meals daily. In the Fall of 2019, under the leadership 
of a new principal, local university students created and delivered science lessons 
connecting to the garden space to students in grades K, 2, 3, 4, and 5.  
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In my experience at South Pines, I could see the ways in which the garden-based 
experiences were cultivating self-awareness, agency, and a sense of potential in the 
students, teachers, and myself. This growth, powerful and palpable, yet hard to measure 
with many available instruments, lay far outside the rhetoric of effect described by Cairns 
(2018). And yet, all of these human transformations would elude a focus purely on the 
reform possibilities of a school garden. For these reasons, I elected to conduct a 
participatory action research project guided by the perspectives of those working most 
closely to the project. 
Definitions of Relevant Terms  
 
Alternative food initiatives (AFI): This term signifies the combination of all efforts, 
programs, and initiatives designed to identify, create, and increase access to foods 
outside of large agriculture enterprises (Allen et al., 2003). As such, AFIs are 
designed to contest the environmental and health costs blamed on the current food 
system (Allen et al., 2003). 
Alternative food movement (AFM): The combination of all food initiatives became 
significant enough in recent years, that scholars identified AFM as a movement 
for social change (Guthman, 2008). The movement would include any and all 
initiatives and programs intended to grow and distribute food outside industrial 
and corporate entities. Such programs would include farmers’ markets, eat local 
campaigns, direct to consumer produce operations, community gardens, and 
school gardens.  
Food desert: regions in the country in which a significant portion of residents live more 
than 1 mile from a grocery store and a significant number of residents lack 
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income and transportation required to travel to the grocery store (United States 
Department of Agriculture Economic Research Service, 2015) 
Food justice: Food justice as an overtly anti-racist platform wherein practitioners seek to 
critically examine and transform the systems that create inequity in the food 
system (Allen, 2010; Cadieux & Slocum, 2015; Clendenning et al., 2016; Slocum 
& Cadieux, 2015). 
Food insecurity: a circumstance in which an individual or family is uncertain about how 
they will obtain food in the present or future due to low incomes or lack of 
resources such as transportation (United States Department of Agriculture 
Economic Research Service, 2015). White (2018) further described food 
insecurity as conditions in which people are forced to acquire food at “fringe” 
food retailers such as gas stations or convenience store in which more foods are 
canned and packaged, as opposed to fresh.  
Organized garden project: Concerned about the limitations of the term “community 
garden”, Padup (2008) suggested that “organized garden project” more accurately 
invokes the ways in which gardens are entwined with political and economic 
choices. To Padup (2008), organized garden projects may include any community 
efforts to grow food, including school garden sites. 
School garden: Perhaps the oldest definition known to practitioners is simply any space 
outside a school in which children learn to care for flowers or vegetables under 
the guidance of a teacher (Greene, 1910). More recently, the United States 
Department of Agriculture (2017) expanded the definition of school gardens to 
include a range of sizes and purposes from small indoor containers to expansive 
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outdoor farms, describing these spaces as living laboratories in which teachers can 








 Gaining popularity across the United States in the last fifteen years, school 
gardens were typically supported as a pedagogical tool for teaching science, nutrition and 
ecological stewardship (Graham et al., 2005; Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005a; 
Hazzard et al., 2011, 2012). Yet, scholars have raised concerns about how the emphasis 
on pre-ordained effects can both limit the scope of value gardens may have at schools 
(Brook, 2010; Cairns, 2018; Kulick, 2019) as well as reinforce racial disparities in 
education due to the assumptions in school garden programs that assume White norms 
and values around food, nature, and recreation were considered universal (Allen & 
Guthman, 2006; Cairns, 2017; Guthman, 2008; Padup, 2008). As such, this literature 
review explored an emancipatory theoretical framework to unhinge this research from the 
current school garden paradigm. Following a description of the theoretical framework, I 
shared research on the history of school gardens, the current paradigm informing school 
gardens, problems with the current paradigm, and critical and feminist perspectives on 
school gardens. 
Theoretical Framework  
 
The tendency to problematize youth’s eating and learning habits, particularly low-
income youth of color, and to extol school gardens as places of reform, as has been 
described by critical scholars (Allen & Guthman, 2006; Guthman, 2008; Meek & Tarlau, 
2016b; Padup, 2008), was a sharp departure from Dewey's (1937) descriptions of the
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potential of school gardens. Rather than designing school gardens as spaces for forming 
and reforming food consumers, school gardens could be reimagined and designed as they 
were initially conceived by Dewey (Dewey, 1937; Dewey et al., 1996). School gardens, 
according to Dewey et al. (1996), were moral spaces where students could learn about 
and engage with the interconnectedness of their world:  
 the boundaries of our garden plot join it to the world of our neighbors and our 
neighbors’ neighbors. That small effort which we can put forth is in turn 
connected with an infinity of events that sustain and support it. The consciousness 
of this encompassing infinity of connections is ideal…this ideal is not a goal to be 
attained. It is a significance to be felt, appreciated  (p. 263) 
For Dewey et al. (1996), it was not exclusively critical what precise content was 
learned in the garden, though learning was also occurring and that learning was 
fundamentally important, it was most significantly about the emotional connectedness 
and broader awareness of the interconnectedness of life that mattered (Dewey et al., 
1996; Ralston, 2011). Ralston (2011) further described the ways that Dewey advocated 
political and civic engagement through gardens. Dewey (1937) and others (Brook, 2010; 
Padup, 2008; Ralston, 2011) have proposed that school gardens can serve as democratic 
spaces that nurture the voice, potential, and well-being of the nation’s children and future 
communities.  
However, the pragmatic philosophy of Dewey did not consider the 
institutionalized forces of oppression that persistently recreate inequality in communities 
and schools, including redlining policies described earlier in this paper. The Deweyan 
approach provided meaningful learning and connection among students, but lacked the 
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transformative possibility of emancipatory pedagogies (Freire, 2000; Freire, 1970; hooks, 
1994). Although Dewey et al., (1996) certainly valued the political possibilities of school 
gardens including the ways these spaces could be sites of civic engagement among young 
people, his approach did not address the ways that gardens and other food projects could 
serve as sites of liberation, contestation, and transformation, a stance that a host of 
feminist and critical scholars have described in recent years (Alkon & McCullen, 2011; 
Gilson, 2015; Guthman, 2014; Guthman, 2008; Cadieux & Slocum, 2015; Kulick, 2019; 
Mallory, 2013; Meek & Tarlau, 2016; Moore et al., 2015; Sachs & Patel-Campillo, 2014; 
White, 2011; White, 2017b).  
Liberation pedagogy, as described by Freire (1970), confronted the oppressive 
forces that regenerate inequality (Freire, 1970; Gutek, 2004). Freire (1970) argued that 
liberation is impossible without the knowledge and voice of oppressed persons. Although 
Dewey advocated for building knowledge through learning and experiencing what is 
happening in the school garden, Freire (1970) would suggest that the questions must 
always return to asking why inequalities and conditions exist as they do and what new 
worlds might become possible for everyone if the oppressed became free. True education 
and freedom, for Freire (1970), emerged through direct experience but also through a 
humanizing pedagogy that respected the capacity of all people to grow in knowledge and 
be agents of change in their communities (Freire, 1970; Gutek, 2004). 
And yet, Freire (1970) spoke mostly of the liberation of oppressed adult men. In 
this way, hooks (1994) noted that Freire remained in some ways locked into the 
hierarchical paradigm maintained by the oppressive order he sought to dismantle. hooks 
(1994), however disheartened by Freire’s (1970) exclusion of females, noted that it was 
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his articulation of a liberating praxis that nourished her own theorizing toward a more 
inclusive, engaged, and liberating pedagogy. For hooks (1994), teaching and learning 
first included a concentrated and whole-hearted effort to build community and trust as the 
foundation for critical thinking, listening, dissent, and moving toward truth and 
emancipation (hooks, 1994). Additionally, hooks (1994) embraced the place that bodies 
have in learning, knowing, and connecting, expanding beyond the focus on mind that 
Freire (1970) maintained. As such, the contributions of Freire’s liberation pedagogy 
(1970) and hook’s engaged pedagogy (1994) served as the theoretical framework for this 
dissertation.  
Both Freire (1970, 2000) and hooks (1994, 2003) outlined pedagogical principles 
and practices for liberation and transgression. Freire (1970) described the practices of 
“educational projects” emphasizing above all else that for liberation to occur, all 
endeavors must be undertaken “with” and not “for” the community. Genuinely partnering 
with communities required trust and solidarity, meaning all involved must reject the 
dichotomies and hierarchies and instead trust in the inherent potential and value within 
each human being to both learn and contribute to knowledge. In this way, Freire (1970) 
discarded the idea that one person can teach another or that one person can teach 
themselves alone. On the contrary, Freire (1970) contended that learning occurs only 
through people in dialogue with each other who are open to learning from the experiences 
of others. Working with the community acknowledges that discovery, wisdom, and truth 
emerge only through dialogue that must first consider the existence of oppressive forces 
and the ways that injustices were often accepted as normal and unchangeable. 
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Conscientização (Freire, 1970), a state of seeing the ways that oppression operated in the 
community, emerged through a combination of reflection and dialogue.  
Dialogue for Freire (1970) was qualified by five necessary components: love, 
humility, faith, hope, and critical thinking. Genuine love of life, self, and others made 
transformation through dialogue possible, according to Freire (1970) because true love 
provides the energy to stay committed to change despite sacrifice and the power and 
seduction of oppressive forces. Humility, for Freire (1970), meant each person 
acknowledges that s/he cannot have the answers or the complete knowledge, but rather, 
learning and knowledge emerged through conversation with others. Faith, another 
component required for dialogue, according to Freire (1970), was that each participant 
trusts in the inherent value of others without proof or experience that any value exists. 
Faith, then, was an unseen knowing of potential in each human to flourish and contribute 
to the world. Together, true love, humility, and faith formed the bonds of trust that make 
dialogue a source of deep and mutual learning about what is and what can be in the world 
(Freire, 1970). Transformative dialogue was then moved forward through hope in the 
possibilities, as daunting as they may feel, that a liberated future was achievable in the 
present moment as well as the future. Freire (1970) considered hope to be an actionable 
feeling that imagines and believes in what can be in such a true and deeply felt way that 
the hopeful cannot help but act to realize the future they know is possible. And it was 
only through critically thinking about what may be possible and sharing those ideas in 
dialogue, that a new future is created in the present. Through dialogue, reflection, and 
action, education became a “practice of freedom” and the opportunity to recreate a more 
just and humane world. 
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hooks (1994, 2003, 2006) further described ideas about love, relationships, body, 
and forms of oppression in her work. As educators, according to hooks (1994), true 
learning occurred at the borders where we cross boundaries often codified in learning 
institutions, between teacher and learner, between classroom and life, between theory and 
practice, between science and experience. Building community and developing a deep 
care for the whole person was essential for a liberating pedagogy and was only possible 
through self-actualization. Like Freire (1970), hooks (1994) suggested that learning 
occurred through a constant interplay between self-reflection, action, and dialogue. A 
praxis of thinking and reflecting, alone and with others, according to hooks (1994) was 
essential to conscientization and ultimately to transforming the world we live in to 
become a more just and caring place for all. hooks (1994) incorporated an important 
understanding about positionality, intersectionality, and corporeality that was not as 
deeply acknowledged by Freire (1970). In her work on transgression, hooks (1994) urged 
educators to acknowledge the body as a central and undeniable part of how we learn and 
change the world. Whereas Freire (1970) centered his theorizing on the mind and 
thinking the world, hooks (1994) theorized that the body, complete with its passions and 
pains, was a fundamental instrument for knowing, sensing, and transforming the world. 
Akin to Freire, hooks (2003) described love as an essential practice of liberation, 
as “a combination of care, commitment, knowledge, responsibility, respect, and trust. All 
these factors worked interdependently. They were a core foundation of love irrespective 
of the relational context”  (p. 131). Hooks (2006) saw love as an act, a practice, and a 
choice. Love was the overt and sustained commitment to one’s truth and growth in 
community with others (hooks, 2006). In other words, love was not just something one 
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simply feels, but was a conscious undertaking that can be difficult but can improve with 
thoughtful and sustained commitment. As such, invoking the work of (Peck, 2002), hooks 
(2006) further described as love as “The will to extend one’s self for the purpose of 
nurturing one’s own or another’s spiritual growth” (p.81). Acknowledging that such a 
practice was extremely difficult in a “culture of domination” such as we find in the 
United States, where expressing and valuing love was dismissed as naïve, idealistic, 
foolish, and soft, practicing love was a great act of courage and best engaged with in 
community of others struggling toward liberation (hooks, 2006). Distinguishing between 
care and love, hooks (2003) described a parent who meets the physical needs of a child 
therefore caring for that child, yet that child could feel unseen and unloved. In all 
relationships, hooks contended that without love, there was no chance of liberation. Love, 
in fact, was the practice of freedom (hooks, 2006). Without love as the centerpiece of 
human interaction, domination, dehumanization, and oppression flourish and were, in 
hook’s (2003, 2006) theory, anti-love.  
In his essay on hook’s theorizing on love and freedom, Monahan (2011) described 
hooks’ notions of love as inextricably tied to liberation because love was truth seeking 
and required listening to the struggles of others. In loving others, we must listen, and 
through that listening, we see and come to understand the blind spots of our lives, thereby 
growing in our understanding of ourselves, each other and our world (Monahan, 2011). In 
such a love, there was tolerance for difference and no need to demand compliance or 
unification under one idea, but rather a love ethic seeks harmony. hooks (2006) lamented:  
The absence of a sustained focus on love in progressive circles arises from a 
collective failure to acknowledge the needs of the spirit and an overdetermined 
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emphasis on material concerns. Without love, our efforts to liberate ourselves and 
our world community from oppression and exploitation are doomed. As long as 
we refuse to address fully the place of love in struggles for liberation we will not 
be able to create a culture of conversion where there is a mass turning away from 
an ethic of domination. (p. 280)  
hooks (2006) described ways that those activists who fought against oppressive systems 
that most directly harm their own freedom but do not fight against systems that harm 
others, were essentially ensuring that the status quo of domination and oppression will 
remain intact. For hooks (2003, 2006), we could not have an ethic of domination and be 
free.  
Synergistic with the theories of Freire (1970) and hooks (1994, 2003) was 
Participatory Action Research (PAR) methodology, rooted in the idea that anyone can 
(and should be free to) create their future with the appropriate education, research, 
reflection, and action (Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009). As a method, PAR integrated 
researcher and participant as one and the same such that all participants are researchers. 
Critically important to PAR was the acknowledgement of power and privilege such that 
all participants confronted questions of equality and oppression. Teachers, scholars, and 
educators critically examined the way their positionality in a classroom, which would 
include such constructs as gender, race, language, culture, and economic status, 
influenced teaching and research. For meaningful change that addressed and replaced 
oppressive systems, participants critically examined their own privilege and power 
(Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009; Gaya & Brydon-Miller, 2017). In the context of SPSG, 
this would mean that all participants were invited into dialogue in which critical thinking, 
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reflection, and action were shared in the co-creation of a new future. The starting point 
for that new future was a school garden in which participants were invited to both share 
their personal meaning and cares and also imagine together what social changes would be 
possible through the collaboration in the outdoor school-community garden space. 
History of School Gardens in the United States. 
 
Over the last century, the popularity of school gardens had fluctuated in the 
United States (Burt et al., 2018; Hayden-Smith, 2017; Kohlstedt, 2008; Ralston, 2011). In 
the late 1800s, many educators and leaders, including John Dewey (1996), expressed 
concerns about the increasing separation of children from nature as families migrated 
from rural to urban areas. Nature Study practitioners viewed school gardens as a way to 
not only maintain relationships with the natural world, but also help students learn a wide 
array of content from science to citizenship to agriculture (Trelstad, 1997). One of the 
most prominent founders and supporters of Nature Study was George Washington Carver 
(1910), whose scholarship and inventions influenced farmers around the nation. 
Committed to disseminating agricultural knowledge to Black communities in order to 
generate economic self-sufficiency despite widespread oppression, Carver spent his life 
studying agriculture at the Tuskegee Institute in Alabama (White, 2018) as seen in Figure 
9. As part of his efforts, Carver & the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute (1910) 
promoted the value of outdoor education: 
The thoughtful educator realizes that a very large part of the child's education 
must be gotten outside of the four walls designated as class room. He also 
understands that the most effective and lasting education is the one that makes the 
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pupil handle, discuss and familiarize himself with the real things about him, of 
which the majority are surprisingly ignorant” (p. 3). 
Like Dewey, Carver (1910) delighted in the possibilities of engaging children 
thoughtfully in garden spaces as a way for the young to comprehend how their lives 
connected to nature.  
Although Carver was devoted to capacitating rural Black communities toward 
economic self-sufficiency, he deeply valued the ways that school gardens could serve as a 
place of joy, play, creativity, and wonder (Carver & Tuskegee Normal and Industrial 
Institute, 1910). In their second instructional pamphlet for teachers who wish to use 
school gardens, Carver and the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, (1910) asked: 
Who has not watched with delight the wee tots with their toy set of garden tools 
and faces all aglow with happiness and the yearning expectations of the coming 
harvest as they dug up the earth and dropped in a few seed or set an equal number 
of plants? With what joy and satisfaction they called it their garden, or with what 
enthusiasm they hailed the first warm days of spring with their refreshing showers 
which bespoke emphatically the opening of the mud pie and doughnut season, and 
how, even though they were water-soaked and mud-bespattered from top to toe, 
how very happy they were at the close of such a day's work (p. 4) 
Carver (1910) outlined an extensive manual for teachers on how to teach any content in a 
garden and included many of the logistical factors to consider, such as watering, 
fertilizing, and maintaining healthy soil, as shown in Figure 8. Hopeful of the learning 
occurring in school gardens, Carver (1910) described his motivations that school gardens 
both instruct and entertain, bringing joy and wonder to both teaching and learning. 
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Figure 8  
Children in their School Garden Led by the Work of G.W. Carver, 1910 
 
Note. Children with their teacher in their school garden learning to plant and grow food 
(Carver & Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute, 1910) 
The Nature Study Movement was popular across the country in the early 1900s, 
but soon gave way to the Progressive Movement, in which practitioners viewed schools 
gardens in less holistic and somewhat more utilitarian terms, deeming gardens as an 
effective way to integrate new American immigrant communities into the work ethic and 
self-reliance often lauded in U.S. society (Hillison, 1998; Kohlstedt, 2008; Trelstad, 
1997). Trelstad (1997) noted that John Patterson’s approach was emblematic of the shift 
away from the Nature-Study movement toward the Progressive approach in that Patterson 
viewed gardens as primarily a way to cultivate a strong work ethic among the children of 
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his employees. Indeed, he had been cited as one of the early leaders in valuing and 
supporting urban youth gardens (Trelstad, 1997).  
Figure 9  
Children in the Gardens of the National Cash Register Company, 1912 
 
 
Note. This photo was retrieved from the Library of Congress (Android, 1912) and shows 
children of the National Cash Register gardens in which young people were meant to 
learn the value of hard work. 
The founder of the National Cash Register Company, John Patterson, studied his 
own employees and determined that those with the hardest work ethic learned the value 
of hard work in the farms in which they were raised (Trelstad, 1997). Patterson launched 
a garden program, as seen in Figure 9, for the children of his employees in which all 
produce created by the youth belonged to the child and could be shared with his or her 
family or sold for profit. Based on photo records and archives, the children involved in 
the gardens were primarily White. 
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During World War I, school gardens were bolstered by the Federal Bureau of 
Education, whose members created a curriculum and support system for what it called the 
United States School Garden Army (USSGA). Eventually funded through the War 
Department, the USSGA was described by President Woodrow Wilson as an integral part 
of the US defense strategy due to the capacity for US citizens to grow their own food and 
sustain their communities during wartime (Hayden-Smith, 2017; Kohlstedt, 2008; 
Trelstad, 1997). Recruitment posters were issued to communities throughout the country 
as seen in Figure 10. The United States School Garden Army was supported by a diverse 
array of institutions and reported nearly two million participating students at its peek at 
the end of WWI (Hayden-Smith, 2017).  
Although the USSGA received $25,000 in funding in 1921, that amount was 
reduced to $0 in 1922. School gardens began to disappear after federal financial support 
waned (Tralstad, 1997). A “Victory Garden” initiative proliferated again in schools and 
communities during World War II, yet by the 1950s, school gardens began to disappear 
(Burt, 2016). Indeed, perhaps due to the many roles and imaginations Americans see in 
gardens, both the popularity and purpose have cycled through many iterations over the 
last 150 years moving back and forth between more progressive ideas about the ways 
gardens may promote civility, engagement, care, and connection to more conservative 
ideas about how gardens can teach hard work, discipline, and healthy habits (Burt, 2016). 
It was useful to carefully examine and be aware of the particular goals and agendas 
powering the recent rise of school gardens and consider how various priorities map to 
garden practitioners. In the next section, I explored more deeply the trends, problems, and 
possibilities school gardens present today. 
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Figure 10  
United States School Garden Army Poster 
 
Note. USSGA Posters like these were stored in the Library of Congress and show the 
ways the US government worked to encourage school gardens during war time (Burt, 
2016). 
Recent Rise and Purpose of School Gardens in the United States. 
 
Some federal policy spurred the recent rise of school gardens including the 
Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act (HHFKA) of 2010 in which law makers sought to 
connect schools with local food sources in order to simultaneously boost local food 
economies while addressing food scarcity and poor nutrition in many communities in the 
U.S. To assess the newly formed Farm to School initiative born out of the HHFKA, the 
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United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) conducted a census of US schools 
participation rates. In 2015, the second of two censuses, the USDA requested that 
districts across the country report on participation in Farm to School initiatives, including 
edible school gardens. Of all responding schools, 17% (n= 42,587) reported they had a 
school garden with edible plants totaling 7,101 school gardens (United States Department 
of Agriculture, 2015). This number rose from the 2013 census, which reported a total of 
3,775 reported edible school gardens. This increase reported in 2015 was partly due to a 
rise in responses from districts between 2013 and 2015.  
Analyzing data from Bridging the Gap, a dataset that included school garden 
information from a representative sample of U.S. public schools, Turner, Eliason, 
Sandoval, and Chaloupka, (2016)  reported that 11.4% of U.S. elementary schools had 
school gardens in 2006-07, whereas 31.2% had gardens by 2013-14. Several studies, 
noting the trend in school gardens and the multitude of benefits to students, raised 
concerns about disparities in the prevalence of school gardens in low-income 
communities where the rates of increase were lagging far behind wealthier school 
districts (Fisher-Maltese et al., 2018; Ray et al., 2016; Turner et al., 2016).  
Farm to School policies, in part, emerged from public attention and concern over 
the health and environmental impacts of modern food systems (Burt, 2016). The 
increased prevalence of school gardens across the country was concurrent with the rise of 
the Alternative Food Movement (AFM), a nation-wide trend to buy and source local and 
sustainable food in response to concerns over the health and environmental impacts of an 
industrialized food system. School gardens, one entity within a larger trend of the AFM, 
were a phenomenon partly energized by best-selling treatises of celebrity writers, 
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activists, politicians, and chefs (Guthman, 2008; Louv, 2008; Obama, 2012; Pollan, 2006, 
2008; Waters et al., 2008; Williams & Dixon, 2013). These writers praised the power of 
local and organic foods, encouraging the proliferation of school gardens as educational 
tools to address health and environmental problems, including childhood obesity, food 
scarcity, environmental destruction, and alienation from nature (Louv, 2008; Obama, 
2012; Pollan, 2006, 2008; Waters et al., 2008). In his best-selling book, Louv (2008) 
compellingly warned parents and teachers of the dire consequences of raising children 
without regular and prolonged access to the outdoors. Warning of “nature deficit 
disorder”, Louv (2008) claimed that children spending too much time indoors suffer from 
health problems such as obesity and attention-deficit disorder.  
In addition, Louv (2008) suggested that, as a society, we risk the possibility that 
future generations will not value or protect natural spaces if they do not feel connected to 
nature as children. Likewise, Pollan (2006, 2008) was among the most popular recent 
writers to describe some of the problems in our food system, from health to animal abuse 
to environmental destruction. Chefs like Jamie Oliver and Alice Waters both became 
famous in part for the crusade they pioneered to address obesity in the U.S. by teaching 
Americans to know the origins or their food and make healthier choices by planting 
gardens and hosting cooking classes with youth (Gibson & Dempsey, 2015; Padup, 2008; 
Waters et al., 2008). Meanwhile, former First Lady of the United States, Michelle 
Obama, famously planted a White House garden involving children around the country in 
learning more about their food and health through gardening (Obama, 2012). Although 
the work and writing of these high profile individuals prompted critical work from 
scholars concerned with the lack of attention to the ways that privilege, poverty, and 
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power manufacture inequities and health outcomes of our food system in the U.S. 
(Gibson & Dempsey, 2015; Hayes-Conroy & Hayes-Conroy, 2013; Padup, 2008), the 
popularity of these books and initiatives motivated many parents, educators, and 
communities to launch community and school garden initiatives (Burt, 2016). 
Teachers, administrators, and communities around the country were inspired to 
build school gardens to improve student nutrition, academic proficiency, and 
environmental stewardship, as evidenced in the many studies published in the last twenty 
years to study these effects (Blair, 2009; Ohly et al., 2016; Williams & Dixon, 2013). As 
focus on the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields grew in 
the last 15 years, school administrators encouraged teachers to use gardens to improve 
academic achievement in scientific fields (Graham et al., 2005; Kweon et al., 2017; Wells 
et al., 2015). Many scholars published results outlining the positive health and academic 
outcomes achieved through school garden programs (Bell & Dyment, 2008; Berezowitz 
et al., 2015; Duncan et al., 2016; Utter et al., 2016; Wells et al., 2014, 2015).  
Studies such as these continued to foster Congressional support in the form of the 
Farm to School Acts of 2013, 2015, and 2017 which aimed to institutionalize 
relationships between schools, farms, and gardening (National Farm to School Network, 
2019; United States Department of Agriculture, 2015). A 2019 bipartisan Farm to School 
Act to expand and strengthen Congressional support was introduced in June, 2019 and 
has not yet been voted on in the House or Senate (National Farm to School Network, 
2019). In the following section, I shared the ways that the rationale driving the 
proliferation of school gardens also shaped the teaching and learning occurring in school 
garden spaces. 
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Problems in the Current School Garden Approach  
 
There was a significant discrepancy between the original ideas of the value of 
school gardens as described by Dewey (1937) and Carver (1910) with more recent focus 
on quantifiable and individualistic effects and outcomes. Whereas initial philosophies 
about school gardens in the early 1900s included such ideas as awe, joy, connectedness, 
and exploration, more recent school garden programs were typically driven by set 
outcomes such as better eating and knowledge of food origins (Blair, 2009; Burt, 2016; 
Ohly et al., 2016). Furthermore, few studies explored the ways that school gardens 
recognized or contested injustices, leaving intact many assumptions about what a school 
garden program should look like and how it should be used (Meek & Tarlau, 2016a; 
Padup, 2008). In the following section, I described the ways in which this rhetoric of 
effect (Cairns, 2018) created problems and limits the possibilities of what school gardens 
might be. 
Reform Intentions in School and Youth Gardens 
 
For all of the enthusiasm around school gardens, critical race and food scholars 
have raised concerns that planting gardens as a way to address food scarcity, improve 
nutrition, or equalize education was an oversimplification of both the problems and the 
possible solutions (Allen, 2010; Alkon & McCullen, 2011; Guthman, 2008; Guthman, 
2014; Reynolds, 2014; Shannon, 2014). Critical scholars cautioned that ignoring the 
racist and classist policies and infrastructure that created inequities in the food and 
education systems rendered the AFM, including school gardens, complicit in and even 
contributing to injustices (Allen & Guthman, 2006; Broad, 2016; Gibson & Dempsey, 
2013; Guthman, 2008; Padup, 2008; Reynolds, 2014; Shannon, 2014). 
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Although popularity of school gardens continued to rise, many critical food 
scholars documented specific ways that an individualistic and market-based paradigm 
limited the transformative possibilities latent in garden-based education. Former First 
Lady Michelle Obama famously launched a high profile White House garden, a key 
component of her “Let’s Move” initiative (Obama, 2012). Heavily focused on educating 
youth to grow and eat nutritious food, Obama’s garden program emphasized individual 
education and choice but, in the context of gardens, Obama (2012) never questioned 
oppressive policies such as low wages, discriminatory housing policies, soaring cost of 
living, and unequal access to resources which all contribute to food insecurity (Broad, 
2017). Furthermore, any other meaning or value in the garden is subsumed by the 
primacy of gardens as places to learn to eat more healthfully.  
Decades earlier, celebrity chef Alice Waters launched the Edible School Yards 
program advocating a curriculum in which youth learn to grow, cook, and eat healthy 
foods (Waters et al., 2008). Like Obama (2012), Waters (2008) left unaddressed any 
examination of the reigning inequities of the food system, opting instead to focus on 
remedying the poor diets of individual urban youth through education (Padup, 2008). As 
stated on Edible Schoolyard’s website, the organization declared “It all started in 1995 
with the idea that we can transform children's relationship with food if we give them a 
taste of what's possible.” (Edible School Yard, 2020). Although the organization 
described it’s programs as child-centered and “just and joyful”, the central mission to 
“transform” children’s eating was the concern of scholars such as Padup (2008). In her 
case study of Edible Schoolyards, Padup (2008) documented the ways that White middle 
class food preferences, manners, and norms were taught to students from diverse racial 
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and cultural backgrounds. Waters, herself a White chef, did not examine the roles power, 
histories, access, and culture play in food choices and behaviors. By beginning with the 
unexamined goal to transform, Edible Schoolyard practitioners sought to shape food 
consumers, ignoring the voice and silencing the experiences of youth (Padup, 2008). 
These high profile treatises on transforming food choices at the individual level 
energized the AFM, including school gardens, with the promise that human and 
environmental health could be fixed through better access to and knowledge of local 
foods from farms and gardens (Allen, 2010). Yet, many low income communities of 
color continued to struggle under a host of inequalities that impacted food access on a 
systems-level including lack of transportation, low wages, limited access to land, 
inadequate housing, high levels of trauma, and low levels of political power (Cadieux & 
Slocum, 2015).  
As Guthman (2008) noted in her study of college students in a service-learning 
course, White affluent undergrads were highly motivated to teach poor urban youth how 
to eat and live well. Romanticizing farming and devoted to the improvement of food 
choices and nutrition education, these students believed they could improve others’ live 
by educating youth to eat better through garden-based education without examining the 
role that policy, economy, or race has played in food disparities (Guthman, 2008, 2014). 
Guthman (2008) documented the ways affluent White undergraduate students assumed 
their work made a difference in children’s lives and were easily offended if a child or 
educator disputed the good they were doing.  
Similarly, Padup (2008), as previously noted, studied Alice Water’s Edible 
School Yard program, documenting the program’s concerted effort to “transform” poor 
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urban youth of color by properly educating them on the source and nutrition of food, as 
well as proper table manners and appropriate mealtime conversation. In the program, 
youth were controlled and shaped to behave in the ideal image of the White middle class 
without regard to the historical legacy of oppression in the U.S. food systems such as 
slavery, dispossession of Native American land, and poverty wages for migrant farm 
workers. Further, the program failed to recognize or include the youths’ experiences and 
knowledges, opting instead to unilaterally construct a garden program based on the 
founder’s ideal eating beliefs (Padup, 2008). Likewise, Farm to School programs, often 
lauded as a win-win for both local farm economies and nutritional needs of children, 
represented another example of a colonizing paradigm whereby students, particularly 
poor youth of color, were being formed as future consumers, instructed and shaped by 
knowledgeable and “healthy” outsiders, governed by White middle class food 
preferences and norms, during their school lunch programs (Allen & Guthman, 2006; 
Gibson & Dempsey, 2015).  
In their critical analysis of Jamie Oliver’s television show Food Revolution, 
Gibson and Dempsey (2015) described the way the celebrity chef aimed to reform the 
eating habits of students in one of US city that struggled with high rates of both obesity 
and poverty. Analyzing the first season through multi-stage narrative coding, the authors 
show the ways that Oliver assumed the role of good-doer while problematizing children’s 
poor food choices as they opt for pink milk and fried chicken nuggets. The solution, 
according to Oliver was to properly teach the students about healthy food to overcome 
the lack of knowledge and poor parenting that have caused the children’s weight gain and 
unhealthy ways. Much like other critical scholars, Gibson and Dempsey (2015) noted 
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Oliver’s lack of attention to any political or socio-economic forces in the lives of the 
children. Here is an example of powerful entities, such as celebrity chefs and executive 
producers, shaping the discourse about and for the town through a single dimension, the 
children’s lack of good food choices. 
The logic in Edible Schoolyards and the Food Revolution was reform through 
proper education (Gibson & Dempsey, 2015; Padup, 2008). Returning for a moment to 
the work of Freire (1970) and hooks (1994) we see the ways the logic of reform and 
unilateral focus on predetermined outcomes, aimed to insert and impose information and 
knowledge into the people, rather than engage in meaningful dialogue. 
Other scholars described the ways some schools and communities were able to 
navigate limited reform agendas in school gardens and food programs. Hayes-Conroy 
(2010) studied two school garden programs, one in Nova Scotia and one in Berkley, 
California. Interviewing 100 participants, including teachers, youth, and partners as well 
as collecting field notes and artifacts over the course of 3 months at each site, Hayes-
Conroy (2010) discovered that, although the reigning logics of reform and effect 
pressured and governed aspects of the programs, the participants were not blind to some 
of the assumptions and absurdities. In fact, she discovered that the participants were able 
to negotiate their own voices, critiques, and choices into the programs and contest those 
aspects, which felt repressive to participants. In other words, though the requirements or 
logics of outside forces may seem to dictate the programs, the practitioners in this study 
chose to contest and shape the activities according to their own ideas and voices, 
regardless of the reform paradigm (Hayes-Conroy, 2010).  
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Yet still, to some extent, whether a garden will be viewed as legitimate for 
funders and administrators, was determined by what those in power view as worthy. Even 
if practitioners expressed a variety of cares, values, and hopes, not included in the logic 
of reform and effects, their voices may not have power in policies that require 
quantifiable changes to children’s eating habits and academic performances. I am not 
suggesting that healthy eating or academic achievement is unimportant, I am suggesting 
that if these outcomes are the only ones that count in supporting and sustaining school 
gardens, all other values and possibilities may not be considered and the likelihood that 
schools experience any benefits from gardens is diminished. 
Herein lie two significant problems. One, as touched on previously, practitioners 
following a rhetoric of effect would assume that there was one worthwhile nutrition or 
academic destination. Typically, that destination is White middle class norms and values. 
A second problem was that without power, voice, and resources of participants at the 
forefront, school gardens would be very difficult to sustain over time ( Burt et al., 2018; 
Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005a; Kincy et al., 2016; Loftus et al., 2017; Ozer, 2007; 
Smith et al., 2019). In the following sections, I reviewed these two problems in depth. 
Racial Disparities in the Food Movement and School Gardens. 
 
Several scholars have documented the ways that the contributions, histories, 
knowledges, and voices of low income people of color were erased in the AFM, 
including in school and community gardens. Reynolds (2015) studied community 
gardens in New York City, outlining the high visibility of White and middle class 
perspectives in the news media and the lopsided grant funding and political attention 
given to White-led food organizations compared to their Black and Brown counterparts. 
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Cairns (2017) conducted discourse analysis on the language of newspaper articles, which 
reported on school gardens, revealing a striking disparity between the language used for 
schools gardens in affluent as opposed to low-income communities. Whereas the 
language of school gardens about affluent school districts described the program as 
cultivating the young as stewards for the environment, donning middle and upper class 
students as future leaders and protectors of the environment, language used in lower 
income school districts was characterized by what Cairns (2017) called “salvation” 
narratives. In these salvation stories, school gardens were seen as a heartwarming 
antidote to improve the nutrition and outdoor experiences of the low income students.  
In the same study, Cairns (2017) also documented the ways that media 
perpetuated images of happy children of color digging in the soil, representing the 
romanticized promise of gardening as a remedy to food scarcity. These “feel good” 
stories avoided the difficult and critical examination of inequalities and encouraged 
readers to celebrate the way the “urban child” is connecting to the soil and ‘getting their 
hands dirty’. Yet, Carins (2017) contrasted these images with food laborers, typically low 
wage people of color, who were not celebrated for their labor or their ‘hands in the soil’. 
In fact, only some food labor is glorified this way, as Cairns (2017) contrasted images of 
the happy school child or the rugged independent White farm trope as compared to the 
invisible and often vilified migrant farm worker, who is almost always a person of color. 
In these studies, we see the way stories in the media and funding policies were often built 
upon White norms and perceptions, without including the voices and perspectives of 
marginalized communities.  
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In her ethnographic research of youth gardening programs in Newark, New 
Jersey, Cairns (2018) described the ways youth in two garden programs rebuked the 
program director’s pressures to eat better, commune with nature, and delight in the 
growing of food. The youth joked about the absurdity of the program director’s request 
that they commune and relax in nature when, in fact, the factory smells, polluted air, and 
searing sun made relaxing outside in their neighborhood nearly unbearable. Cairns (2018) 
observed the ways that youth complaints were denied by leaders who sought to 
evangelize youth in the healing powers of nature. Rather than listening to legitimate 
concerns voiced by youth, program leaders preached the beauty of nature and ignored the 
youth who felt otherwise. Though the youth learned enormous amounts in the program, 
many adults only praised the participants for achievements that fit into their 
predetermined program objectives (Cairns, 2018). When Cairns (208) asked about their 
garden-based experiences, the youth offered their own unique and worthwhile 
perspectives, including a deep appreciation of the community and friendships gained 
through gardening. Several youth felt that the best conversations they had occurred while 
doing gardening work and yet, meaningful conversations were never a goal of the 
program and had remained an invisible outcome to the program directors prior to Cairns 
(2018) research. 
In her research on the urban food movement in Detroit, White (2018) described 
the many ways that Black perspectives, contributions, and history in agriculture in the 
United States have been erased, oversimplified, and distorted. Slavery and sharecropping 
were horrific and traumatic aspects of Black history in agriculture which White argued 
need to be better contextualized and addressed in our modern discourses on food projects. 
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Furthermore, White (2018) described Black contributions to food science and production, 
outlining the theoretical foundations of Booker T. Washington, W.E.B. Du Bois, and 
George Washington Carver to modern agriculture, science, and economics. Exploring a 
variety of Black-led initiatives to support community growing programs from the Nation 
of Islam, to the Black Panther Party, to the Tuskegee Farmers’ Institute, White (2018) 
explored the diverse and rich history of Black agriculture leadership and practice in the 
United States. Both self-sufficiency, a value theorized by Booker T. Washington, to 
cooperative economics, a concept pioneered by Du Bois, White (2018) described not only 
the many efforts Black communities have undertaken to improve access and quality of 
food for their communities, but also the ways in which Black innovations in food were an 
important contribution to anyone studying food justice and equity. As one example, Du 
Bois’s theories of cooperatives were described by him as the “realization of democracy in 
industry” and as such is an intellectual bridge between agriculture and liberation that can 
and should influence those devoted to food equity today (White, 2018). Despite the vast 
and meaningful contributions of Black America to liberation through agriculture, White 
(2018) contended that this remained a largely invisible legacy, often ignored in education 
and food activism. 
Barriers to Sustaining School Gardens Spaces 
 
 In addition to racial disparities in many school garden approaches was another 
problem which I also argued was partly born out of the outcomes-oriented paradigm 
currently justifying the existence of gardens at schools. When school garden teachers and 
administrators must show proof of their worth in terms of test scores or eating habits, any 
other benefits may be ignored. If a teacher or principal is not particularly motivated or 
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convinced that the garden can impact measurable change, the time and resources needed 
to develop a garden will not materialize. Some of the research on barriers to sustaining 
school gardens showed how, even if there is a high degree of motivation, teachers and 
principals may feel they lack the knowledge, time, or resources to adequately support the 
garden. When we understand the full scope of meaning and values experienced through 
school gardens, greater resources can be devoted to these spaces to increase the 
knowledge, time, and resources available to participants. 
 Surprisingly few studies have asked teachers, much less other participants, such 
as custodial or health staff, what they care about or hope for in a school garden. Some 
studies have asked teachers to rank their motivations around school garden use according 
to set outcomes, such as academic achievement and improved nutrition in students 
(Graham et al., 2005; Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005a; Jaeschke et al., 2012). These 
studies used survey instruments with Likert scales, asking participants to share the 
amount of time they use the garden for a variety of activities. In their study surveying 
principals in 4,194 California schools, Graham et al. (2005) reported that 66% of 
principals (n = 1,342) cited nutrition education as one of their primary motivations for 
supporting the garden at their school and 39% reported that the garden provided edible 
plants for students. Similarly, Scherr et al. (2013) surveyed 17 schools in California 
participating in “Farm to School” (F2S) programs, documenting that among the top 
reasons to start a school garden were to teach nutrition (92%) and to provide students 
with fruits and vegetables (FV) from the garden (77%). In assessing how teachers use 
their gardens, Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr (2005) reported that the most common use of 
the garden among respondents (n = 592) was for academic instruction and nutrition 
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education. Yet, 65%, a majority of teachers felt they did not have the resources and 
training to properly use the garden. These studies offered respondents limited options for 
how they might use a school garden. Any interests respondents have outside of the 
particular parameters selected by the authors would not be included in this study. 
 Very few studies asked teachers who do use school gardens why they do so and 
what they envision for the future of the school garden. Fewer still were studies asking 
other participants, such as custodians, community partners, or parents what they value 
and envision in a school garden space. Studies that did ask garden teachers about their 
motivations concluded that successful gardens tend to have one or more devoted 
champions, people who expend a lot of energy to sustain a school garden (Burt et al., 
2019; Hazzard et al., 2011). Although studies have shown the existence of such 
champions, few studies investigated their motivations or hopes about why they were 
expending time and energy to lead the school garden.  
In his study of teachers most active in their school garden space, Jorgenson (2013) 
documented a pattern of nostalgia among active garden teachers. Remembering fond 
memories of playing and learning in outdoor spaces and gardens as children, the teachers 
in this phenomenological study reported the desire to offer their students similarly 
meaningful experiences. Jorgenson (2013) noted that few studies have investigated 
teachers’ perspectives even though many studies have shown that whether or not teachers 
feel motivated and competent to use the garden is a critical factor to a garden’s 
sustainability and effectiveness over time (Burt et al., 2018; Burt et al., 2017; Hazzard et 
al., 2011; Kincy et al., 2016). In Jorgenson’s (2013) study of one large and time-tested 
school garden, his analysis of interviews with three active teachers revealed three primary 
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themes. One, all three mentioned childhood memories of being outdoors and wanting 
outdoor experiences for the current generation, who the teachers worried were overly 
engaged with screens and indoor environments. Second, all three teachers spoke about 
their observations of students thriving and flourishing in the garden in ways they did not 
observe inside the building. Finally, the garden was one setting where the teachers felt 
they could best teach according to their pedagogical beliefs around experiential learning. 
Jorgenson (2013) was careful to explain that, although nostalgia and idealization of 
childhood can serve a regressive or even reformatory stance, he observed the ways that 
nostalgia was a positive factor in the program, motivating and empowering teachers. 
 Several studies used mixed methods approaches to identify what participants 
valued in their school gardens and what they might need to continue to sustain garden 
spaces (Burt et al., 2018, 2019; Burt et al., 2017; Hazzard et al., 2011). Hazzard et al., 
(2011) interviewed key players in what they termed “exceptional” school garden 
programs. Defined as school gardens which were regularly used by teachers and 
practitioners, somewhat integrated in school life, and at least two years old, Hazzard et al. 
(2011) conducted interviews with ten people at ten exceptional program sites. Hazzard et 
al. (2011) used constant comparative methods to code qualitative interview data and 
determine the key ingredients required to create and sustain a garden program. They 
reported that practitioners using gardens felt they were well supported by funding and 
resources, including human resources, such as community experts like Master Gardeners. 
Seven out of ten schools also had a paid garden coordinator. The model, as pictured in 
Figure 11, was based on the findings reported by Hazzard et al. (2011), demonstrating the 
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importance of shared responsibility and input in successful and sustainable school garden 
programs.  
Figure 11  
Hazzard et al. (2011) Model of Support for a Successful School Garden 
 
 
Note. This model was created through a qualitative research study of successful and 
sustainable school garden programs. The contributions of a variety of people was found 
to be the most important factor for a successful school garden. 
 
In their survey of school gardeners in 15 states, a team of researchers asked 29 
questions about successes and barriers to using and sustaining school gardens (Burt et al., 
2018, 2019; Burt et al., 2017). Sixty six percent of respondents named lack of 
instructional time as the most significant barrier to using their school garden effectively 
and 62% said the largest obstacle was too little time devoted to professional development 
around garden-based education (n = 99). Based on the qualitative data collected, Burt et 
al. (2018) identified five core descriptors used by participants of what they believe 
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qualifies for a successful school garden: (a) creates community, (b) is an inviting space, 
(c) is resourced and supported, (d) is thriving, and (e) is used. Interestingly, none of these 
descriptions fit within the typical paradigm currently governing funding and legitimacy 
of school gardens. 
 Burt et al. (2017) conducted a study on what they defined as a successful and 
sustainable school garden. Beginning with a sample of 54 New York City schools with 
gardens, they whittled down the sample after interviewing participants in order to focus 
on the schools with the most successful gardens. One of their key findings from these 
schools (n=21) was that gardens that were integrated into many subject areas of the 
school curricula and had a robust Community of support, including teachers, 
administrators, partners, and community were the required ingredients for long terms 
success. Based on their research, Burt et al. (2017) proposed that schools consider the 
Garden Resource Education and Environment Nexus (GREEN) tool  when planning or 
expanding school gardens, as seen in Figure 12. According to the authors, this tool can 
help school gardens consider all the elements that go into a successful garden program, 
particularly the people. In their GREEN Tool, Burt et al. (2017) identified many factors 
influencing the sustainability of school gardens. At the center, is what they described as a 
“well integrated school garden” in which partners, staff, students, and neighbors are all 
contributing and motivated to participate in some form. 
On the one hand, there were barriers here that have hampered many school 
gardens as teachers often reported lack of support, partnerships, time, and resources to 
support their use of school gardens (Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005a; Hazzard et al., 
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2012; Loftus et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2019). In other words, many schools would not 
have many of the elements included in the GREEN Tool (Burt et al, 2017).  
Figure 12  
Burt et al. (2017) Garden Resource, Education, and Environment Nexus Tool 
 
Note. Based on their study of 21 successful school gardens in New York City, Burt et al. 
(2017) proposed that schools consider the GREEN tool as a way to improve likely 
success of their school garden. People are at the heart of school garden success. 
 Yet here also was a helpful road map of how we might further understand and 
integrate gardens in ways that participants suggested would be most helpful. 
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Furthermore, if garden participants were included in the particular design and plans for 
the garden and reflected on what they value and envision in their space, the chances that 
the space reflected the larger purpose, vision, and possibility of the community may be 
enhanced. Finally, these studies demonstrated that a Community of people and 
relationships was vital for the success and sustainability of school gardens. In the next 
section, I explored the possibilities of garden programs that moved beyond the logic of 
reform and toward emancipatory and liberatory practices. 
Justice, Love, and Liberation in School Garden Projects 
 
Although few school garden studies have researched an emancipatory approach in 
school garden programs, there were some studies on food justice movements in the AFM 
and liberation pedagogy with youth in gardens that provided some useful insights for 
designing an emancipatory school garden program. School gardens have plenty of 
applications outside of food, yet it was important to understand the resurgence of school 
gardens alongside the growth of other alternative food efforts. As such, an exploration of 
food justice as transformation within the AFM away from colonizing and reform logics, 
offered insights into new and liberating approaches for school gardens. In the following 
section, I explored these approaches and how they informed this research. 
Food Justice Approaches in the Alternative Food Movement. 
 
Many scholars have studied initiatives that addressed issues of inequality and 
exclusion in the AFM describing programs which rejected the individualistic and 
reformist stance that had often permeated food and garden projects. Indeed, the concept 
of food justice became a popular moniker for many organizations as activists appreciated 
the need for a more critical and transformative stance in AFM (Hoey & Allison 
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Sponseller, 2018; Reynolds, 2015; Reynolds et al., 2018). Scholars have defined food 
justice as an overtly anti-racist platform wherein practitioners seek to critically examine 
and transform the systems that create inequity in the food system (Allen, 2010; Cadieux 
& Slocum, 2015; Clendenning et al., 2016; Slocum & Cadieux, 2015). In practice this 
means that “power and material resources are shared equitably so that people and 
communities can meet their needs, and live with security and dignity, now and in the 
future” (Allen, 2010). Slocum and Cadieux (2015) identified four key components of 
food justice: (a) addressing historical trauma experienced by people of color and low 
income people, and critically examining and transforming the inequitable distribution of 
(b) labor, (c) land, and (d) trade. . By addressing these system problems critically and 
collaboratively, food justice, when undertaken through dialogue with communities, was a 
liberating approach for transformative change. For school gardens, which were born of 
the same logic driving the AFM, a justice approach could also move practitioners toward 
a more critical and collaborative stance. 
 Although the prevalence of food justice approaches within AFM offered insights 
into justice and emancipatory approaches for school gardens, a number of scholars voiced 
concerns that the label of food justice does not change the actual activities of many 
organizations (Allen, 2010; Cadieux & Slocum, 2015; Clendenning et al., 2016; Slocum 
& Cadieux, 2015). One problem was lack of resources and knowledge. In their study of 
leaders in Michigan’s alternative food organizations, Hoey and Sponseller (2018) 
reported that, in fact, the leaders sought systemic and just change but were often 
overwhelmed by the everyday demands of their work. Lacking resources, participants 
were not sure how to achieve the expansive demands of food justice as defined by 
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scholars such as Slocum and Cadieux (2015). Although addressing centuries of trauma 
and maldistribution of resources was a goal to which these leaders aspired, the reality of 
every day work overshadowed this larger aim (Hoey & Sponseller, 2018). A second 
problem was that food justice work and research done for and not with communities will 
perpetuate rather than dismantle unequal distribution of power. In their introspective 
study on their own relationship within a food justice organization, Bradley and Herrera 
(2016), a White female researcher and Black male activist, examined conflict within their 
relationship, naming the ways that Bradley’s position in the academy gave her work and 
thinking legitimacy over Herrera’s community work and knowledge. Through a process 
of making this power dynamic explicit, the two worked to translate academic ideas to the 
community and community ideas to the academy. These studies demonstrated the 
fundamental importance of connecting to, respecting, and prioritizing the authentic voice 
of the community and practitioners, which was one overarching goal of PAR as a 
research method. 
 In a study of race and justice within New York City’s Farm School, Reynolds 
(2017) coded interviews and field notes from four years of participant observation to 
distill the critical elements of a liberating food justice praxis. The curriculum and 
pedagogy of this praxis designed with adults in the Farm School, integrated Freire’s 
(1970) liberating praxis through which low income residents became critical examiners 
of oppressive forces in the food system. Elevated as leader within the organization, 
community members co-created innovations such that education on growing food and 
starting agriculture businesses was made accessible to low income people who have 
typically not had the financial means or the time to participate in such programs.  
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Food justice may be one approach that has gained traction in other gardening and 
food security initiatives. Yet, few scholars addressed how such practices would take 
shape in school gardens. Meek and Tarlau (2016) proposed a model they called Critical 
Food Systems Education (CFSE) which combined a critical examination of food systems, 
avenues for transforming systems, and content knowledge on agriculture and ecology. 
This model and other food justice models provided a starting point for a critical 
examination of food and garden projects and were working to incorporate an anti-racist 
and liberating approach to food and garden projects and education. Yet, if the roots of 
AFM, including school garden projects was bound by the logic of domination, as many 
scholars have demonstrated, placing the site of transformation on individual choice and 
reform, models for change cannot stop at a critical examination but, rather need to 
include humanizing pedagogies that prioritize care, love, and hope. As such, feminist 
contributions to conversations around emancipation in food and garden projects have also 
contributed greatly to this research. 
Beyond Justice: Inclusion of an Ethic of Love and Care in School Gardens 
 
Feminist scholars demonstrated that unless personal and community relationships 
were valued and counted, models such as CFSE risked obliterating the perspectives of the 
most vulnerable and least powerful voices, particularly youth, people of color, and the 
poor (Bradley & Herrera, 2016; Cairns, 2018; Kulick, 2019). Indeed, youth and women, 
traditionally marginalized in justice movements, contributed to knowledge and praxis 
when relationships and care were prioritized (Cairns, 2018; Kulick, 2019; Mallory, 2013; 
White, 2011).   
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Ecofeminists and critical feminist scholars have pointed out that food justice 
organizations can still perpetuate colonizing and paternalistic norms (Bradley & Herrera, 
2016; Gilson, 2015). Some organizations examined and even transformed unjust policies 
while maintaining White, male, and middle class logic, leadership, and perspectives 
(Gilson, 2015; Mallory, 2013). Several feminist scholars described the need to include 
feminist values in food justice programs in order to overcome the colonizing and 
paternalistic ideals of autonomy, dominance, and exploitation (Gilson, 2015; Mallory, 
2013). Addressing inequality in education and in the food system, including through 
school gardens, will require collective appreciation of the truth that individuals, nature, 
and communities are interrelated, co-dependent, and vulnerable (Gilson, 2015). 
Several scholars have studied examples of how practitioners might incorporate 
values of care, love, and relationships in school garden programs. In her participatory 
action study investigating the stories of urban youth in gardening programs, Kulick 
(2019) reported that what youth most valued in the program was the feeling that the 
leaders cared for them unconditionally. Feelings of trust, care, and community were the 
reasons the youth stayed in the program and matured in their thinking, behavior, and 
aspirations. Kulick (2019) advocated for an ethics of care in food justice programs 
whereby relationships, forged through forgiveness, dialogue, and listening, are the single 
most important aspect of the program. Indeed, feminist scholars have long argued that 
justice ethics, the fight for universal and equal rights, is deficient without an ethics of 
care, which brings attention to particular needs, emotions, and relationships (Gilligan, 
2014; Tronto, 2010). Ethics of care is about responding to the needs and voice of the 
particular person, a willingness to listen and respond to the person as they are, not as you 
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think they ought to be (Noddings, 2010, 2012). Kulick (2019) observed that feeling cared 
for was the primary foundation of a successful youth garden program in which youth 
learned many skills and yet it was not initially the skills and training that motivated the 
youth to attend the program but rather the awareness that the garden program was a place 
where they felt unconditionally recognized and welcomed.  
In another study of what participants value in a school garden, Moore et al. (2015) 
described school gardens as ideal sites for socio-ecological transformation, conveying the 
ways that the affective and playful labor in gardens served as invaluable learning tools for 
students to break outside of the reform logic typical in school gardens. Enlisting 
undergraduate interns to work with low income students in their school gardens, Moore et 
al. (2015) gave students cameras and ask them to photograph aspects of the garden that 
mattered to them. After interviewing the students about their photographs, Moore et al. 
(2015) documented the ways that, despite the constraints often imposed on school 
gardens, these students built connections with each other, with undergraduate interns, and 
with wildlife. Despite the constraints and boundaries imposed in their school gardens by 
the school system, these youth expressed an array of positive emotions and discoveries in 
their gardens related to relationships and nature. 
Meanwhile, White (2011) studied the Black female-led garden movement of 
Detroit, wherein feminist values of relationships and community were the driving ethos 
for economic change and food security. In her ethnographic case study, White (2011) 
documented the ways that eight female farm leaders, all Black women, designed their 
gardens as a safe space to have conversations, share ideas, enjoy a meal, and experience 
belonging. Food justice was deeply important to this program as well, but the women’s 
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priority was community, meeting the immediate needs of those in the neighborhood, and 
developing a sense of agency among participants. In White’s (2011) description of the 
Detroit farms, values of community, care, and belonging stand in sharp contrast to the 
reformatory approach when it comes to school gardens. White (2011) offers an 
illustrative example of the ways that relationships, dialogue, and community become the 
drivers of social change, as opposed to primarily reform agendas. In both Kulick (2019) 
and White (2011) studies there were an array of outcomes from the programs but the 
starting point was what hooks (2006) would describe as an ethic of love. 
In these examples, feminist scholars described programs that did not seek to 
preach the gospel of good food or justice to youth, but instead co-constructed food 
practices based on the ideas, knowledge, and experiences of people situated in a 
particular place.  
Pedagogies of Care, Love, and Hope in School Gardens. 
 
How and what is taught in a school garden will drastically alter the experience 
and learning for all involved. If the outcome is intended to reform children in how they 
eat and move and what knowledge they gain, one would teach accordingly. The reigning 
rhetoric of effect (Cairns, 2018) logic would result in more of a “banking” style of 
education as Freire (1970) described. According to Freire (1970), banking models of 
education are characterized by a teacher as the primary proprietor of knowledge 
depositing information into the minds of students, who are in need of that knowledge. In 
a school garden, teaching in a banking model means “experts” would decide the 
parameters within which participants teach and learn. A significant portion of school 
garden scholarship has focused on predetermined and measurable outcomes such as 
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nutrition (Antonini & O’Neal, 2017; Christian et al., 2014; Cotugna et al., 2012; Davis et 
al., 2015, 2016; Gatto et al., 2017; Hazzard et al., 2011; Savoie-Roskos et al., 2017; 
Scherr et al., 2013), science and other academic knowledge (Fisher-Maltese & 
Zimmerman, 2015; Hazzard et al., 2012; Kweon et al., 2017; Leuven et al., 2018; Wells 
et al., 2015; Williams et al., 2018), and increased in physical activity and movement 
(Dyment & Bell, 2008; Dyment & Reid, 2011; Hermann et al., 2006; Wells et al., 2014). 
The goals of the garden programs studied was to increase the student knowledge of 
nutritional benefits of fruits and vegetables, increase consumption of fruits and 
vegetables, improve science knowledge and environmental stewardship, and increase 
student opportunities for physical movement. For both teachers and students, the garden 
became a locus of control and reform, limiting what participants might experience, 
imagine, or discover in the space. 
Yet, there were some school garden practitioners and scholars who have also 
recognized the ways that gardens may afford deeper learning outside the predetermined 
outcomes and goals typically ascribed to gardens. In their case study research of one 
school garden, Howes, Graham, & Friedman (2009) described the ways the school 
garden provided opportunities for teachers to deeply explore real life phenomena as 
Dewey (1916) initially encouraged, as well as providing ample opportunities for 
“problem posing” education as described by Freire (1970). Concerned with the 
McDonaldization of education which emphasized efficiency, predictability, calculability, 
and control, the authors described ways a garden pedagogy can instead focus on 
discovery and possibility (Howes et al., 2009). The authors noted that, due to the 
presence of real life as it is in school gardens, gardens are necessarily inter-disciplinary. 
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In a classroom and in the McDonaldization of education described by Howes et al (2009), 
content was typically segregated across subjects and divorced from context. Yet a garden 
provided an experiential environment where all content is naturally integrated and can be 
explore through multiple disciplines. Finally, due to the slowed down pace of life in a 
garden, such as the time it takes for a seed to mature into a plant, Howes, Graham, & 
Friedman (2009) observed mental and emotional health benefits in children who seemed 
to relax and simply enjoy being in their outdoor classroom. 
In a similar vein, Williams (2015) described the themes emerging from 39 
interviews she conducted with middle school students in school gardens in the Portland 
area. These students had undergone a Learning Gardens curriculum developed by 
Williams and colleagues, which was intended to meet Next Generation Science 
Standards, in addition to basics on healthy eating and garden skills. Central to Williams 
(2015) research was also to understand the voices of the students so that she could 
discover and articulate what they learned and valued in the school garden space beyond 
the formally stated objectives of the program. Drawing on Freire, Dewey, and hooks, 
among others, Williams (2015) proposed a pedagogy of regenerative hope, based on the 
themes emerging from the open-ended interviews with students. This pedagogy 
acknowledges the full spectrum of what it means to be human, including values like 
conviviality, imagination, joy, risk-taking, critical thinking, and imagining what is 
possible in life. Exploring in depth an array of different kinds of hope, Williams (2015) 
proposed a pedagogy of regenerative hope as a way to express how the garden promoted 
the agency and action of students and teachers in the school garden. Like Howes, 
Graham, & Friedman (2009), Williams (2015) described the ways in which the school 
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garden provided a very specific set of affordances for surfacing the depth and potential of 
learning and imagination of new futures. Of particular interest to Williams (2015) was an 
investigation of students in low-income families attending largely low-income schools. 
Noting the omnipresence of conformity, discipline, and standardization common in these 
schools, Williams (2015) was intrigued by the degree to which the students connected to 
each other and their ability to imagine a better future through the school garden program. 
Although these were not initially objectives in the Learning Garden curricula, Williams 
(2015) discovered these values by asking the youth open-ended questions about what 
they learned and valued in their school garden experiences. 
Despite rigid expectations so often accompanying conversations of school 
gardens, many scholars have documented the ways that school garden participants 
experienced meaning far beyond and despite the boundaries of reform logic (Cairns, 
2017; Hayes-Conroy, 2010; Howes et al., 2009; Kulick, 2019; Moore et al., 2015; White, 
2011; Williams, 2015; Williams & Anderson, 2015). Feminist values, including those 
articulated by hooks (1994, 2003, 2006), are tools that have been used in the examples 
described in this literature review to free our imaginations about what garden projects are 
and can be. As Audre Lorde (1984) famously cautioned “the master’s tools will never 
dismantle the master’s house” as his tools are specifically designed to keep the house as 
formidable as possible. School gardens, confined by reformist logic, will maintain and 
reinforce inequalities in education and food systems. Yet, new and liberatory tools in 
research, particularly an ethic of love, dialogue with community, and methods of 
participatory action research dismantle the current constraints and limits of imagination, 
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ushering in a wealth of meaning, values, and possibilities of what garden spaces can 
mean as sites of emancipation in schools and neighborhoods. 
Methods for Co-Constructing a Sustainable and Emancipatory School Garden 
 
Despite what norms may exist for school gardens, Participatory Action Research, 
at its core, is about identifying on and reflecting about problems and collaboratively 
taking action to address the issues or problems. Several recent studies have advocated for 
action research as an ideal method for research on food and garden projects, including 
school gardens. Rooted in the praxis outlined by Gibson-Graham (2008) who asked 
scholars to “participate in building” the community that reflects the world they most wish 
to inhabit, action research scholars have outlined specific ways that researchers could 
engage in collaborating with communities to create a new world of food and garden 
projects that reflect community voice. Both Croog et al. (2018) and Reynolds et al. 
(2018) encouraged action researchers to partner with community organizations in 
developing a performative praxis of food justice. Action research projects according to 
Croog et al. (2018) should actively build supportive networks among practitioners in the 
community, enact “desirable futures” such that food justice materializes through the 
research, pay attention to stress and anxiety as a source of research insights, and value the 
affective every day moments as both a way to create solidarity between scholars and 
community and a source of insight for transformation. These scholars suggested that 
action research provided the strongest hope for reimagining and building more just and 
equitable food projects, including school gardens. 
Brydon-Miller & Maguire (2009) made the case that all significant and 
sustainable social justice could best begin in educational institutions, including 
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elementary schools. Teachers, pre-service teachers, youth, and university researchers can 
build relationships, dialogue, and creation of a new future at school sites. Freire (1970) 
discussed the ways that true and sustainable learning and social change emerged through 
tapping into, listening to, and collaborating with the voice and perspective of the people. 
Photovoice and mapping were all ways that researchers have elicited the perspectives of 
participants, empowering people to participate in social change and decision making 
(Harper et al., 2017; Wang & Burris, 1997). Photovoice , in particular, has been 
effectively used in garden projects to understand the ways that students value garden 
spaces (Clague et al., 2018; Harper et al., 2017; Lam et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2015). To 
my knowledge, there have not been any studies using Photovoice or mapping to 
understand the perspective of adult participants in school gardens. 
Summary and Implications of Literature Review 
 
 By examining the history and current paradigm governing school gardens in the 
U.S., I have articulated problems in the existing logic of reform around school gardens. 
Reform logic means that the purpose typically associated with school gardens is to fix the 
academic, nutrition, and environmental deficits of students. Not only does this limit other 
possible outcomes in school gardens that were described by Dewey (1937) and Carver 
(1910) and studied by a variety of critical and feminist scholars (Cairns, 2017; Hayes-
Conroy, 2010; Howes et al., 2009; Kulick, 2019; Moore et al., 2015; White, 2011; 
Williams, 2015; Williams & Anderson, 2015) but the reformist paradigm is particularly 
problematic for low income communities of color which have traditionally been the 
biggest targets for reform (Allen & Guthman, 2006; Broad, 2017; Cairns, 2017, 2018; 
Gibson & Dempsey, 2015; Guthman, 2008, 2014; Meek & Tarlau, 2016a; Padup, 2008). 
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Although there are documented benefits to school gardens, many other benefits have not 
been studied as they lie outside the current list of important effects. Meanwhile, the 
question of how and whether school gardens will sustain hinges on what the public and 
communities believe about these spaces. Studies regarding the sustainability of school 
gardens found that successful gardens are energized and sustained by devoted people 
(Burt et al., 2018b; Burt et al., 2017; Hazzard et al., 2011). If a project is imposed on 
people, the likelihood of feeling connected to and energized by it is diminished.  
 Although a number of scholars suggested that action research was the method 
they most recommended for food and garden projects to become more inclusive and 
transformative, there were no PAR studies of adult participants in school garden projects. 
Furthermore, no studies, to my knowledge, integrated an ethic of love, as described by 
hooks (1994, 2003, 2006) into a school garden approach as a path to mutual liberation. 
As such, this PAR study employed the ethics and tools of Freire (1970) and hooks (1994, 
2003, 2006) to co-design a school garden program that was rooted in the values, 
meaning, cares, and hopes of participants as an emancipatory project.  
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Chapter 3: Research Methods 
 
This dissertation was a participatory action research (PAR) project in that the 
voice of the South Pines School Garden (SPSG) participants was the driving perspective 
of the research (Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009; Greenwood & Levin, 1998). The 
purpose of this PAR study was to more deeply understand the actions, process, values, 
and vision of participants in one school garden program.  
Photovoice, mapping, interpersonal communications, artifacts, and field note data 
were collected to understand the actions and processes taken to expand and sustain the 
garden program. These data were triangulated to validate participant’s perceptions, 
values, and vision of the garden project. Participants included a core garden team and a 
community of garden supporters. The core garden team were those participants most 
heavily involved in the design and maintenance of the garden project and included eight 
school staff as well as five key community partners. The community of garden supporters 
also included several individuals from area organizations that contributed to the garden in 
2020. In the following section, I described the purpose, participants, processes, and ethics 
of this research. 
Research Questions 
 
 The research questions for this dissertation were designed to elicit and integrate 
the voice of the participants interacting with the SPSG. Rooted in the emancipatory 
theories of Freire (1970) and hooks (1993), the research design focused on the ways 
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participants reflected on, voiced, and shared ideas as they co-created a school garden 
program in the spring and summer of 2020. Although much research I described in 
Chapter 2 investigated the utilitarian and reformatory purposes of school garden 
programs, this research focused on identifying and communicating the full range of 
meaning, values, and vision of the participants in their garden program. As such, the 
research questions were: 
1. What actions did participants of one school garden take during the COVID-19 
pandemic? 
2. What was the process driving the actions taken? 
3. What did participants perceive and value in this school garden program? 
4. What did participants envision or hope for in the future of this school garden 
program? 
Research Design and COVID-19 Modifications 
 
Unlike other methods, action research is unapologetically personal and engaged 
with the community (Greenwood & Levin, 1998). Scholars described PAR as politically 
engaged, directly addressing systems of power, and built on the foundation of 
collaborative relationships (Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009). These foundations then 
become indicators of the trustworthiness of the research. Indeed, action researchers argue 
that the neutral positivist research stance is impossible because every question and study 
was selected, designed, and carried out by humans who are steeped their social, 
emotional, physical, and historical contexts (Brydon-Miller & Maguire, 2009). People in 
the community were my research partners, not my subjects. There were a variety of ways 
to maintain trustworthiness of the data and analysis, particularly by being aware of and 
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reflecting on my biases and positionality, which I described in more detail later in this 
chapter. 
Initially, this research was designed to understand the perspectives of students at 
the SPSG, yet when the governor mandated a state-wide school closure due to COVID-19 
on March 12, 2020, this led to a shift in the dissertation’s focus. No longer were students 
visiting the garden as part of their school day. Although we met as a group on March 12, 
2020 none of us yet knew what was going to happen with the health crisis of COVID-19 
over the long term. One participant voiced a feeling that became shared by others, which 
was to carry on planning and growing the garden space. She reasoned that if we don’t 
know what is going to happen, we should be prepared for any scenario, trusting that 
positive things emerge from a vibrant garden (B. Anderson, personal communication, 
March 12, 2020). At that time, we thought students may return to the building by April 6, 
2020 - the date originally projected by the governor. Yet, on by March 31, 2020, the 
closure was extended for another month and it became clear that the building may not 
open for the remainder of the school year. Some members of the core garden team 
decided to meet via a video conference call on April 23, 2020 to plan our next action 
steps. A teacher voiced a similar sentiment from the March 12 meeting saying she was 
worried that the garden could quickly become overrun by weeds if we do not proceed in 
developing the garden program and also that she would love for the students and 
neighbors to “enjoy something beautiful outside the school” (W. Alton, personal 
communication, April 23, 2020). This idea became the basis of the new direction of the 
SPSG as well as the reshaping of this dissertation. 
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The key goal of the project shifted to creating a vibrant school garden program 
despite the school building closures and to understand why and how participants were 
doing this work voluntarily in the middle of a global pandemic. The revised research 
design focused on the adult participants, which included individuals who played a vital 
role in the garden project in the spring and summer of 2020. Although many individuals 
were important to the success of the garden project, 13 people were particularly active in 
their contributions to the project and were described as the core garden team in this 
dissertation. Beyond explanations for the utility of school gardens in nutrition or 
academic outcomes, what were the deeper values, meaning, and vision driving each of us 
to work so hard on the garden project even though we did not know when students would 
return. Over the spring and summer of 2020 (April 8, 2020 to August 28, 2020), I 
collected field notes, created a timeline (Appendix A), kept a reflection journal, filed 
communications, took photos and videos, and gathered artifacts, such as media stories. 
By late August, I had met with and interviewed thirteen core garden team participants in 
order to understand their perspectives and vision. I asked each to share a photo of what 
the garden meant to him or her and to add ideas to a map of the space to share what he or 
she hoped for in the future. Using the SHOWED method, participants talked about the 
photo and map in terms of what they See, what is really Happening, how it relates to Our 
lives, Why subject exists, how to become Empowered, and what to Do. These were the 
guiding conversational questions for photovoice and mapping (Hergenrather et al., 2009; 
Wang & Burris, 1997), where I asked participants to share what the photos and maps 
meant to them. After transcribing and coding the conversations in Nvivo 12.0 (QSR 
International, 2020), I returned twice to each participant to share the themes and checked 
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on how the themes match with the meaning they intended in our conversation, a 
validation method known as member checking.  
In the following sections, I described the details of how data was collected and 
analyzed for the field notes, communications, photos, videos, artifacts, and interviews, all 
of which was used to triangulate and validate the findings. 
Setting 
 
All research activities occurred at SPSG. The main setting was the garden space 
adjacent to the elementary school and surrounded by a seven acre grass lot, as pictured in 
Figure 13. The school was in a residential neighborhood and neighbors regularly cross 
through the grass field from one part of the neighborhood to another. 
Figure 13  
Current Site of the South Pines School Garden. 
 
 
Note. The photo above is South Pines Elementary School, school garden, and the 
surrounding 7-acre grass lot (Google Earth Pro, 2020). The blue square next to the school 




In August, 2018 a 100 square foot raised garden bed was built at the school. By 
June 16, 2020, a second 100 square foot bed and two smaller 20 square foot smaller beds 
were added. The original garden was built in the shape of a “W”, a design selected by the 
former principal and the second bed was the shape of an “E” so that the garden now 
spells “WE.” On June 23, 2020 the assistant principal took a drone photo, pictured in 
Figure 15, in which the “WE” garden beds can be seen from a bird’s eye view. Although 
we focused much garden research on the beds pictured in Figure 14, we looked to the 
seven acres, pictured in Figure 15, when we discussed the future of the project. These 
fields, as I described in Chapter 1, previously included tennis courts, a baseball diamond, 
and a community center with a swimming pool. These recreation facilities were removed 
by the city between 2010 and 2013, in part to make way for the new school building. 
Figure 14  
Drone Photo of the Beds Spelling "WE" 
 
Note. This photo was taken on July 23, 2020 by the assistant principal of the school. 
As previously described, the SPSG was located in a neighborhood which has a 
long history of discrimination, such as the redlining practices of the 1930s, and low 
access to opportunities in health, education, and jobs. Although South Pines was a new 
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building, built in 2010, the school remains largely segregated along racial and income 
lines. The median income in the neighborhood was $24,299, 100% of the students 
qualified for free or reduced lunch, and over 95% of the students identified as Black or 
African American (Ohio Department of Education, 2020). The census tract in which 
South Pines was located was identified by the USDA as a food desert given the high 
proportion of residents with low incomes, low access to transportation, and a greater than 
.5 miles distance to a supermarket (United States Department of Agriculture Economic 
Research Service, 2015).  
Figure 15  
South Pines Garden Surrounded by Seven Acres 
 
Note. This photo taken in August, 2020 showed the wide expanse of fields surrounding 
the school garden, totaling 7.5 acres. 
 
The principal who started the garden wanted a top quality Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) program at the school and developed a host of 
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initiatives that would address injustice and inequality faced in the neighborhood. Toward 
that end, she applied for and received funding to establish a school garden and outdoor 
education space. The new principal was also a big supporter of the school garden 
program and helped facilitate the garden project from fall of 2019 through 2020. 
Participants 
 
Since 2016, I developed relationships with students, teachers, principals, assistant 
principals, and community of South Pines School. Once the school closed down in March 
of 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a core team of participants worked together to 
maintain, expand, and co-design the school garden. As we moved forward with the 
garden project, these were the people who opted in to create something meaningful and 
beautiful despite the temporary school building closure and the global pandemic. 
Although one garden bed already existed, it would have been plausible and easy to 
simply plant a cover crop and leave the space otherwise fallow for the growing season. 
Instead, the garden team, wanted to move forward with and further develop the plans.  
The core garden team participated in the photovoice, mapping, and transcribed 
conversations. Additional participants formed “the community of garden supporters” and 
were included in field notes and descriptions of events and processes, but were not 
invited to participate in the photovoice or mapping exercises. Individuals in the 
community of garden supporters were active in donating materials and contributing to the 
project in a variety of ways. Figure 16, co-created with the garden team and included in 
the online exhibition, was a complete diagram of all the individuals and groups who 
contributed to the garden in some way from April to August 2020. The yellow nodes 
showed major categories of groups including SPS staff, neighbors, youth, media and 
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government, major community partners, and private businesses. For confidentiality, I 
used pseudonyms throughout this dissertation, including Figure 16. 
Figure 16  
Community of South Pines School Garden Supporters April to August 2020  
 
There was a wide range of ways that individuals contributed to the project. I 
included demographics, including occupation, sex, race, and age of the core team in 
Table 1 (n = 13). I listed participant pseudonyms here alphabetically by first name and 
divided Table 1 between school staff followed by community partners. At this time, I did 
not include specific names of students or neighbors as their involvement was of a less 
formal and more spontaneous nature. Neighbors and students were a vital motivation for 
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this project and discussed by participants as their focus for future research, as described 
in Chapter 4. 
All names were pseudonyms. Core garden team (n = 13) were those with the 
highest levels of involvement in 2020 and participated in photovoice and mapping 
conversations. The community of garden supporters were people from local organizations 
who contributed to the garden in 2020 in a less significant, albeit important, manner (n = 
24). Gender was Female (F) or Male (M) and was reported here based on how individuals 
identified and presented themselves. Race was Asian (A), Black (B), White (W). Age 
was listed by decade so a participant who was 34 was listed as 30s.  
 In total, there were 13 core participants who participated in photovoice and 
mapping, in addition to making extensive contributions to SPSG from April to August, 
2020. In Table 1, I described the core team, which included five Black women, five 
White women, and three White men. Eight of the core team were school staff and five of 
the core team were from community organizations. All eight of the school staff 
participants in the core team were female. Four were Black women (two teachers, one 
custodian, and the school nurse) and four were White women (two teachers, one 
custodian, and the school principal). Beyond the 13 people designated as core team, were 
24 additional participants, from 15 organizations, designated as SPSG Community of 
Supporters as shown in Figure 16. Within the Community of Supporters, were seven 
Black women, eight White women, 1 woman of Asian descent, four Black men, and four 
White men. A complete list of all participants’ contributions and demographics were 
included in Appendix B. In Table 1, I displayed the demographics of the 13 core team 
participants. 
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Table 1  
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 Flynn, Henrietta 
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Custodial staff F B 60s 
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Intervention 
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Mgr. for Glenn 
Community 
Center 
F B 50s 





M W 60s 
 Lloyd, Kristy 
Community 
Gardens Coord., 
Davis Co. Parks 






Occupation Gen-der Race Age 
 
 Jordan, Yotam 
Education Coord., 
Davis Co. Parks M W 40s 
 Richardson, Patrick 
 
Program Mgr. for 
West Peters 
Food Access 
with Salem Food 
and Housing 
 
M W 30s 
 
Recruitment of Participants 
  For the thirteen core garden team members, I contacted individuals directly via 
email inviting them to participate in the photovoice and mapping conversations. Prior to 
the email, I had discussed this aspect of the research with each in person. I also 
personally invited the Assistant Principal, school librarian, and one other community 
supporter from Salem Food and Housing to participate in photo voice and mapping 
conversations if they wished. All three showed signs of interest in participating more in 
the garden project, declined the invitation to be part of the formal research conversation 
with photovoice and mapping. In addition, due to job and family constraints Isabella 
Carter submitted ideas via Google Drive, which supplemented an extensive conversation 
we had previously about her cares, values, and ideas. Isabella asked me to combine field 
notes from past conversations with the writing she submitted as a three page Google 
document. Two other participants, Kyla Veldo and Kristy Lloyd, also faced constraints 
due to COVID-19 and requested virtual conversations. Kyla Veldo met with me over the 
phone and Kristy Lloyd met with me via video conference. The other ten core team 
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participants met with me at the garden. Details of these research conversations, including 
location and duration, were outlined later in this chapter. 
Access to Site and Iterations during COVID-19 Building Shutdown 
 
Since 2016, I have been spending time at South Pines School forming 
relationships and projects related to the school garden. By the fall of 2019, four of the 
primary architects of the initial school garden program including the principal, assistant 
principal, one 6th grade teacher, and the community school site coordinator had all left 
South Pines School. As such, in the fall of 2019, I spent a fair amount of time getting to 
know new staff and asking about their ideas or interests around the school garden as well 
as discussing the possibility of working together on a PAR project. By February of 2020, 
we had planned the spring garden season and PAR project. A complete timeline of events 
was documented in Appendix A. 
 When the school shut down on March 13, 2020, access to the building became 
restricted for everybody. Throughout this project, there were extremely strict protocols on 
who could enter and exit the school building due to COVID-19. However, the school 
garden remained open and safe. To ensure safety, I shared evidence-based COVID-19 
garden safety protocols with the team in April, 2020 which were compiled by community 
gardeners in New York based on a compilation of recommendations from the Northeast 
Sustainable Agriculture Working Group, the Community Food Security Coalition and the 
Boston Food System program (both at Tufts University, as well as the Johns Hopkins 
Center for a Livable Future Food Policy Network, (Traggis, 2020). Based on these 
recommendations, I brought a bag of masks, hand sanitizer, gloves, and wipes to use as 
needed each visit to the garden. We used separate tools and kept a physical distance of at 
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least six feet. These precautions and communications also complied with the 
requirements from my university’s Institutional Review Board and the local public school 
system. 
Value of Methodology 
 
I chose participatory action research as my methodology because my research 
questions were about the voice of the participants. Initially, I wanted to include the 
perspectives of elementary students and ask them to share what they valued and 
envisioned in their garden space. When school buildings shut down in March, 2020 I no 
longer had garden-based interactions with the students. Yet, I quickly observed how the 
teachers, custodians, and other staff at the school valued their garden space and continued 
working and planning for the project.  
Although teachers and other participants likely valued many of those effects and 
outcomes most studied in gardens, such as improved food choices, it was clear that there 
was deeper meaning for all of them to opt into a project voluntarily despite the school 
building closure. Gardens have value for participants that are not readily included in 
typical matrices of success (Brook, 2010; Cairns, 2017, 2018; Hayes-Conroy, 2010; 
Howes et al., 2009; Jorgenson, 2013; Kulick, 2019; Ralston, 2011; Williams & Brown, 
2010). Now that the pandemic caused so many changes to schooling, the research focus 
was to co-create a project with the garden team and explore together the meaning that the 
garden holds for individuals that may not be accounted for in the rhetoric of effect 
(Cairns, 2018).  
Here was a golden opportunity to work with teachers, staff, and partners to 
explore meaning and decide what kind of project we were trying to build. Action 
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researchers, in fact, are expected to continuously update the process as actions take place 
and a new understanding develops over time (Herr & Anderson, 2015). As a 
methodology, PAR allowed me to continue building an understanding of the garden 
project in the new reality of a global pandemic and later in the ensuing civil rights 
movement that swept the nation after the killing of George Floyd on May 25, 2020. I was 
able to deal with the truth surrounding the project and not be tethered to the initial 
proposal I had laid out in March, 2020. So the value of the methodology, in part, was that 
there was flexibility built into the approach such that we could study what was happening 
rather than what we had planned would happen. In this way, PAR encouraged us to truly 
“live our questions” (Herr & Anderson, 2015) as global and local events shifted the 
circumstances so dramatically. Questions we had the morning of March 12, 2020 had 
become obsolete by the afternoon and we were faced with asking new questions about 
“who are we now, what are we doing, and why?” 
Following many weeks of work to co-create a new garden program, I scheduled 
one-on-one conversations with each of the thirteen core participants to ask about their 
particular cares and vision for the garden space. Photovoice and mapping were visual 
tools to anchor a conversation around what participants valued and envisioned and were a 
visual way to help us move beyond the constraints of language toward a deeper 
understanding of meaning and experience.  
Data Sources and Collection Procedures 
 
In order to understand the actions, processes, and what the participants valued and 
envisioned in the school garden, I incorporated a variety of qualitative data sources. As is 
consistent with PAR, the design was collaborative, dialectical, and emancipatory 
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(Brydon-Miller & Coghlan, 2019; Creswell, 2007; Greenwood & Levin, 1998). 
Throughout the research, emerging information, insights, and ideas were shared among 
core participants (member checks) with the aim of increasing credibility and 
confirmability (Klenke, 2016). In the following section, I described the data sources and 
collection procedures.  
Researcher as an Instrument  
 
As is consistent with qualitative research, I, as a researcher, was a critical 
instrument in the data (Richards, 2014) as I recorded field notes, engaged with 
participants, asked questions, and made observations, my positionality undoubtedly 
influenced what I saw, learned, asked, and how I made decisions. Therefore, after 
recording my field notes, I always included a journaling section to record questions, 
observations, emotions, and ideas as they emerged. In addition, I regularly re-read my 
field notes and journals reflecting on how I was thinking and changing. This practice 
helped me identify what I missed or what biases may be clouding the way I saw 
situations. Typically, I reflected on the multiple layers of positionality in this project, 
particularly in terms of race and engagement with the project as an outsider. The 
reflection journals also served as a way to document some codes and themes that I later 
used in analysis. 
Member Checking  
 
In addition, throughout the process, member checking was a fundamental practice 
in every conversation whether face-to-face or electronic (Herr & Anderson, 2015). In 
dialogue with participants, I often would say, “I hear you saying XYZ, is this what you 
mean?” or something similar. I made it a point to ask questions and avoid assumptions. In 
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this way, member checking was not something that happened a single time or even a 
handful of times, but was part of my practice with all participants throughout any 
conversation. Sometimes this was done in more formal ways and sometimes through 
simple conversations.  
Alignment and Overview of Research Questions and Data Sources 
 
All of these efforts described thus far, field notes, reflection, and member 
checking, were ways to help me to get closer to the truth and to see what was really 
happening, not what I wished was happening or only what I saw from my perspective. 
For each research question, I collected a variety of data. Table 2 outlined the alignment 
between each research question, the description of the question, and the corresponding 
data collected.  
Table 2   
Research Questions, Descriptions, and Data Sources 
Research questions Description Data source 
1. What actions did 
participants in one 





What happened? Before 
school buildings shut down 
due to COVID 19 in March, 
2020, the South Pines 
school had big plans for 
their school garden. Yet 
with no students present, the 
team had to decide what to 
do with the space. This 
research helps understand 
the actions taken to create a 
garden program in a new 
era. This includes 
descriptions of the events, 
inputs, and outputs. 
 
Field notes, including 
detailed timeline 




texts, phone records) 
Photos and videos 
Artifacts (print media, 
social media, video 




Research questions Description Data source 
2. What was the 
process driving the 
actions taken? 
 
How did these actions 
happen? What were the 
norms, ethics, decisions, 
conversations, and conflicts 
that drove this project? 
 
All of above 
 
3. What did 
participants 
perceive and value 
in this school 
garden program? 
This question explores the 
meaning each participant 
felt in the project, include 
affect, values, cares, 
motivations, or concerns. 








4. What did 
participants 
envision or hope for 




Based on the values and cares 
shared by participants, what 
do they hope will happen 
next in the project? 
All of above plus 
Mapping activity with 
transcribed conversation 
using SHOWeD method 




In Table 3, I described the amount of data collected for each source including 
number of pages for documents or the amount of time for videos. Later in this section, I 
described data sources and collection procedures for each source in detail. 
 
Table 3  
Sources and Amounts of Data Collected 
 
Sources of data Total no. collected Total amount collected 
No. of total pages or time 
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Sources of data Total no. collected Total amount collected 
No. of total pages or time 
Transcribed conversations  7 hr, 37 min audio 
recordings 














327  photos 
 


















22 min, 42 s 
 
 
























Meeting agendas and notes 
 
Google drive, shared 
documents. Garden 
maintenance sign ups 






















10 Google Jamboard 
exhibits 






















Sources of data Total no. collected Total amount collected 
No. of total pages or time 
Other – video scripts, camp 
schedule 
2 
   
 
Note. *Not every photo was analyzed. Many photos were used as supportive or 
illustrative materials to supplement narrative writing. 
Over the course of five months (April  to August, 2020), I immersed myself at 
South Pines School Garden. Since the students were no longer in the building, the spring 
and summer became a time for teachers, staff, and partners to discuss, imagine, and 
create the kind of garden space they wanted for students upon their return and also for the 
community to enjoy in general. The following is an account of the data collected and how 
it was collected.  
Fieldnotes  
 
Field notes were an important record of the actions and processes in this project 
and addressing the first two research questions regarding what happened in the project 
and how. In total, I collected field notes from 42 site visits, 3 video conference calls, and 
3 phone calls between April - August, 2020 totaling 68.5 pages. Participants made 
decisions about what they wanted to do with the garden and how to share the project with 
others. Participants decided what to grow in the garden and to do with the harvest. In 
addition to the “what” and the “how” of the project, these decisions and plans revealed 
the priorities, learning, meaning, and aspirations of participants. As such, field notes were 
important to the themes related to each of the four research questions. 
For each site visit, I used a voice recognition application called Speechy Pro 3.19 
(Zheng, 2019) to record my thoughts and transcribe my words immediately following the 
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site visit. For 10-30 minutes, depending on the day, I recounted who I saw, what actions 
we took, what questions arose, new ideas that emerged, values expressed, and problems 
cited. In addition, I described the weather, time of day, and general condition of the 
garden. When I spoke about individuals, I used code names to protect confidentiality. 
Once I was at my computer, I downloaded the transcripts of my spoken field notes, edited 
them for accuracy, and filed them into a password protected OneDrive account and later 
into Nvivo 12.0 (QSR International, 2020) on a password protected computer. In 
addition, I kept a log titled “Timeline of South Pines Garden Events” in which I logged 
the date, activity, people involved, and data collected for each individual visit, meeting, 
or phone call as seen in Appendix A. This document helped me track massive amounts of 
data and helped remind me in one quick glance the sequences of events as actions and 
changes occurred at a very fast pace from one day to the next, a pace typical in action 
research (Herr & Anderson, 2015).  
Reflection Journal  
 
Directly following the recording of field notes, I recorded my personal reflections 
about the site visit using Speechy Pro 3.19 (Zheng, 2019). This journal totaled 41 entries 
and 31 pages. Part of these reflections included a regular assessment of ethics using 
Brydon-Miller et al. (2015) delineation of ethical questions to ask myself each step of the 
way (Appendix C). In the reflection journal, I also recorded research observations, ideas, 
and questions emerging. In addition, I reflected on my own emotions and concerns as 
they arose in the project. I allowed these reflections to include everything from what felt 
like mundane issues to more profound observations as recommended by Herr and 
Anderson (2015) who suggested that many researchers gloss over the issues or feelings 
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that seem small at the time, only to realize later that the seemingly ordinary moments 
become inflection points for much larger insights. Likewise hooks (1994) wrote that 
theory is born through recognition and sense-making regarding daily lived experiences. 
In my reflection journal, I regularly considered my positionality in the community and 
documented the ways that my gender, race, and status as an outsider researcher from a 
university influenced my experiences and biases. Finally, I took note of possible themes 
emerging in the research that later served as codes during the formal analysis process.  
Transcribed Photovoice and Mapping Conversations 
 
I transcribed recorded conversations from twelve participants asking each to share 
a photo of what he or she valued in the garden and draw hopes for the future on a map. 
Each conversation began with photovoice and was followed immediately by mapping. A 
thirteenth participant, Isabella Carter, submitted her response via an essay in Google 
Drive. Photovoice and mapping were both well documented instruments for accessing the 
perspectives of participants in PAR (Hergenrather et al., 2009; Wang & Burris, 1997; 
Wight & Killham, 2014). Together, these conversations totaled 7 hours and 37 minutes 
and 219 pages of transcriptions as outlined in Table 3. All recordings were transcribed 
using Otter Pro transcription software (Liang & Yun, 2020). Once I received the initial 
transcriptions from Otter, I edited each document for accuracy before adding them to 
Nvivo 12.0 (QSR International, 2020). 
Prior to our photovoice and mapping conversations, I invited participants via 
email to join me and in several cases we discussed the process at length in person. All 
participants were individuals who I had worked closely with in the past and they had all 
agreed previously to be part of the research. I created a standard protocol document to 
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organize photovoice conversations (Appendix D). I used this protocol as a checklist to 
make sure I covered every detail and question with each participant. Included in the email 
was the consent form (Appendix E) and a clear description of the time required and 
activities included in photovoice and mapping. As part of the protocol, I reviewed the 
consent form with each participant, as well as details of the research process. All 
interviews were scheduled between July 23 and August 4, 2020.  
There was some variation in how conversations were conducted and a summary 
of details was outlined in Table 4. Ten interviews were on site at the SPSG. Eight of 
these ten interviews were conducted individually with the exception of Miriam Long and 
Camilla Simon who requested to meet together. Much of Long’s and Simon’s 
contributions to the garden were performed as a team and they wanted to share their 
insights as a team. They spoke about how often they discussed the garden during their 
regular work day and were enthusiastic about sharing their insights together.  
In addition, data from three participants was collected differently from the others. 
My conversation with Kyla Veldo was via phone, Kristy Lloyd was via video conference, 
and Isabella Carter responded to questions electronically. Kyla Veldo had a family 
member with serious health issues and could not meet in person as she was his primary 
caretaker. Kristy Lloyd’s department at the Davis County Parks District did not allow in-
person gatherings during the summer due to COVID-19 and so we met via video 
conference. Twice during the summer, Isabella and I spoke at length about her cares and 
vision. I took extensive field notes on those days. She asked that I use the field notes to 
reflect for vision and values. In addition, she submitted a three page essay documenting 
her cares, concerns, and vision for the garden. In Table 4, I outlined details of each 
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conversation and listed them in chronological order from first to last conversation. The 
table included name, date, location, number of photos, length of conversation, and 
number of transcribed conversation. 
Table 4  



















Met outside at 
SPSG 






Met outside at 
SPSG 




July 22, 2020 
 
Met outside at 
SPSG 
6 37 min 18 pages 














July 24, 2020 
Met outside at 
SPSG 





Met outside at 
SPSG 






Met outside at 
SPSG 





Met outside at 
SPSG 
1 32 min 12 pages 
Lloyd, Kristy Monday 
August 3, 
2020 
Met via video 
conference 
 






















Met outside at 
SPSG 
5 1 hr, 20 min 35 pages 
Veldo,   Kyla Tuesday 
August 4, 
2020 





Friday  June 










- -  7 pages 
Total     








Prior to each of the ten face-to-face meetings, I set up the space in advance of the 
participant’s arrival. Research materials included an iPad for taking photos, an enlarged 
map of the space taped to a sturdy wooden board, post-it notes in different colors and 
sizes, a set of markers in all different colors, extra copies of the consent form, pens, and 
two charged recording devices. All materials were set up on a portable table in the shade 
of two pine trees near the garden as seen in Figure 17. Prior to participants’ arrival, I 
wiped down the table and all writing materials. Figure 17 showed two different angles 
where ten of the conversations took place. Situating the conversation on the garden site 
was intentional in order to steep the conversation in the real world context in which the 
garden sits. 
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Figure 17  
Set Up of Materials for Photovoice and Mapping Conversations 
 
 
Note. These two photos showed the setting in which photovoice and mapping 
conversations with ten out of thirteen participants occurred. The table included sanitation 
materials as well as research supplies such as the map, sharpies, cameras, and post its. 
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Once participants arrived, I reiterated what I shared previously in person and in 
email communication about the nature of the research. Although my intention was to 
keep the conversation natural, I created a protocol to follow to ensure I conveyed all 
necessary information (Appendix D). For my zoom and phone conversations I followed 
the same protocol. For Isabella Carter, we communicated with each other and I covered 
these ideas via email. Once we reviewed all these items, I explained the process of 
photovoice with participants in more depth. 
Photovoice  
 
 Photovoice was a well-researched and documented way to gather perspectives in 
PAR research (Hergenrather et al., 2009; Wang & Burris, 1994, 1997). Typically, by 
asking participants to take and talk about a photo, the power of deciding the direction and 
meaning in a conversation was guided by the participant, reducing the influence of the 
researcher on the content of the conversation (Clague et al., 2018; Harper et al., 2017; 
Wang & Burris, 1994, 1997). SHOWED is an acronym representing six questions as 
written below to ask participants when selecting and sharing the meaning of photos (Gant 
et al., 2009; Hergenrather et al., 2009). The SHOWED method was a way to facilitate the 
process of discussing the photos selected by participants.:  
1. What do you See here? 
2. What is really Happening here? 
3. How does this relate to Our lives? 
4. Why does this condition exist? 
5. How can we become Empowered in our new understanding? 
6. What can we Do about it? 
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As such, I asked participants to take a moment, walk around the space, take a photo (or 
more than one) to share with me and others that represents what he or she cares about in 
this space. I had previously invited participants to also bring or send a photo if they 
preferred. Two people, Alton and Sandal, brought photos but also opted to take additional 
photos during the day of our conversation. I supplied an iPad for participants who elected 
to take their photo during our conversation. The screen was large enough for us to look at 
the photo together. The two participants, Alton and Sandal, who elected to bring a photo 
previously taken sent the photo electronically so we could view together on my iPad 
screen. I explained that the photo(s) could be anywhere on the South Pines grounds and 
that the participant should take as long as he or she needs. Figure 18 is a photo of one 
participant taking her picture in the garden. 
Figure 18  
Participant Taking Photo of What She Valued in South Pines Garden 
 
Note. Participants either took or brought photos that represented what they value in the 
garden space. Here was one participant taking her photo. 
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Once the participants took their photo(s), we walked back to the shade of the pine 
trees and I asked questions guided by the SHOWED questions. Since I knew each 
participant well and felt there was a high degree of camaraderie and trust, I was careful to 
not let the SHOWED questions be too restrictive to our conversation. My aim was for our 
conversation to feel as natural as possible so that participants would feel free to share 
their ideas and not feel limited by my questions or directions. As such, I conducted these 
conversations in ways that allowed for humor, references to past experiences, and 
freedom to take the conversation in directions proposed by the participant. There was 
always a balance between keeping the conversation natural and putting the relationship 
first while also working to get to a depth of thought with each participant and cover all 
the aspects of the SHOWED method.  
I recorded these twelve conversations on two devices using the iPhone Voice 
Memo application. I then stored the recordings in a secure, password protected, and 
locked computer and erased the original recordings. Once I transcribed the recordings, I 
erased the audio files. The transcriptions were cleared of names and identifiers and stored 
in Nvivo 12.0 (QSR International, 2020). 
Mapping 
 
Whereas photovoice was designed to have participants voice their present cares 
and concerns, the mapping activity was future-oriented, designed to ask participants to 
consider their cares and concerns for a future vision and imagine what could be possible 
in the school garden space and surrounding grassland at South Pines. Toward this end, I 
brought maps of the garden space (24 x 36 inches) for each participant to express their 
vision. Participants could opt to use markers or post-it notes to share their ideas on the 
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maps about the future of the project. As they drew, I asked participants to share their 
ideas. I again used the SHOWED questions to guide the conversation but maintained the 
style of an open conversation as previously described. This time the questions were more 
future-oriented, such as “what do you want to see here” and also “how does your future 
vision relate to our lives and the values and cares you just shared with me in your 
photos?” As problems and concerns were discussed, I asked what the future vision will 
do about these problems? These conversations, which immediately followed the 
photovoice conversation, were transcribed and stored in Nvivo 12.0 (QSR International, 
2020). 
Photos and Videos 
 
Most days I visited the site, I took photos and videos of the garden to share with 
partners or supporters in the community. Sometimes I took photos to say thank you to the 
person who donated a plant or to share the project with partners or even political figures. 
Regardless of the purpose, I took photos and/or videos every visit in order to have a 
visual and auditory record to supplement my written account (field notes) of the visit. 
Participants often sent photos or videos to me and the core team as well. Since we were 
often not in the space at the same time as a larger group, photos and videos became a way 
to communicate new growth, problems, questions, and ideas. Photos and videos also 
served to triangulate written field notes as they were a visual account of actions, events, 
and context for each visit. I filed all photos in OneDrive and later Nvivo 12.0 (QSR 
International, 2020). As outlined in Table 3, I included a total of 327 photos and 28 
videos in the data set. The photos and videos served to supplement the field notes and 
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reflection journal and were triangulated with other data sources to identify codes and 
themes, as described later in the chapter. 
Interpersonal Communication: Emails, Texts, Phone, and Video Conference  
 
Communication became an integral aspect of the project. Although I had been 
participating in the garden project since 2016, the majority of communication previously 
had been through email and scheduled meetings at the school. Due mainly to the building 
shut-down and difficulty of communicating as much face-to-face, participants started 
texting as a quick communication method. Early on, one teacher set up a text group 
called “South Pines Garden Group” which included several participants. The text group 
became the most efficient way to quickly share information but it also became a problem 
because teachers without iPhones could not be added to the text group because of the way 
Apple restricted their group text platform. As such, I tried to typically text all those 
involved and did not always use the original group that was set up. Regardless, texting 
was used by participants often to communicate logistics, ask questions, or share photos of 
the garden. In total, 27 distinct threads of emails were included and analyzed in the data 
set in Nvivo 12.0 (QSR International, 2020). Although there were hundreds of threads 
throughout this research project, I identified 27 threads of email as particularly significant 
as a source of data. 
In addition, one teacher set up a “South Pines Garden Group” email list, which 
included any teacher or staff who had participated in the garden or expressed interest in 
participating. This group also included Brenda Anderson, a community partner who 
worked closest with the garden. Communications were vital actions taken to build 
community in this project. I entered and coded many communications into Nvivo 12.0 to 
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determine the nature and meaning of dialogue in this process. In total, as described in 
Table 4, I entered 40 email threads, totaling 134 pages into Nvivo 12.0 software (QSR 
International, 2020). 
Freire (1970) wrote that “only through communication can human life hold 
meaning” (p. 58). Communication was the engine of the process to create this school 
garden and share values and hopes for the space. I started observing the ways 
communication via email, text, phone, or face-to-face served as the platform for decision-
making but also the source of problems if one person was left out of a communication. I 
began collecting and reviewing notable communications and also reflected on ways that I 
was communicating with others. I removed names and identifiers and looked simply at 
what was being shared and how it was shared.  
Artifacts 
 
 Throughout the data collection period, I gathered artifacts that were also pertinent 
to the study. Such artifacts included media reports about the garden or school, social 
media posts, and newsletter vignettes shared through the public school system regarding 
the garden project. These media artifacts included four stories and totaled eleven pages. 
Other artifacts included the scripts created for the garden-based video lessons which 
totaled 6 pages, meeting notes and agendas which totaled 32 pages, and Google drive 
documents which totaled 8 pages. These artifacts further developed my understanding 
about the values and vision for the garden project as conveyed by outsiders, including 
local politicians and leaders. Likewise, I collected artifacts about the global context, 
particularly media stories, regarding two enormous global events that had large local 
impacts, namely the COVID-19 pandemic and the nation-wide movement for racial 
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justice. There was a period in May and June when there were protests against police 
violence nearly every day, one which became violent and led to property destruction in 
the city center. These events were a constant backdrop of injustice, conflict, and 
transformation influencing participants in the project. 
Online Exhibits 
 
A final data source, which simultaneously served as an important member 
checking method, were shared documents and exhibits in Google Drive. We created a 
few different ways to share learning, accomplishments, and future ideas. One teacher 
made a Google Jamboard, an interactive online whiteboard application, mapping all of 
the plants growing in the garden (14 pages). This served as both a practical guide to the 
garden for newcomers or anyone wanting to identify a plant. It also served as a 
recognition of how much the garden had grown this season. This teacher also created a 
garden maintenance sign-up sheet to schedule who would weed and water all season (4 
pages), as well as a series of videos and photos showing participants how to set up the 
watering system (4 pages). 
Participants also created a Google Jamboard at the culmination of the summer 
season that identified many of the people who had contributed time or materials to the 
garden (3 pages). This also became a useful way to do member checking as anyone can 
comment or add to the Google Jamboard. These exhibitions became virtual and 
asynchronous ways to document actions and processes as well as celebrate achievements 
and contributions. 
In addition, I created individual Google Jamboards for eight of the individuals I 
interviewed. These eight were the participants who worked most directly with the garden 
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in the spring and summer: Brenda Anderson (Glenn Community Center), Camilla Simon 
(head custodian), Henrietta Flynn (school nurse), Isabella Carter (intervention specialist 
and STEM camp counselor), Mandy Snyder (principal), Trina Sandal (intervention 
specialist), Wynetta Alton (elementary grade teacher), Miriam Long (custodian), and 
Kyla Veldo (elementary teacher). Four of the community partners were also interviewed 
and vital to the project, but their contributions were more material and less direct work in 
the garden during this season. Their involvement originated more due to their 
organization’s mission than personal motivation, yet, as discussed later, the process of 
photovoice and mapping influenced their understanding and connection to the project. 
My goal for the individualized Google Jamboards, which included quotes from the 
conversations, photos, and maps made by the individual, was to recognize the voices and 
perspectives of each person. I wanted each individual to see what they said and shared in 
one exhibition space. As an act of recognition, this individualized online exhibit was also 
another opportunity for member checking. I had distilled the transcribed conversations 
into over-arching themes that I saw. For the themes, I did not change their words, but 
used the participants’ own words as a “theme.” I presented each individual’s visual 
exhibition via email and asked “what would you like to change, add or remove” from this 
exhibition? In total, these Google Jam Boards were 40 pages. 
Once I heard back from participants about their individual Jamboards, I compiled 
a collective and shared Google slideshow (42 slides) which displayed the actions taken in 
the garden between April through August (RQ 1), the processes that aided these actions 
(RQ 2), a diagram of the people involved, a summary of key themes about the meaning 
and value of the garden (RQ 3), and maps layered with a compilation of all the ideas and 
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hopes for the future (RQ 4). Hereto, the goal was to both celebrate what had happened, 
identify problems and concerns, and share a variety of visions for the future, as well as 
member check with participants to discover what pieces and ideas are missing or 
inaccurate. 
Trustworthiness of the Research  
 
In order to enhance the trustworthiness of this research, I conducted a variety of 
procedures including disclosing my worldview and positionality to ensure that I was 
transparent about how and why I was participating in and understanding this research. I 
often did this in communications with participants and in the formal recorded 
conversations during the photovoice and mapping activities. In my research journal, I 
reflected often on how my worldview and positionality was influencing and shaping the 
research and included these descriptions throughout this dissertation. Such reflections and 
disclosures were particularly important for the credibility and confirmability of the results 
(Hendricks, 2017; Herr & Anderson, 2015; Klenke, 2016). 
In addition, the methods for gathering data were consistent with the methodology 
of PAR. From photovoice, mapping, field notes, member checking, and a reflection 
journal, I expanded the ways participants could express themselves. All data was 
triangulated as we looked for patterns that emerged. In addition, as patterns emerged, I 
conducted member checking throughout the process. Member checking helped ensure I 
appropriately understood the meaning of the data from the perspective intended by the 
participant. Member checking was a regular process occurring throughout data collection, 
not just once at the end of the process, thereby protecting the trustworthiness of the 
research by reducing my bias and blind spots in the data.  
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When working with people and conducting research, I kept a reflection journal as 
I have previously described and included questions to myself about what I was observing 
and feeling, how I was changing, critically examining my biases throughout the process, 
as well as paying attention to the interactions of positionality, global and local events, 
ethics, and transformation. In their work on ethical reflection, Brydon-Miller et al., 
(2015), provided a comprehensive series of questions researchers can ask themselves 
about each step of the research process from building relationships, to constructing 
research questions, planning, collecting data, analyzing data, and sharing findings 
(Appendix C). Brydon-Miller et al., (2015) guided researchers through each element of 
the research process in terms of ethical values. Such values include credibility and 
authenticity as well as confirmability. Values in this project, as is consistent with PAR, 
were fundamentally about building trust and relationships as all new learning and 
possibility were built on the foundation of mutual care and respect.  
Throughout this dissertation and in my field notes, I included many details, which 
would contribute towards a rich and highly contextualized description of the setting, 
history, and broader context surrounding South Pines garden. In this way, other 
practitioners and researchers may best identify the ways in which this study pertains to 
their own particular settings and which ways it may not (Hendricks, 2017). In addition, 
all sources of data were triangulated in the analysis such that the emerging themes 
stemmed from multiple sources, thereby enhancing the credibility of the research.  
Finally, there was no substitute in PAR for the length of time I committed to the 
project. Since I had already been engaged in the community for several years, a degree of 
trust had already formed. The more time I spent in the community, the more trust and 
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openness occurred, further increasing the authenticity of the data (Klenke, 2016). 
Prolonged participation was an important aspect of credibility of the research (Hendricks, 
2017). 
In their work specifically in validity of action research, Herr & Anderson (2015) 
further described specific criteria to consider. The five validity criteria they outlined were 
dialogic, outcome, catalytic, democratic, and process, each of which connect to five goals 
shared by action researchers. Triangulation of many sources, inclusion of a diversity of 
voices through photovoice and mapping, member checking, expansive descriptions of the 
local settings, disclosing and reflecting on my positionality, prioritizing relationships, 
spending extensive time in the community, and collecting a diversity of artifacts were all 
part of promoting the various kinds of trustworthiness, described in these five types of 
validity, in action research according to Herr and Anderson (2015) as outlined in Table 5.  
Table 5  
Types of Validity in Action Research (Herr & Anderson, 2015) 
Type of validity 
 




Dialogic validity  Created new 
knowledge 












Outcome validity Produced 
actions, and not 
just talk of 
actions 




questions posed by 
the community at 






Catalytic validity The researcher 
and all 





Type of validity 
 











and grow in the 












Democratic validity Results had a 
meaningful 
application to 
the local setting 
Degree to which 
those impacted by 
the actions in the 
project also have a 






Process validity Sound 
methodology 
that aligned to 
the research 
questions 
The methods, the 
ways that actions 
occurred, and the 
quality of the 
relationships 








Data Analysis Procedures 
 
Throughout the data collection, I reviewed data, triangulated information from a 
variety of sources, checked in with participants’ ideas and analysis, and updated the 
research approach, as is consistent with much qualitative research (Klenke, 2016) and 
particularly action research (Herr & Anderson, 2015). Creswell (2007) described the 
analysis process in qualitative research as non-linear such that researchers return 
continuously to the data, refining categories, codes, and themes over time (Figure 19). 
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Divided into four major iterations, including (a) data managing, (b) reading, memoing, 
(c) describing, classifying, interpreting, and (d) representing, visualizing, the data 
analysis spiral (Creswell, 2007) was a way to continuously return to the data with 
increasing refinement of codes, categories, and themes. 
Figure 19  
Data Analysis Spiral (Creswell, 2007) 
 
Note. Creswell (2007) described the data analysis spiral (p.151) as a non-linear method of 
data analysis appropriate for qualitative studies. 
Through this ongoing collection and analysis, I began developing observations 
about major themes and kept a log of these themes. I also continued asking participants 
what they observed that I was not seeing. In the following section, I described the 
procedures and interactions between initial coding and member checking. Throughout 
this data analysis spiral, I refined the codes and themes until I reached a saturation point. 
Table 6 was a summary of the data analysis procedures, based on Creswell’s (2007) “data 
analysis spiral” (p. 151).  
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Table 6  
Data Analysis Spiral Based on Creswell (2007) 










Edited and reread 










Added to file 
regularly 
 
Gathered data daily from site 
visits, communications, 
artifacts, photovoice/mapping 
Audio recorded field notes and 
research reflections in Speechy 
Pro dictation application 
(Zheng, 2019); Edited text on 
same day for accuracy and 
added memos, codes, and 
additional reflections 
 






Created a timeline 





Updated timeline daily with 
events, people, data collected, 
date, and duration 
Continued adding research 
analysis activities after initial 
data collection concluded 
 
April 8 to 
Septembe
r 14, 2020 
 
 
 Organized One 
Drive files 
according to 
date and major 
activity 
 
Entered data into One Drive 
following each site visit; 
Created new file folders as 
needed to manage data 
according to date and event 




 Read and edited 
transcriptions.  
Entered audio recordings of 
photovoice and mapping 
conversations into Otter 
transcription application (Luang 
& Yun, 2020) 
Read through Otter transcriptions 
Re-listened to audio while editing 
transcriptions to ensure 
accuracy 
Recorded memos regarding codes 
and themes during editing 
process 




(21 hr)  
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Organized data into Nvivo 12.0 
folders in the following 
categories: 
 
Site visit folders (42) named by 
date and major activity of visit; 
Included field notes, related 
photos, and videos  
Photovoice-mapping conversations 
folders (13) named by 
participant pseudonym; 
Included transcriptions, photos, 
maps, videos, field notes, 
reflections, member check 
communications 
Major partner organization folders 
(6) named by org; Included 
communication, meeting notes, 
artifacts, photos, and videos   
Media coverage folder (1); 
Included media artifacts 
Garden team/ supporter 
communication folder (1); 
Included emails, texts that did 
not fit with site visit folders 
 













on data (Figure 
20). 
 
Created topic codes in Nvivo 12.0 
based on the following major 
themes: (a) societal context, (b) 
people, (c) research process, and 
(d) actions and events 
 









Read (2nd time) through each 
transcription. Highlighted major 
quotes and ideas; Categorized 
quotes into themes using 
participants’ words 
 





 Reviewed data 
set, and 
Research 
Created initial analytic coding 
scheme; included 12 parent 










Description Date and 
length of 
time 








 Member check Created a shared Jamboard with 
photos and major themes for 
each photovoice and mapping 
participant; divided by (a) cares 
(b) concerns, and (c) future 
vision. Shared document with 
individuals, asking for changes 
or updates 
 




  Coded set of field notes from five 
major events using initial topic 
and analytic coding scheme. 
Updated analytic coding scheme 
from transcriptions following 
member check feedback and 











Worked chronologically through 
data in site visit folders. Coded 
field notes, communications, 
photos, and artifacts according 
to revised Topic and Analytic 
Coding schemes; Updated 
coding in transcribed 
conversations 
Continued to refine and reclassify 
codes until saturation point was 
reached. 
 
August 20 to 
Septembe
r 1, 2020 
 
(30 hr) 








Compared occurrences of a variety 
topic and analytic codes to 
determine major themes. 
(12 hr) 
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Created online exhibition to share 
completed analysis with 
participants Requested final 








Note. The last field notes included in this data set were August 4, 2020. Some online 
exhibits and communications between August 4 to 28, 2020 were included in dataset. 
Frequencies of codes were not a major focus in this research as some codes may occur 
less often but have a stronger meaning based on the person speaking or the particular 
context of the event.  
Topic and Analytic Coding in Nvivo 12.0 
 
 In order to organize this large collection of data and discern the themes that were 
forming, I opted to use Nvivo 12.0 software (QSR International, 2020). This enabled me 
to sift through all the data for salient themes and identify patterns across the themes. I 
created the following three folders: (a) site visits, (b) communications, and (c) 
photovoice/mapping conversations. Within these overarching folders, I created 
subfolders. Each “site visit” contained a folder with field notes, researcher reflections, 
pertinent communications, related artifacts, photos, and videos related to each site visit. I 
defined site visit as any time I was physically in the garden and/or a video conference or 
phone call specifically about the project. The vast majority of site visit folders (42) 
involved visits to the garden. Many field notes overlapped a variety of actions and events 
and it was best to file everything according to site visit and later code files for topics, 
including events. I named the sub-folders under “site visits” by date and the most notable 
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activity of that day. The “communications” folder contained any communications that did 
not fit directly with site visits. I grouped these by sub folders for partners organizations, 
for the South Pines garden team and other. In addition, I filed each photovoice and 
mapping conversation transcript in its own folder according to a code name for that 
participant. In each participant’s folder I also included all feedback written through email 
or google documents to me from member checking. Finally, I filed remaining artifacts in 
a media folder. 
To analyze the data, I used a spiraling process described by Creswell (2007), in 
which organizing the data is an early step to developing a coding system, including topic 
coding as shown in Figure 20. Both Richards (2005) and Creswell (2007) reminded 
qualitative researchers that not all data was relevant to the research questions. This initial 
process helped me start to sift through data and let go of information that may not be 
related to the study.  
I created both topic coding and analytic coding as described by Richards (2005) 
and conducted a data analysis spiral (Table 6) in order to refine my understanding of the 
data through iterations of reading, memoing, describing, classifying, interpreting, 
visualizing, and representing the account emerging from the data (Creswell, 2007). Topic 
coding, outlined in Figure 20, was relatively straightforward as these were simply 
subjects or events in the data. I relied largely on the timeline (Appendix A) described 
earlier. As I worked through data analysis, a process outlined in detail in Table 6, I coded 
all data with these topic codes (Figure 20) as a first step to organizing a large data set. I 
would later be able to quickly access information through these topic codes as well as run 
queries across topic codes and analytic codes. 
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Figure 20  
Topic Coding Scheme 
 
Note. This diagram shows topic codes created in Nvivo 12.0 to organize and  analyze the 
data.  
Although there were many ways to code qualitative data, I found Creswell’s 
(2007) method most useful for this study. After organizing the data in Nvivo 12.0 files, I 
began systematically reading through documents, adding memos, and adding codes. In 
addition, I returned to my theoretical framework, which had informed my research 
approach and methods. As I went through the data, I created and continued to refine an 
analytic coding scheme (Table 7). The topic codes were especially useful in discerning 
themes for research question 1 and 2, and the analytic codes were especially helpful for 
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research question 3. In addition, I created a code for “problems” and a code for “future 
vision” which helped identify patterns for research question 4.  
Table 7  
Frequency of Analytic Themes and Codes 






Love   43 26 
 Community, 
Collaboration,  
 116 55 
 Family, 
friendship 
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  In school 9 6 
 



















     
Problems, 
concerns 
  31 22 
Future Vision   34 17 
 
Note. Although I included frequencies of references to the codes here, frequency was not 
necessarily a reflection of how strong any code was in comparison to other codes and 
themes.  
Member Checking  
 
As I have previously described, member checking was an essential aspects of the 
research process from both a trustworthiness and ethics point of view. After a second 
round of analysis of the transcriptions, I created individual Google Jam Boards for 
participants, which were interactive electronic white boards available on Google Drive 
and were described previously in this chapter. The intention here was both to recognize 
the contributions of the participant in the project and also to check in and ask, what they 
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wish to change, add or remove. After receiving member feedback, I updated codes and 
analysis and revised the themes, transcript quotes, and the updated analytical coding 
scheme. I created a shared slide show among participants to show the actions, processes, 
meaning, and vision we co-created. Interactive online exhibits were a way to involve 
participants in data analysis. Due to respect for participants’ time and also level of 
interest in the analysis portion of this project, I did not ask participants to work with me 
in Nvivo 12.0.  
Ethical Considerations 
 
Prior to beginning this research, I submitted an application to the Wright State 
University Institutional Review Board, which was conditionally approved March 13, 
2020. Following changes to the redesign of the project, I updated the consent form and 
added details about safety precautions given the COVID-19 pandemic as well as an 
additional request to record and transcribe conversations. An amendment, approving the 
recording and transcribing of conversations, was approved on July 9, 2020.  
One of my major concerns with ethics in this study was the conflict between 
protections of identity common and important in most studies but at odds with the issue 
of giving credit to collaborators in a PAR study. Due to the way I wrote the IRB and 
consent forms, I was required to maintain confidentiality throughout this dissertation. 
Yet, from an ethical perspective, it was problematic in that the participants were not 
getting credit for their ideas and contributions because I was not using real names or 
identifiers. The way I addressed this issue was to create a participant platform for sharing 
research, namely the slideshow and Google Jamboard exhibitions. In these online 
exhibitions participants were acknowledged by name for their contributions. In this way, 
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participants had access to the research they co-produced. It would have been a cleaner 
and more ethical process had I explained the nature of participation in action research and 
the need for crediting rather than hiding the identity of participants, as many scholars 
have suggested (Brydon-Miller & Greenwood, 2006; Herr & Anderson, 2015). 
That being said, I maintained confidentiality as required throughout this process. 
All data collected were kept in secure, password protected files and all participants, 
organizations, and places were given pseudonyms. Meanwhile, I maintained awareness of 
my positionality as a representative of a university and regularly reminded everyone at 
the school and community that working in the garden and with me was always an option, 
reminding participants that anyone might enter, exit, or re-enter the project at any 
moment and ultimately the direction of the project and the research was a collective 
question, as outlined in my consent form (Appendix E). 
Far beyond the requirements laid out by IRB, ethical considerations in PAR were 
far more expansive than what one might normally consider in a research study (Brydon-
Miller et al., 2015; Brydon-Miller & Greenwood, 2006). Since action researchers are 
genuinely committed to altering the terrain of justice, equity, and care in our worlds, the 
ethical requirements were woven into the methodology and could not be segregated as a 
siloed consideration. Throughout the research and particularly during my reflective 
journaling, I considered the ethics chart of questions (Appendix C), each step of the 
research process (Brydon-Miller et al., 2015).  
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Chapter 4: Findings 
 
 In the following chapter, I described the key findings of this research organized 
by the four research questions. As is typical and expected in action research, the 
questions evolved over time (Herr & Anderson, 2015) particularly as the original goals 
and questions around the garden assumed students would be learning in the South Pines 
School (SPS) building and school garden. As staff and partners adapted to changes and 
closures due to the COVID-19 pandemic, many started to ask what we might do with the 
garden for our students and community now and in the future.  
In this research, we explored what the participants chose to do (RQ 1), how we 
did it (RQ 2), why we did it (RQ 3), and what we hope for next (RQ 4). Through this 
process, it became clear that the participants experienced meaning, values, and hope in 
the project that helped us not only understand what this space meant to each of us, but 
also helped us understand how to sustain and grow the garden in the future. In the 
absence of students’ physical presence, the garden team reconsidered what the garden 
could be for and with the school and greater community. Participants’ insights offered an 
approach to creating a garden program that reflected the deeper felt meaning and hopes of 
practitioners. In the following chapter, I shared findings according to each research 
question.  
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Findings on Research Questions 1 - What Actions Did Participants in One School 
Garden Take During the COVID-19 Pandemic?  
  
When school buildings closed on March 12, 2020, the garden team redesigned 
and reflected on the garden program. In the following section, I described actions taken at 
SPSG as summarized in Table 8. This table was organized chronologically from March 
through August, 2020 and included a series of the major actions undertaken by the 
community of garden supporters. Actions included material contributions, harvests, 
connecting to SPS students and community, and sharing the story with the press and 
government leaders. 
Table 8  
Actions in the South Pines School Garden March to August, 2020 
Date Participant name,  Organization affiliation Action taken 
March, 10 2020 B. Anderson, Glenn Ctr. 
I. Carter, SPS  
B. Quinn and M. Myers, Baker 
Ctr. 
 
Received Gro More Good grant  
March 13, 2020 Students, SPS  
D. Fischio and T. Sandal, SPS  
Planted lettuce, radish, and 
spinach seeds on last day of 
school before COVID-19 
building closure 
 
April 23, 2020 W. Alton, I. Carter, T. Sandal, M. 
Snyder, D. Fischio, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 




W. Alton, SPS 
 
Created and shared garden 
maintenance sign-up sheet 
for garden supporters 
 
Started garden team text group 
communication system 
 
April 27, 2020 W. Alton, SPS  Donated prairie plants, garden 
signs, fairy house  
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Date Participant name,  Organization affiliation Action taken 
 
 W. Alton (with her children and 
mom), T. Sandal SPS  
 
Planted prairie plants and seeds; 
weeded, watered 
 T. Sandal, SPS Wrote and distributed scripts 
and associated lessons for 
garden-based videos 
 
 S. Johnson, S. Johnson 
Photography 
W. Alton and T. Sandal, SPS  
S. Connor, Katharine University 
 
Filmed garden-based videos 
April 29, 2020 T. Sandal, SPS 
 
Harvested 17 gallon-sized bags 
of food; distributed to SPS 
families and staff 
 
May 4 S. Johnson, S. Johnson 
Photography 
D. Fischio, M. Long, M. Snyder, 
and K. Veldo, SPS 
 
Filmed garden-based videos 
 
 D. Fischio and K. Veldo, SPS Harvested marigold seeds from 
garden, made marigold seed 
packets to distribute to SPS 
students 
 
May 13, 2020 T. Sandal and Mindy Masters, SPS 
B. Anderson, Glenn Ctr. 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
Distributed seed packets, care 
packages, and extension 
activities to SPS students 
 
May 19, 2020 W. Alton, T. Sandal, M. Snyder, 
and K. Veldo, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
 
Installed new watering system 
(hoses, locked storage box) 
May 20, 2020 T. Sandal and Mindy Masters, SPS Harvested 15 gallon size bags of 
herbs, lettuce, spinach, and 
radish given to SPS families 
and staff 
 
May 21, 2020 M. Barker, PPS Info. Office 
H. Flynn, M. Masters, T. Sandal, 
and M. Snyder, SPS 
 
Published Blurb in monthly PPS 
newsletter about SPSG 
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Date Participant name,  Organization affiliation Action taken 
May 25, 2020 H. Flynn, SPS 
Peters City Paper 
 
Published article about SPSG 
May 27, 2020 S. Connor, Katharine University Packaged and gave four 
containers of food to school 
staff with thank you notes 
from the garden team 
 
May 29, 2020  S. Connor, Katharine University Packaged 2 containers & 1 bag 
of food for groundskeepers 
(Almony and Johnson) with 
thank you note from garden 
team 
 
June 3 and June 
5, 2020 
I. Carter, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
Gifted 15 gallon sized bags to 
staff, neighbors, local police 
officer, and electrician 
working on building 
 
June 5, 2020 H. Donald and Y. Jordan, Davis 
County Parks 
 
Delivered 193 prairie plants to 
SPSG 
 B. Anderson and family, Glenn 
Ctr. 
I. Carter, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
 
Planted prairie plants in W bed.  
 
 K. Lloyd, Davis County Parks 
B. Jelton, State Organizing 
Collaborative 
 
Delivered 180 vegetable starter 




June 16, 2020 P. Jackson and P. Richardson with 
clients, Salem Food and Housing 
M. Snyder, SPS 
 
Installed new “E” raised bed  
 
June 19, 2020 T. Sandal and K. Veldo, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
 
Planted vegetables in new bed 
June 25, 2020 B. Anderson and family Glenn Ctr. 
I. Carter, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
T. Natterham, Finhaus 
 
Built two additional mini prairie 
beds; planted remaining 
starter plants 
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Date Participant name,  Organization affiliation Action taken 
June 29, 2020 B. Anderson, Glenn Ctr. 
L. Eli, PPS Superintendent 
Corresponded about SPSG via 




July 8 and 15, 
2020 
Youth, Glenn-Baker Ctrs. 
B. Anderson, Glenn Ctr. 
I. Carter, SPS 
 
Weeded, watered, recorded 
science observations 
July 21, 2020 H. Flynn, SPS 
W. Neft, Peters City Mayor 
Emailed update on SPSG with 
photos to mayor. Mayor 
published photo and blurb on 
social media (Peters City 
Paper called school for story 
afterwards) 
 
July 24, 2020 Youth, Glenn-Baker Ctrs. 
B. Anderson, Glenn Ctr. 
I. Carter, SPS 
O. Joplin, Sunflower Sustain Co. 
Jim’s Mulch 
 
Cleaned up litter on SPS 
grounds, laid fabric cloth and 
mulch,  and weeded 
July 27, 2020 H. Flynn, SPS 
S. Connor, Katharine University 
Harvested 8 containers of 
collards, onions, and squash 
given to neighbors and staff 
 
July 29, 2020 Youth, Glenn-Baker Ctrs. 
B. Anderson, Glenn Ctr. 
I. Carter, SPS 
K. Dietrick, Carver College 
 
Weeded, watered, planted, and 
harvested 12 containers to 
take home to families; 
prepared meal with harvest 
 
August 7, 2020 Peters City Paper 
 
Published article about SPSG 
Throughout 
August 
C. Simon, M. Long, B. Lewis, and 
M. Masters, SPS 
 
Harvested about 50 bags of food 
for staff and neighbors 
Note. Throughout the spring and summer, the garden team took turns maintaining the 
space. W. Alton coordinated a schedule. C. Simon and M. Long regularly checked on and 
maintained the garden. L. Almony and B. Johnson mowed and weeded the 7.5 
surrounding acres throughout the season, including the garden area. 
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Transitioning Plans after School Building Shutdown Due to COVID-19.  
 
 On March 12, 2020, I walked into South Pines School for a garden team meeting 
moments after the governor announced a three week building closure due to the COVID-
19 pandemic. The proposed agenda emailed the previous day outlined the main focus 
would be to plan our community event in May, a reminder of just how unprepared we 
were for a building shutdown less than 24 hours later. Although we still met, the mood 
was one of confused suspension. When I mentioned that maybe we should just “wait and 
see” and pause our efforts for now, a community partner, Brenda Anderson said "I see no 
reason we have to stop everything just because school is closed for now. Let's keep 
planning ahead with the garden and our event and be ready when we re-open. We can’t 
predict the future, we don’t know what will happen. Let’s keep going. Let’s be ready." 
(B. Anderson, personal communication, March 12, 2020).  
The governor announced extensions of the building closure on March 30, 2020 to 
last until May 1, 2020 and again on April 20, for the remainder of the year. Wynetta 
Alton, resumed emailing the team by April 5 suggesting ideas about the garden including 
the question of whether to just lay cover crop to control weeds and build healthy soil 
since no one would be using the garden. Or, she asked, if the team would want to plant 
crops for the fall season, such as watermelon and pumpkins (W. Alton, personal 
communication, April 7, 2020). By April 8, 2020 I returned to SPS to volunteer with the 
meal distribution program hosted by the district. Each Wednesday for the next seven 
weeks, I joined a large team of staff and volunteers to pack and hand out meals to 
families with children who normally receive free and reduced meals at school. Between 
emails and face-to-face interactions at the school during these meal distribution events, 
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the garden team re-started discussions about what to do about the school garden in this 
new pandemic schooling era. 
Moving from a “Pause” to Creating Something Beautiful. 
 
 On April 23, 2020 some members of the school garden team convened via zoom 
to discuss how to proceed with the garden project. The agenda included questions about 
what to do now and what to “pause” now. Under the “efforts on pause” section of the 
agenda were the new bed, new shed, selling of garden produce, planting a prairie, the 
community event, and making student interactive Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Mathematics (STEM) notebooks, maps, and photos. Here were the items the group 
elected to discuss under a section called “the now”: 
“The now”- what can we do to maintain the space? (video conference agenda, April 23, 
2020) 
1. Weed control- mulching around beds or mowing. In beds- planting seeds or cover 
crops.  
2. Planting options- transplanting starter plants for fall school year (squashes, 
tomatoes).  
3. Status of summer programming with Glenn Community Center.  
4. Challenges- watering and weeding now and in summer (if Glenn does not have 
camps). How do we access water if needed? Who can volunteer to help if 
needed?  
5. Please also see Ms. Anderson’s ideas and efforts at bottom of this agenda- she 
emailed this last week.  
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Ideas of Brenda Anderson included pausing the efforts to sell produce, an update 
on the community centers camps, urging us to consider creating a sustainable watering 
system, and sharing that she and a South Pines teacher, Isabella Carter, were starting 
plants at their home for the school garden. 
Prior to the video conference meeting on April 23, 2020 most members of the 
garden team, as evidenced in the agendas and emails, were thinking of how to “maintain” 
the space, to put the efforts on “pause” while students were gone so that it would not be 
overgrown by weeds. Yet, at the meeting (which lasted 80 min), the conversation shifted 
dramatically from this agenda. With the principal in attendance, several key decisions 
were made. Although the concern about weed control remained in the conversation, other 
ideas were also raised. Most notably, one teacher, Wynetta Alton, inspired by the 
beautiful gardens in her suburban neighborhood, urged us to create something beautiful 
for the families in the neighborhood to enjoy, whether school was open or not. With so 
many places shut down, Wynetta pointed out that the garden could be a beautiful space 
for neighbors to enjoy. From the moment Wynetta shared this vision, the conversation 
shifted from controlling weeds to a focus on possibilities for this season. The original 
agenda had a section about “possibilities” but it was entirely focused on the fall when, at 
that time, we thought the students would return to school. A series of emails over the 
week following the video conference were filled with ideas of how to create something 
beautiful and educational for the students and community. 
As outlined in Table 8, over the duration of this project we created fifteen short 
videos featuring six South Pines staff members, distributed 100 bags of seeds to students, 
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built a new bed, installed a prairie with twelve new varieties of plants, gifted 79 
containers of food given to neighbors and staff, planted a vegetable garden, and led a 
local science camp from Glenn-Baker Community Centers in the garden. The story was 
shared on four occasions in social and print media. All of these actions were achieved 
through a community of supporters who responded to requests from the garden team and 
were summarized in Figure 21. 
The story about the garden intrigued people since so many things were shut down, 
yet this project was growing. On the one hand, the pandemic hampered many of our 
plans, such as the community exhibition party we had originally planned for May, 2020. 
On the other hand, some resources were available because of the pandemic, such as the 
Davis Parks District prairie plants and Victory Garden Kits as well as the professional 
videographer who had time and resources to donate to SPSG, because his other projects 
were canceled. In Figure 21, we showed a summary of the actions undertaken. Dark blue 
nodes on the top of the figured indicated regular maintenance work completed by 
different groups. Light blue nodes indicated particular actions or events to support the 
garden or connect it to the community. In the following section, I briefly described each 
of the actions completed by the participants. For the most part, I described these in 







Figure 21  
Summary of Actions in the South Pines School Garden March to August 2020 
 
Note. This figure was a summary of the major actions and events achieved by the 
Community of SPSG supporters in the spring and summer of 2020. Dark blue nodes 
indicated regular maintenance work in SPSG and light blue nodes indicated distinct 
actions or events. 
As of April 8, 2020, the garden contained one daffodil, one tulip, a parsley plant, 
and some lettuce and spinach plants that survived the winter as pictured in Figure 22. 
There was some fresh lettuce, spinach, and radishes popping up from students who 
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planted on the last day students were in the building on March 13, 2020. Yet, by August 
28, 2020, the space doubled in size thanks to the new “E” raised bed built on June 15 to 
16, 2020 and was home to 28 new varieties of plants, including prairie plants donated by 
one teacher and the Davis County Parks. This plant diversity attracted wildlife such as the 
monarch shown in Figure 23 taken by Camilla Simon.  
Figure 22  
South Pines Garden April 8, 2020 
 
Note. This photo showed a daffodil, tulip, lettuces, and parsley growing in the garden on 
April 8, 2020, the first day I returned to South Pines following the building shutdown. 
On April 27, 2020, Wynetta Alton brought prairie plants, a fairy house, and signs 
to kickstart the spring garden, as seen in Figure 24. The initial idea was simply to plant 






Figure 23  
Monarch on Coneflowers on August 28, 2020 
 
Note. Camilla Simon took this photo of a monarch butterfly on a coneflower. The garden 
team loved this photo. Attracting pollinators to the garden was a long standing goal of the 
team. 
Figure 24  
Plants and Signs Donated by Wynetta Alton to the South Pines Garden 
 
Note. Here were some of the plants donated by Wynetta Alton, including hyssop which 
became a pollinator favorite all season. Wynetta also added signs such as “What do you 
smell?”, “What do you see?” to create some ways for children in the neighborhood to 
interact with the garden. 
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On April 27 and May 4, 2020 Sterline Johnson, invited by SPS teacher Trina 
Sandal, filmed four teachers, the principal, one custodian, and one partner in the garden 
delivering lessons to students about garden phenomena, as seen in Figure 25. In total, 
fifteen lessons were created to share with South Pines teachers via Google classrooms. In 
addition to filming lessons, the garden team packed 100 seed bags as an extension 
activity to send home with students, some of which were seeds donated from Donna 
Fischio’s home garden. Teachers explained how to plant the seeds in the garden-based 
videos.  
Figure 25  




Note. Sterline Johnson filmed Donna Fischio as she explained how she harvested 
marigold seeds. Other garden team members gardened in the background. Students later 
received marigold seed packets to plant at home. 100 seed bags were packaged for South 
Pines students and included in care packages donated by the Glenn Center. In their 
garden-based videos, teachers told students about the seeds and included some ideas for 
how to use the seeds at home. 
Throughout April and May, 2020 the school building was open on Wednesdays to 
volunteers, including several from the garden team, to pack meals for families as seen in 
Figure 26. Dozens of bags of lettuce and other produce were given to families in addition 





Figure 26  
SPS Teachers and Partners Volunteering and Distributing Garden Produce 
 
 
Note. Teachers and partners volunteered to pack and distribute meals through April and 
May, 2020 to families who normally receive free and reduced meals at school. 
Wednesday mornings also became a time to plan garden activities and distribute garden 
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harvests and seeds to families. On April 29 and again on May 20, 2020 a total of 32 
gallon-sized bags of food were harvested from the South Pines garden and given to 
families during the meal distribution program with labels reading “Hope you enjoy this 
food grown by South Pines students.” 
 By late summer, dozens of plants had bloomed in the garden, many of which were 
donated by Davis County Parks, including the coneflowers in Figure 27. The photo of the 
plant diversity was one of the slides shared at the online exhibition at the culmination of 
the project. This was the first season in the garden for all of these plants. 
Figure 27  




Note. This flat of purple coneflowers was planted into the South Pines garden. By late 
August dozens of coneflowers bloomed and attracted a variety of wildlife to the garden. 
This image included many of the flowering plants at the South Pines garden. From top 
left moving clockwise are coneflowers, hyssop, daisies, marigold, yarrow, lamb’s ear, 
ironweed, and obedient plant. Bee balm and sunflowers not pictured above. This image 
was one of the slides created for the online exhibition. 
 In partnership with Salem Food and Housing, a local non-profit, a second South 
Pines garden was built on June 15 to 16, 2020 as seen in Figure 28. Salem hired their 





Figure 28  
Salem Food and Housing Clients After they Built the Second Garden Bed 
 
Note. In August 2018, Salem Food and Housing constructed the first garden bed at South 
Pines. This photo showed the team that built the second bed from June 15 to 16, 2020. 
Together, the beds spelled “WE.” 
Figure 29  
Glenn and Baker Center Campers after Clean Up Day 
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Note. The youth from Glenn and Baker Community Center camps spent four mornings at 
the South Pines garden in July, 2020. Two of those mornings included a clean-up of the 
garden and school grounds. This photo was the youth at the end of the first clean-up day 
on July 24, 2020. 
Every Wednesday in July, 2020 youth from the local Glenn and Baker Center 
Camp visited SPSG for science and gardening activities. On July 24, 2020 the campers 
conducted a major SPSG clean up, collecting litter, laying fabric cloth and mulch, and 
weeding the space. Figure 29 showed some of the campers at the end of their work day.  
One of the themes, which I explored in much more depth later in this chapter, was 
the community that formed to create this space. The community of garden supporters 
described in Table 1 contributed to the actions taken in the garden in the spring and 
summer of 2020. Some donated time, plan t materials, or expertise. Food harvested from 
the garden was gifted to supporters and neighbors throughout the season and helped 
connect the community to the garden. 
Although I later described some of the intangible benefits participants 
experienced from the garden, harvests were one tangible way participants stayed 
connected to each other, celebrated the space, and welcomed “new garden champions” (I. 
Carter, personal communication, June 5, 2020). Over the course of the season, containers 
of food were gifted to the Peters Public Schools groundskeepers, staff at the Baker 
Center, SPS staff, neighbors, SPS families, a police officer and an electrician working at 
the school. 
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As I explored in more depth later in this chapter, many contributions and benefits 
from the garden were not as visible as labor and materials or food harvests. For research 
question one, we wanted to simply document and convey the actions taken. In its very 
name, PAR is action-oriented such that the research generated transformation with the 
community. Summarized in Table 8 and Figure 21, actions, including building the new 
bed and prairie, donating food, hosting summer camp, and creating garden-based virtual 
activities for students, were all oriented toward justice. Though the school and 
neighborhood faced the troubles of 2020 alongside the rest of the nation, including 
massive COVID-19 restrictions, uncertainty, and loss as well as the heartbreak and anger 
over the killing of George Floyd, the garden team created a vibrant space, maintained 
outreach to students and offered something beautiful to the neighborhood.  
Findings on Research Question 2 - What Was the Process Driving the Actions 
Taken? 
 
Here, I described the core practices that generated the actions described above. In 
this section, I explained the processes, including the circumstances, norms, ethics, 
decisions, conversations, and conflicts that drove this project.  
Resources of Time, Expertise, and Materials  
 
At the heart of the process for this project were the resources and people involved. 
As we saw in Figure 21, many people interacted with and contributed their time, talents, 
and materials to the garden over the course of the growing season. A $500 Gro More 
Good grant from Kids Gardening as well as a Science, Technology, Engineering, and 
Science (STEM) grant held by a local high school, the Peters STEM School, provided the 
garden team with resources to achieve their goals. In addition to these funds were in-kind 
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contributions of materials and expertise donated by partners. In this section, I described 
the ways the pandemic influenced resources and time donated to the project. 
Although the pandemic forced large changes to the initial plans, particularly the 
cancellation of all activities with students and the community exhibition event, other 
actions and events became possible because of the pandemic. Perhaps most notably was 
the fact that participants devoted time and fresh ideas to the project in ways they may not 
have otherwise. Extra time and attention by participants was evidenced in the video-
based lessons, food and seed giveaways days, and creation of the prairie spaces which 
occurred because of extra time participants had when the school building closed.  
Likewise, some partners had resources available due to the pandemic. The Davis 
County Parks district had worked with youth to plant hundreds of prairie plants in 
February, 2020 to distribute across their park systems in spring as part of their summer 
camp programming. Yet, due to the health department recommendations, the program 
was cancelled. When Brenda Anderson and Isabella Carter reached out to ask if they 
could buy any prairie plants or trees in May (B. Anderson, personal communication, May 
25, 2020), the parks district staff were happy to donate the available plants and delivered 
193 plants (coneflowers, bee balm, ironweed, obedient plant, and spiderwort) to the 
school on June 5, 2020. Though the idea to have an expansive prairie had been on hold, 
the pandemic turned out to be a time when South Pines could secure such a big donation, 
worth $670.00. Likewise, the Davis County parks launched a Victory Garden Kit 
program, including seeds and starter plants, to help families and organizations start 
gardens during the pandemic. This donation of tomatoes, peppers, collards, and squash 
was planted at South Pines in the new garden bed. Glenn and Baker Community Centers 
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distributed these kits to the summer camp youth as well. These were examples of 
resources donated and made available because of both the pandemic and the relationship 
the South Pines garden had previously made with these local partners. 
A final example was the professional videographer, Sterline Johnson, who 
donated his time and expertise for two days to film 15 garden-based lessons with SPS 
staff. Normally he spent spring filming sports team and school bands, all of which were 
canceled due to COVID-19. As such, he was available when Trina Sandal, a long-time 
friend, called him and requested his participation. 
The Power of Relationships and a Community of Support. 
 
At the heart of these donations of time, expertise, and materials were the people 
involved, including the core garden team and the community of supporters, as outlined in 
Table 1, Appendix B, and Figure 30. Partnerships were critical to the process. On the one 
hand, partnerships were important for materials and labor support in the garden. In 
addition, these relationships were often discussed by participants as motivating and 
meaningful, such as Wynetta Alton who said:  
I feel like it's just a very special moment in time where we have all these people 
who want to do something at the same time and work together. I get 
goosebumps…I feel like I'm part of something really cool right now that I'm 
never going to fully see come to fruition but I feel like some of the things I'm 
doing are going to help the future generations and I'm excited about that. (W. 





Figure 30  
Community of SPSG Garden Supporters 
  
Note. This figure was identical to Figure 16 from Chapter 1. I placed it here again so the 
reader would not have to go back to Chapter 1 to locate the community of garden 
supporters diagram. 
 
The community of supporters was fundamentally important to not only 
understanding the process that supported the actions in this project, but also important to 
how participants felt about being part of the project. Figure 30 outlined the community of 
supporters who contributed to SPSG from April to August 2020.  
In making this diagram, the participants observed that it was individuals more 
than the organizations that need to be highlighted. In other words, the participants, 
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particularly Brenda Anderson and Isabella Carter, maintained that organizations did not 
partner with SPSG, but rather individual people formed relationships and worked 
together. As such, the diagram first named the individuals, followed by organization 
affiliation, to demonstrate that individual people, not their organizations, were the 
primary linchpin in the relationships. Due to the high numbers and more spontaneous 
nature of youth and neighbor involvement, we listed students and neighbors as a group 
rather than by individual name. 
Though we focused on individuals as the linchpin of the relationships, 
organizational mission was an important driver for several partners. Notably, three of the 
major partner organizations, Davis County Park System, Salem Food and Housing, and 
Katharine University, recently ramped up strategic support for traditionally marginalized 
neighborhoods, such as South Pines. Yotam Jordan, Harvey Donald, and Kristy Lloyd 
from the Davis County Parks district all shared that part of their motivation to contribute 
to this project was organizational mission. This motivation does not discount their 
contributions. Yet, policy and organizational priorities mattered for resource allocation 
and program support. Yotam advocated for the prairie plants to be donated to South Pines 
because of both his long time relationship in a variety of projects with me but also 
because the organization had a commitment to better reach and serve neighborhoods such 
as South Pines which experience high levels of poverty and racial segregation. So to, the 
Salem Food and Housing organization had long served in the area but recently renewed 
their interest and effort in reaching communities designated as food deserts, such as the 
South Pines neighborhood. In these examples, organizations were eager and ready to 
partner with South Pines. The added element that we were intentionally bringing to the 
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project was to grow these relationships in an ethic of love, as defined by hooks (2003), in 
the pursuit of mutual liberation. This space, then, had the potential to be emancipatory 
and transformative for those involved. Later in this chapter, I explored the ethic of love in 
community as a major theme in this project in terms of the meaning experienced by 
participants. 
Communications, Dialogue, and Ethics of Interactions. 
 
A second key to understanding the process was to consider the way that 
communication and dialogue operated to form community and perpetuate actions. In the 
following section, I described some examples of how dialogue operated in this project 
including the ways “true words” (Freire, 1970) were actions and transformative, the 
ethics of recognition and the ethic of love (hooks, 2006) observed in the ways 
participants communicated with each other. I did not claim such ethics were ubiquitous in 
all communications, rather such ethics were woven into many critical moments and were 
an aspiration of participants. 
As Freire (1970) described, to “speak a true word is to transform the world.” (p. 
68). By true word, Freire meant words that balance reflection and action, as previously 
described. When the garden team first reconvened on April 23, 2020 and Wynetta Alton 
spoke a true word, the desire to create something beautiful for the community, she 
uttered the idea that would shift the group from focusing purely on weed control to 
focusing on possibility and beauty. As she walked with her children, she reflected on 
South Pines garden and community and could imagine a beautiful space at SPSG too. In 
her act of sharing with the group, there was not an idleness to her idea, which Freire 
(1970) would call verbalism. She did not say ‘I thought it would be nice to create 
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something beautiful’ and stop there with no intention to act. Rather, she shared her idea 
and accompanied word with action. Four days after she shared the idea, the garden team 
planted a new prairie space and began recording garden-based video lessons for SPS 
students. In some ways, this rapid timeline from speaking the idea to acting on the idea in 
the garden was motivated by nature’s timeline as the team was concerned with rapidly 
growing weeds. As such, the idea, to create something beautiful, became reality because 
of both the logistical motivators of time, seasons, and weeds as well as deep care for the 
community. 
Communications served a large array of purposes in this process ranging from 
sharing logistical details, asking questions about plants, showing each other an insect or 
flowering plant, and relaying new actions occurring such as donations, gifts, and the new 
bed. It was my intention, as a researcher, to tether my communication to the ethics of 
dialogue described by Freire (1970) and hooks (1994, 2003) to avoid verbalism (idle 
chatter lacking reflection or reflection without intention to act) and activism (action 
mindlessly taken without reflection). Although communication could be fraught and there 
was indeed conflict, the ethics of dialogue was a notable characteristic of the process. For 
one, as I will discuss in more detail later, was the attempt by the core garden team to 
regularly give recognition to those who performed a service or contribution to the garden. 
At the end of the summer, on August 10, 2020, the day that the students should have 
returned but did not due to COVID-19, we created and shared a Google Jamboard as 
shown in Figure 31 to say thank you and to recognize, the many people who had 
participated in the project. Participants were so happy about this that they immediately 
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began sending it to people in power in the school system, including the superintendent 
and the mayor. 
This Google Jamboard (Figure 31) exemplified the ethics of recognition and 
building community, common goals of communication among the garden team. Dialogue 
among participants, whether in person or virtual, was the driver of action. Throughout the 
project, communication, in the sense of the “true word,” led to many notable 
transformations, similar to the Wynetta Alton’s idea to “create something beautiful” 
described earlier in this chapter. Another example of transformation which occurred 
through dialogue was Isabella Carter’s vision she shared when I asked what she most 
hoped for in the space. Carter said “I just want the kids to look up from the playground 
and point and say ‘wow, look at the coneflowers, they were not blooming yesterday and 
now they are blooming today!’” (I. Carter, personal communication, June 1, 2020). She 
further explained that she wanted to see the interaction happen between the students and 
the garden and between the neighborhood and the garden. At one point we turned and 
looked out at the 7.5 acres of land and Isabella said, “just imagine what we can create 
with the community on this ‘great green canvas’” (I. Carter, personal communication, 
June 1, 2020). From that moment onward, we referred to the land as the great green 
canvas, sparking many ideas and actions about what to do next. 
Coneflowers were an example of how the future was born through 
communication. Isabella’s idea about coneflowers sparking excitement and awe in 
children on the playground became a reality, not just for children but for adults as well. It 
was just five days after this conversation and dozens of emails in between, that Davis 
County Parks delivered eleven flats of starter plants, including 72 purple coneflower 
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plants. Brenda Anderson and Isabella Carter had reached out to Davis County parks 
inquiring about prairie plants in general. Unbeknownst to us initially, the parks had 
several flats of coneflower, plus many other prairie plants that needed a home. The fact 
that she imagined coneflowers and the local parks had many to donate was certainly 
fortuitous, yet the donation would not have been possible had Isabella not imagined and 
shared her vision.  
Figure 31  





Note. Participants enjoyed seeing and making this Google Jamboard as a way to 
acknowledge participants’ contributions. This was an example of showing recognition 
through virtual communications. This also served as another example of member-




By Friday June 5, Isabella and I were back in the garden planting coneflowers. 
Similarly, Isabella’s imagination, rooted in her hopes for the school and community, 
about gathering perspectives and voices to paint the “great green canvas” became a 
central part of the project. In April, we were simply talking about weed control and by 
June, thanks to the praxis of many involved, we were discussing the future of the project 
on the seven acres of land beyond the current garden plot. Other actions emerged through 
dialogue including the idea to create garden-based video lessons, hand out seeds as a 
science extension project, give food away to families, and host summer camp 
programming. Hundreds of emails, texts, and face-to-face conversations preceded these 
actions. 
Ethics and values were visible in dialogue. One of the most striking ethics were 
expressions of love, a theme I explored in more detail in the next section. For many 
participants, the garden was not a service project, but an experience of community. First, 
I noticed this when the staff made their garden-based videos, opening with heartfelt 
expressions of care and love. Trina Sandal, like others, started her video with “Hello 
students, I love you, I miss you.” Henrietta Flynn, similarly expressed love toward 
participants in the project and community, saying she wanted to send the story to the 
mayor so Mayor Neft could “see what’s happening in her own backyard, in the 
community that I love so dearly!” (H. Flynn, personal communication, July 7, 2020). On 
another instance, Wynetta Alton urged us all to practice grace and forgiveness when the 
group dealt with an interpersonal conflict.  
These were example of words uttered by the garden team that were both pivot 
points in the project as well as striking moments for my learning within the project. There 
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was a tremendous amount of community and care at times. Most communications 
involved logistics or problem solving and those communications were important too. Yet, 
some of the dialogue described in this section were the notable moments of 
transformation through which an ethics of truth, recognition, and love were apparent. 
Findings on Research Question 3 - What Did Participants Perceive and Value in this 
School Garden Program?  
 
Some of the themes we observed in the data were initial motivators participants 
had prior to this season and led them to participate in the project. Other themes were the 
meaning participants experienced because of this project this season. Some themes 
overlapped both the initial motivation plus meaning experienced this season. The major 
themes and subthemes regarding the meaning and values experienced by participants 
were outlined in Figure 32. In the following section, I described findings related to love 
as community, family, memories, and legacy; empowerment as pride in job and school 
and garden as a teacher; and justice as inclusion and beauty. After I shared themes 
regarding the meaning participants experienced, I described themes regarding conflicts, 











Figure 32  
Meaning and Values Experienced by Participants 
 
Note. This figure illustrated major themes outlining the meaning and values participants 
expressed in the SPSG project. Green nodes represented the three major themes and the 
blue and white nodes as subthemes. 
 
Love of Students and the Community 
 
 One overarching theme that was discussed regularly as both a motivation to be 
part of the garden project as well as a meaning felt by participants this season regarded 
community and collaboration. As previously discussed, the community of people 
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involved was a critical component of the process for creating this project. In this section, 
I went into more detail about experiences of community and collaboration and how these 
were motivating and meaningful to participants. Table 9 provided examples of how 
participants expressed love for students, neighborhood, and feeling part of a community. 
I explained additional examples regarding the theme of love as distinguishing 
collaboration from community. In this section, I explained the ways some participants’ 
expressions of love evidence a sense of solidarity and community with the neighborhood 
as opposed to simply partnering in a more transactional way with the school and garden. 
Table 9  






Love of South Pines 
students  
 
“I want this for the kids at our school, because it's 
beautiful, and the kids deserve it” (M. Snyder) 
 
Love of South Pines 
neighborhood 
 
“I have to be here... this is not an option for me... I'm 
still connected. Family is still in this community. I 
grew up in this community. I went to South Pines 
within the community and never looked at it as an 
outsider. This here is my home always” (H. Flynn) 
 
Working together as a 
community 
 
“And it's not just one person, it’s a team of people. 
It's a team of people of all ages, all races, coming 
together, doing something communal. And that's 
powerful to me. That's powerful to me to know that 
this is for the school and that this is for the 
community and how we can embark on something 
really great, just from a small venture to make it 
even greater.” (B. Anderson) 
  
 
First, there were distinct ways that people defined community and collaboration. 
Although many talked about valuing the “teamwork” and the “partnerships” involved in 
the project, there was some variance in meaning. Sometimes participants spoke in terms I 
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understood as community and sometimes as collaboration. When participants spoke 
about “teamwork” as community they described feelings such as love, trust, faith, and 
respect. Another kind of teamwork would be collaboration, which was more about 
transactions, such as donations of materials.  
 Throughout the project, many of us felt an appreciation for the many people who 
contributed to the garden. As illustrated in the Community of SPSG Supporters (Figure 
30) as well as in Table 1 and Appendix B, many individuals and organizations 
contributed time, materials, and expertise. Participants in the project often sought ways to 
acknowledge contributions of others by giving food from the garden to say thank you. 
There was an ethics to acknowledge the fact that the project was created by many 
individuals. On August 7, 2020, the local newspaper published an article about the 
garden, which concerned a couple of participants because many contributors were not 
mentioned in the article. Katharine University and Glenn Community Center were the 
only partners mentioned. Brenda Anderson, Isabella Carter, and I co-wrote a letter to the 
editor detailing the contributions of many people. Isabella said, “I don’t need my name in 
the article at all… but the epic collaboration needs to be acknowledged… an 
astronomical effort during a pandemic.” (I. Carter, personal communications, August 11, 
2020). In response, we wrote an updated letter, which included all of the contributors to 
the effort. In addition, we created a Google Jamboard which had a separate “sticky note” 
thanking each individual who contributed to the effort to create this garden (Figure 31). 
These efforts demonstrated the ways that participants deeply valued the collaboration of 
many partners and felt ethically responsible to acknowledge these contributions. In our 
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conversation about meaning she experienced in the garden, Henrietta Flynn described 
collaboration this way:  
This [garden] captures community. So what I see here and not what I wish to see, 
but what I see here, is the community... It did not take an island to do this. This is 
the efforts and the works of a whole... Regardless of what level or degree that 
you did, each person, each entity matters. (H. Flynn, transcribed conversation, 
July 27, 2020) 
 These words exemplified the idea of inclusion, as part of community, which I will 
describe in more details in the next theme. All of these examples were ways that 
participants valued collaboration, or people working and contributing toward a shared 
goal together. 
 One group in the collaboration regularly discussed were the students. In fact, the 
students, though physically absent, were a present and critical part of the “team” in the 
sense that their contributions were regularly discussed, as well as the hope of what the 
garden could be for them when they return. For one, it was the food students who planted 
before schools moved online that inspired the “story” of this garden in the spring. In 
some ways, it was their plants that catalyzed the project because although the school was 
shut down, their food kept growing, prompting participants to ask what to do with the 
food. This led to one of the first actions in the garden following the shutdown, which was 
to give away bags of food to local families coming to pick up their weekly meals on 
Wednesdays. The bags were labeled with stickers that said “food grown by South Pines 
students.” There was something poetic and hopeful in this story that these students grew 
food that the community could later enjoy, even as the school building was closed. The 
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school nurse shared photos and a story with the district’s information officer who wrote 
an article in the monthly district newspaper. The local newspaper also picked up the story 
and ran a short blurb in the paper (May 21, 2020). This was an example of the ways the 
students were present in the garden even though they were no longer at the building. In 
addition, the students remained a motivator for the adults working in the garden as 
everyone imagined how the garden could welcome the students back when school 
resumed in person. The principal said simply that she valued the garden because “I want 
this for the kids at our school, because it's beautiful, and the kids deserve it” (M. Snyder, 
July 29, 2020). Though physically absent, the students remained a central motivation for 
the participants. 
 When speaking about students, I observed the feelings around teams and 
partnerships shift toward more familial language about working together, which I called 
community. Collaboration was necessary and the many partnerships energized the work 
and achieved a host of tangible outcomes. Community, however, also had love in it. 
Love, as defined by hooks (2003) and previously discussed in Chapter 2, was an act as 
much as a feeling and also a practice and a choice, as opposed to something that simply 
happens to us. I noticed a distinction in the ways participants spoke about working 
together sometimes in more transactional ways, and sometimes with the language of 
family and love. This was an important distinction which hooks, (2003) described in her 
work. Expressions of love, as a practice of community, were a regular part of the project. 
When we were creating videos in the garden for students in April and May, 2020 I was 
struck by how participants greeted the students. Although we had a “script” which was 
designed to cover content standards across grade levels, one of the first teachers to speak, 
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opened her segment with the following lines “Hey students from South Pines! We love 
you. We miss you. One thing I wanted to remind you about when you're outside is to use 
your five senses!” We see this was a quick flip from we love you to a learning objective 
about the five senses. I was struck instantly by this expression of love and when it was 
my turn to speak, I adopted this practice of expressing love.  
Several participants included their own families in the project, bringing children 
and grandchildren to help in the garden. I too adopted this practice of building 
community by including my own children during the Glenn-Baker camp clean-up day at 
the garden on July 24, 2020. hooks (2003) wrote extensively about the fears of losing 
objectivity in academia and how this fear limited scholars ability to form relationships or 
community. hooks (2003) cautioned that without love, we accept the logic of domination, 
in which listening, freedom and connection were impossible. Here I found myself in 
situations where I adopted practices of love I witnessed in participants to the project. As 
Henrietta Flynn had said, she never viewed South Pines as an outsider but as home. If we 
view a place as an “outsider” it would be difficult to truly love the people and place. 
Although I am not from South Pines, I adopted the spirit of family and home, practicing 
an ethic of love (hooks, 2006) as Brenda Anderson and Henrietta Flynn did. This was an 
example of what Herr and Anderson (2015) called the education of the researcher, an 
important goal of action research. 
 Another example of this ethic of love (hooks, 2006) was the way some 
participants referred to the students as their children, or their “babies.” At a meeting to 
plan camp, Brenda Anderson described the youth by saying, “let’s understand that we 
have a lot of special needs children and autistic babies and we have many babies coming 
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to us that will need extra help” (B. Anderson, personal communication, June 26, 2020). 
There was a care in her for these children as if they were her own. On the one hand such 
expressions could be a culture or personality trait. But getting to know this individual, she 
demonstrated ideas of family in many ways, never seeing any project as an outsider, but 
always as part of her family. Her own grandchildren, for example, were also attending the 
camp. Brenda’s notion of community was always built on an ethic of love, as she said in 
our photovoice and mapping conversation: 
As a kid, that's how I spent time with my dad. And my dad is no longer here. And 
it was important to him, to my grandmothers, both grandmothers, and important 
to my dad to grow things from the earth, grow things from your hands. So it's 
important to me that I share that now that I'm a grandmother, that I share those 
things because those were meaningful things to me as a child. (B. Anderson, July 
20, 2020). 
Brenda blended, throughout our conversation, the idea of family with community and did 
not necessarily see boundaries between the two. Children in the community were part of 
the people she wanted to share the experience of gardening with as a grandmother. Her 
feeling of sharing as a grandmother never ended with her own grandchildren but was 
expressed by her as the children at South Pines and the children in the community as her 
own. Brenda donated a lot of resources and time to the garden throughout the summer 
including three yards of mulch, seeds, as well as her time in planting prairie beds and 
organizing the Glenn and Baker camp clean up days at South Pines. These actions were 
vital to the health of the garden and such contributions built a stronger collaboration. But 
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what Brenda and others both promoted and deeply valued were feelings of community. 
For Brenda, community was family, imbued with feelings of love and responsibility. 
Henrietta Flynn spoke similarly about the students when she said, “the seeds have 
literally been planted. And the seeds have been planted among individuals and especially 
the babies, those children who planted the seeds.” (H. Flynn, July 27, 2020). In these 
examples, I could see the language of oneness that hooks (2003) described as participants 
shared their feelings of love, family, and community. Participants speaking with love, 
saw themselves in the community. There was not a separation between helper and the 
helped as we sometimes see in service work. The idea of separation between helper and 
the helped would be, in fact, consistent with the logic of domination in which a donation 
was a transaction given for reasons other than love (Monahan, 2011). To love, as hooks 
(2003; 2006) and Freire (1970) described it, was to practice care, respect, commitment, 
and trust, aware that learning and liberation are mutual. In describing why she cared 
about the garden, Brenda Anderson expressed oneness with the community when she 
shared why she valued the garden, “I just think it’s worth it. We are worth it. This 
community is worth it….” (B. Anderson, July 20, 2020). She spoke this sentence 
triumphantly, with a lot of emotion and she spoke with a love in her words, seeing herself 
as part of the community that is worthy of this garden.  
Both Henrietta and Brenda expressed the kind of ethic of love that hooks (2003) 
described as a practice of freedom. Both described the community as family, which for 
them was both literally their blood relatives but also their sense that this community was 
their family, even those they don’t directly know. We can see through their words a 
practice of community that moves beyond the transactions of simply collaborating on a 
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project. Again, donations of time and materials created the physical garden and were to 
be commended. But the deeper value and meaning some experienced was in feeling of 
community, characterized by love. 
Love as Memories, Family, and Legacy 
 
Another dimension of love described by participants as a major source of meaning 
in the project was through fond childhood memories and hopes for their children and 
grandchildren. In Table 10, I shared an example of childhood memories as a source of 
meaning in the SPSG project as well as an example of how some participants were 
motivated to leave a legacy for the younger generation.  
Table 10  







Fond childhood memories 
 
“As a kid, [gardening] was how I spent time with my 
dad. And my dad is no longer here. And it was 
important to him, to my grandmothers, both 
grandmothers, and important to my dad to grow 
things from the earth, grow things from your hands. 
So it's important to me that I share that now that I'm a 
grandmother, that I share those things because those 
were meaningful things to me as a child.” (B. 
Anderson) 
 
Future legacy for children 
and grandchildren 
 
“I just want to do so much with pollinators, with my 
children, my students…I do a lot at my own 
house…instead of planting things that you have to 
spray fertilizer all around at home, my house is just 
lined with pollinator plants…and I just feel like I'm 
giving a gift to the future. When I die, I'm going to 
feel good about [this work]. [It] is not a detriment to 
all the birds and insects and the rodents… it's a safe 
haven and it helps creatures survive… I want to pass 
it on to the kids so they can see, that yes it looks 
messy, but this is what nature looks like.”  (W. Alton) 
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Family, home, caretaking, and relationship-building were often described as 
values that participants experienced in the garden. Memories of childhood and family 
served as both a motivation to participate in the garden as well as an experience of what 
the garden meant to participants. As in the story of one neighbor, Susan, speaking about 
her childhood in Alabama and remembering fondly “chickens running everywhere”, so 
too did teachers, partners, and neighbors regularly mention family memories when 
visiting the garden, often remembering their pasts and also what they want to leave for 
their children and grandchildren. In our conversation about what she cares about in the 
garden, Brenda often shared how deeply she felt her dad’s presence when she was in the 
gardens at South Pines and Glenn Community Center. She described how she was often 
moved to tears thinking of his life and influence on her. She would joke that she hated 
gardening as a child, but now recognized how powerful the learning was for her and the 
learning she experienced as a child has stayed with her throughout her life (B. Anderson, 
personal communication, June 25, 2020). For Brenda, working in the garden brought her 
closer to her memories of her father and grandmothers. These memories motivated her 
and brought meaning to her as she developed the South Pines garden.  
Other participants also spoke about memories of family in the garden. One young 
mother, Elaine, came by with her two brothers and 4 year old child, Velli and we started 
discussing the garden. When I offered her a bag of greens from the garden, Elaine shared 
that her mom loved to cook collards and that her grandfather and grandmother were both 
avid gardeners, saying her grandmother “grew everything” but she had passed away. 
Elaine expressed how glad she was that the garden was there even though she does not 
like to garden, she thought it looked really pretty and it reminded her of her grandmother. 
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Participants often linked their childhood memories of gardens and outdoor spaces 
with their hopes for the next generation. Kyla Veldo described memories of growing up 
apple picking in Connecticut and how she would like the school and city to plant an 
orchard here in the South Pines neighborhood for children who otherwise never get the 
opportunity to pick fruit from trees (K. Veldo, personal communication, June 19, 2020). 
Here we see several participants connect meaning and learning they gained from the past 
as well as the ways the garden is part of the legacy they want to pass on to the next 
generation. 
Empowerment as Feeling That We Can Make Changes  
 
 A second overarching theme was about how growing a garden gave participants a 
feeling that we have the ability within ourselves to make changes. Furthermore, 
participants felt this was an especially valuable lesson for South Pines students. Table 11 
exemplified quotes about how growing food and tending a garden provided a sense that 
adults and youth have the power to change circumstances. Later in this section, I further 
distinguished examples of empowerment related to system change. 
Table 11  






Empowerment to make 
changes 
 
“I can't wait for outsiders or government officials to 
make it right for me. So this garden is truly a 
reflection of the work that I can do...(work) that can 
be done to make a difference and a change. I can 
pull up my sleeves. If the road is blocked, if the door 
is closed, I can create that door for myself…. To me, 
the garden represents so much knowledge and where 
[the student] can take this knowledge and feed their 
families and feed the world. The concept of give a 
man a fish, or a child, or woman, you're feeding that 
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person for a day...[But] teach him how to fish, you 
eat for a lifetime. This [garden] is a lifetime. This is 
the thing. This is truly sustainability. They can go 
and do the things that their grandparents, great 
grandparents had to do out of necessity. It still is a 
necessity, but they weren't taught the skills.” (H. 
Flynn) 
 
Empowerment for students “I want the students to gain a sense of efficacy [to feel 
that] ‘I can change the world’, even if it's just by 
growing some vegetables that I can eat myself. And 
if I can grow vegetables, then I can build something 
and then I can do a job and I can be productive. So 
kind of the idea is that you can change your own 
environment.”  (M. Snyder) 
 
 
Many participants spoke similarly about the ways they felt that the garden was a 
space where children and adults get a sense of what we are capable of doing, which I 
called empowerment. We observed two strands of meaning when people spoke about the 
garden’s empowering capacity. On the one hand, there was a logic often expressed that, 
against all odds, the students and community can realize what they can achieve. The other 
strand of empowerment was how we can transform systemic injustices that the school 
and community have faced, which I addressed in the next section on justice. 
 First, several participants spoke about the ways the garden taught students to 
realize their own abilities, such as Trina Sandal who said: 
There were several students with high sensory needs. And [the garden] helped 
them really grasp, literally use their hands to make something work, not just a 
lesson plan, but in actual reality. Then, when they watch the plants grow, that 
takes it to a whole new level and to see the kid's expression when they realize 
they made this happen… Yes that's also what I mean when I say the students 
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realize they have a hand in something positive. They go through so many trials. 
That was huge. It gives them self-confidence because they realize they can 
actually do something even though they've been told ‘you can't do this, you can't 
do that. You've got this disability, you've got this issue, this misbehavior 
problem.’ And they all have different levels of that. [Growing plants] gives them 
confidence. (T. Sandal, July 23, 2020) 
In critical literature, such ideas could be considered an acquiescence to injustice and 
pushing responsibility on the oppressed to rectify their own circumstances, rather than 
advocate for a struggle to change the systems that produce inequality. In my 
conversations with participants however, several talked simultaneously about both the 
garden as an experience of what I can do to change my circumstances and also how to 
consider this project as a way to dismantle and replace oppressive systems. Henrietta 
Flynn, as an example, spoke about creating the door herself in her reflection above, but 
moments later said: 
Since Public Health in Davis County, in the city, has declared racism a public 
health crisis, there should be funding there to be able to do [these ideas in the 
garden]. So with as much vigor and as much energy as the policies that were put 
in place to make sure they create this type of environment [food desert, 
disinvestment], those types of policies should be put in place to make change 
happen. (H. Flynn, July 30, 2020) 
Henrietta went on to list the many ways that the systems that created oppression can be 
dismantled and projects such as the one she envisions on the SPSG acreage be funded 
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and supported at the city and county level such that people in South Pines would no 
longer be hungry and poor. 
 It was notable that the principal, Mandy Snyder, also spoke about how the garden 
teaches “self-efficacy”, and seemed to advocate both forms of empowerment in one 
statement. In some ways, Mandy was imagining the simple experience of growing one’s 
own food in a more profound way. Naming this idea of realizing one is capable as self-
efficacy, Mandy moved between the idea of cultivating individuals who can achieve and 
change their fates, to an idea about changing “the world.” There was an interesting 
extension between something simple and personal (growing food) and a more profound 
shift about changing the environment around us and advocating on a larger scale of what 
we can shift. Like other participants, Mandy recognized the injustices faced by the South 
Pines students, and was interested, from her capacity as a principal, in shifting the way 
students see themselves and also the way they understand how to be part of changing the 
world around them. 
 When participants spoke about empowerment they experienced in the garden, 
they often coupled the ideas of empowerment and justice. Every conversation included 
acknowledgement of the injustices wrought by policies and economics of the past and 
present. And all wanted to be part of changing systems that continue to disadvantage the 
students at South Pines. Many spoke not just about the ways the gardens can teach 
children about their own ability to change their lives, but many also spoke about their role 
as adults in creating systems that would ensure these students received the best, 
particularly the education that they “deserved.” Many participants used language about 
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how excellence and beauty were simply what the students and community deserved, such 
as Wynetta Alton who said: 
That's what I want to do with South Pines. I want to hold the bar so high. You 
know so that we're not having kids leave for charter schools...when they live right 
here. Again, they want to come here. Everybody should go to a school like that, 
where you get the highest quality.... I feel like these kids should get [the highest 
quality] too. They should get the top quality not just the bare minimum. And I just 
feel like with [so many people] on board ... I just feel like we have a really a great 
opportunity to do some cool things. (W. Alton, July 21, 2020) 
In this quote, Wynetta Alton spoke about several levels of empowerment. She described 
shifting the school to be one of excellence. This was a system change that she wanted to 
be a part of creating. She also felt that the project, due to collaboration among many, 
gave her a sense that she can be part of creating meaningful change and opportunity for 
and with students. This was an example of the ways that participants perceived the 
garden as not only teaching young people that they matter and can effect change in their 
lives, but also giving the adults a sense that they too can be part of creating changes that 
promote justice in the school and community.  
Empowerment from Pride in Our Jobs and School 
 
Several participants spoke about the ways that the beauty and presence of the 
garden instilled pride in how they viewed their own jobs as well as how they felt about 
the school in general. Table 12 showed examples of how participants described feeling 
pride in their job and the school because of the garden. In this way, the garden 
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empowered several staff members to feel that they could do the kind of work they most 
wanted because of the garden.  
Table 12  






Empowerment as pride in job 
 
“This [photo] was one of the students with some severe 
ADHD issues. This student was so engaged with 
working in the garden and the soil, how to plant seeds, 
how to water, how to take care and nurture that he 
even started weeding at home. As an educator, this is 
what it is all about.” (T. Sandal). 
 
Empowerment as pride in 
school 
“I think of South Pines as my school. And, the garden 
makes [the school] more "us", representing us... Like I 
said it might seem silly but we take pride in [the 
garden] because, we're out here every day... This is our 
second home, especially when you clean it and take 
care of it every day” (C. Simon) 
 
  
Much like the ways Brenda and Henrietta felt a sense of oneness and family with 
the broader community, Camilla, SPS head custodian, expressed pride, which expanded 
because of the garden and what she called her “second home” at South Pines. When she 
says the garden made the school more “us”, as quoted in Table 12, she was also talking 
about feeling included and a valued member of the South Pines school community, a 
feeling she confirmed to me on several occasions.  
Likewise, both Wynetta Alton and Trina Sandal, spoke about how the garden 
empowered them to be the teacher they most wanted to be. Both felt that the garden gave 
them the opportunities to teach in the ways they knew was best for their students. In the 
photovoice conversations, both talked in depth about photos of themselves teaching in the 
garden space and the ways that the engagement and connection with students felt most 
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meaningful and energized in this space. Wynetta hung the photo in Figure 33 in her class 
to look at on frustrating days to remind her why she became a teacher. In a personal 
communication, Wynetta said: 
 The picture with me in it is the one I keep hanging up in my room because this is 
how I want to be seen as a teacher. With the kids, in nature, authentically 
interacting with the garden (W. Alton, personal communication, August 16, 2020) 
Figure 33   
Photo of Teacher Engaging Students in Garden 
 
Note. Wynetta Alton hung this photo of herself teaching in the garden in her classroom to 
remind her of why she became a teacher. 
Likewise, Trina Sandal, an intervention specialist, shared a photo of a day her 
student, with who she had struggled to connect, began speaking when she was outside in 
the garden space. Once the schools shut down, Trina met with her students outside at the 
South Pines gardens and other outdoor spaces. One student, Ronald, had planted seeds in 
the garden on the last day of school on March 13, 2020. He kept circling back for more 
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seeds and loved the experiences of putting them in the garden. This student was 
diagnosed with autism and is mostly non-verbal, but was able to connect in meaningful 
ways with garden activities. Through the spring and summer, he requested visits to the 
garden to check on the plants. Figure 34 showed Ronald visiting the garden in May and 
again in mid-August as the student requested regular visits to check on his plants.  
Figure 34  
Ronald Visiting Garden with Family in May and August to Check on his Plants 
 
 
Note. Ronald was one of the students who planted seeds on the last day of school before 
the shutdown in March, 2020. He asked his family to bring him several times to check on 
the plants. 
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Ronald’s teacher, Trina, remarked that the garden seemed to give Ronald and 
other students a sense of connection and consistency during the school closures. In 
addition, she felt that:  
Our South Pines Garden helped students, diagnosed with autism (ASD) or 
ADHD, feel connected when they were abruptly displaced from their self-
contained classroom due to COVID-19… students visited their garden and 
watched as the seeds they planted grew in an abundant harvest. They enjoyed 
consuming the bounty of spinach, parsley, lettuce and more. Education moved 
outside during our pandemic, and students were able to continue learning. (T. 
Sandal, August 18, 2020) 
When Trina shared these photos of her students, she shared feeling a greater sense 
of pride in her job. She said that for her, moments like these were “what teaching is all 
about.” As with all the themes, there is a high degree of overlap between students and 
teacher empowerment and learning. In the next section, I explored more ways that the 
students, teachers, and all participants learned through this garden. 
Empowerment from Learning: Garden Served as a Teacher 
 
 The garden was often discussed as a place for learning. On the one hand, the 
garden was perceived as a learning space for students in a variety of ways from academic 
subjects to social-emotional well-being to enhancing engagement. On the other hand, the 
garden was an experience of learning for adults, particularly in changing perceptions 
about the community and amazement at how much could grow in a small garden space. 
In this section, I shared example quotes about learning in Table 13, followed by a variety 
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of perspectives on the types of learning experienced in the garden from academic to 
social-emotional to shifting perceptions of what is possible. 
Table 13  






Garden as an engaging space 
for students 
 
“…we were outside [in the garden], on a sunny day,  
just like this. And the student was just very 
interested in the plants. And it was like, ‘that's what I 
want’ .. I want people actively engaged out here, 
squatting at the garden, talking about a plant… 
feeling the breeze… exploring with the five senses. 
They are smelling it, they're feeling the breeze. 
They're looking at it, possibly tasting it. All of that. 
Exploring.” (W. Alton) 
 
Garden as a teacher for adult 
(changing perceptions 
about community)  
 
“I think it's really cool. It's the south side of Peters. 
And kids play basketball and trash gets left around 
every day. But the garden is not... part of that trash. 
They're taking care of it. Nobody's messing with it. 
And I just think [the garden] adds to our school... It's 
too sacred. (C. Simon 
 
In addition to academic subjects, participants talked about other values that the 
garden taught. The academic content was discussed frequently early in spring when the 
teachers created garden-based video lessons for the students. Attempting to make the 
topics broad, the teachers covered content around biodiversity, energy, and weather. 
Some also shared the social skills and problem solving skills that can be learned in the 
garden. Here was one example of how the teachers tried to extend the learning to the 
students’ homes during the school building closure: 
Hello! This is Mrs. Kyla Veldo and I am so excited to share with you the news 
about the South Pines garden. In the fall, we planted some seeds, lettuce seeds. 
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And we received a harvest, we had lettuce that we were able to pass out to 
families in Ziploc gallon bags, and we were so excited to be able to see how our 
plants grew, and how they developed into lettuce, that we were able to give out to 
our South Pines families. Once again we will be giving out seeds that you can 
plant at home, whether they are flowers or vegetables that you can plant in a 
garden. I look forward to seeing all of the things that you are all going to be able 
to grow as the summer approaches, and see the harvest that you receive in the fall. 
Thank you." (K. Veldo, May 4, 2020) 
One of the main reason for a garden at a school is for education purposes. And this 
remained true at South Pines. Teacher participants, in particular, cited the learning of 
students in terms of content as one of their motivations to be involved.  
Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) were the most 
commonly discussed subjects taught in this space. Isabella, Wynetta, Trina, and Kyla 
were the four teachers that were the most active in the garden during this study. All four 
discussed learning as a valuable outcome of the garden. Isabella had a caterpillar and 
butterfly release program in her classroom, which she bought as a kit. Working with her 
students, who all have multiple disabilities, both physical and/or cognitive, and the class 
butterfly project was a way to connect with students across multiple content areas from 
art, science, mathematics, and English Language Arts (ELA). Isabella led the effort to 
create an outdoor prairie which would attract butterflies in the wild to the garden space. 
Every teacher talked about the wildlife in the garden and shared photos among each other 
of swallowtail caterpillars, a monarch butterfly, and bumble bees. Many talked about the 
ways we can learn from wildlife and pollinators. There was an ongoing joke that the 
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parsley in the garden needed to be protected at all costs, not because anyone needed it for 
food, but because it attracted the swallowtail caterpillars that meant so much to the 
teachers and students. The wildlife and plant diversity were important aspects of the 
garden as a teaching tool.  
 There were multiple different ways that participants described how learning 
occurred in the garden and often cited the garden as a teacher. Kyla Veldo often spoke 
about the ways that planting and waiting for a seed teaches children, and adults, patience. 
This was why she spoke about wanting to plant apple trees. She would like every class to 
plant trees and come back over the years to see the fruits. The idea of gifting trees to the 
school and understanding the time it took for those trees to mature and fruit was a value 
she wanted her students and own children to learn. Kyla described it this way: 
Because the lettuce didn't take long. [Planting trees] ... would teach patience, and 
understanding that when it comes to the trees, it takes a little bit longer. And those 
things happen in life. You know, I was telling my son…He saved $1,000 and he 
said 'mom, I could go buy a car for $800.' I said, 'You know what? Let's be 
patient'... just keep it in the bank. We'll discuss it, we will weigh our options... 
sometimes our kids want gratification quickly, and the trees can teach our 
students to be a little more patient. (K. Veldo, transcribed conversation, August 7, 
2020) 
In general, Kyla viewed the garden as a way to teach content such as letters and numbers, 
but for her, she valued the deeper life lessons of the garden. In addition to patience, she 
saw the garden as a way to help students make smart choices by using lessons from the 
garden: 
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The more you work on the garden, the more you water it, the sun comes out, the 
plants grow. You take the weeds out… The weeds would have probably been like 
bad friends or bad habits. And you have to manage your time when it comes to 
the garden... you can think about this for the next school year… maybe you 
shouldn't sit by that person? You know, this plant shouldn't be planted by this 
other plant. Because it doesn't work well. So we have to find the best spot for us. 
(K. Veldo, August 4, 2020). 
These quotes were examples of the many ways that participants felt the garden taught 
specific content, such as pollination, and life skills such social-emotional learning and 
being patient. Just as the garden was perceived as a teacher for students, the garden was 
also perceived as a teacher for adults involved. 
 A notable aspect of learning from the garden was from participants. There was a 
sense of awe often shared during the spring and summer as people continued to be 
surprised at several occurrences in the garden. I observed many instances of this awe and 
noted that it was in many ways a learning experience for the adults. Since one aspect of 
awe means something happens that one was not expecting, our experiences of awe 
signified that as a group we were updating our thinking and learning about what a garden 
can be. For one, participants expressed amazement at the way the lettuce kept growing 
back all spring. We would harvest it regularly and then notice that a week later, there 
seemed to be more lettuce than ever before, such that we started calling it the “sea of 
lettuce”, as seen in Figure 35. The principal called the abundant lettuce “simply 
incredible” (M. Snyder, July 21, 2020). This kind of amazement was also true of the 
flowers, fruits, and wildlife in the garden, as shared by Miriam Long regarding her plants: 
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You know I got one flower as a gift and from it, I make people different [flowers]. 
And this girl, she was the custodian at Peters Tech back in 2008, and I had that 
flower [she gave me] ever since 2008. And I make people flowers off of it, off of 
that flower. People say, "you still have that plant?" And I say yes, since 2008. I 
still got it. It just grows all over the place. (M. Long, July 23, 2020) 
Figure 35  
A Sea of Lettuce Planted by South Pines Students 
 
 
Note. The abundance of lettuce in the garden was one example of a shared experience 
that amazed participants involved and became a teacher for us of what is possible in the 
garden space. 
Amazement at how much could grow and live in a relatively small space was a 
common theme among participants all season. It was typical for participants to take and 
send photos of insects and plants, with either a question or excitement about a discovery. 
Trina Sandal was always thrilled to see insects, such as bees and butterflies. When the 
hyssop first bloomed, dozens of bees were always landing on the purple flowers. Trina 
would send photos such as the one in Figure 36, thrilled to see how much life was in the 
garden (T. Sandal, personal communication, July 22, 2020). In her text she also noted the 
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beetle in the background and did some research about what damage that might be posing 
to the garden.  
Figure 36  
Photo of Insects Taking by Teacher to Share Amazement 
 
Note. This was an example of the photos and videos regularly shared by participants. 
Insects were a popular source of delight and surprise. 
Similarly, Camilla Simon was often amazed by the insects she saw and sent an 
incredible photo of a monarch butterfly landing on a coneflower, which I included as 
Chapter 1. I later used that photo as the title slide for our shared exhibition, giving her 
photo credit. She said she loved seeing her photo as the first slide and felt “honored” by 
the photo’s inclusion in the slide show (C. Simon, personal communication, September 9, 
2020). When Isabella saw Camilla’s photo, she said “Just EPIC” and said it nearly moved 
her to tears (I. Carter, personal communication, August 17, 2020). Moved by emotions of 
joy, delight, surprise, and amazement were all expression of awe as participants 
appreciated how much life and learning occurred in the garden.  
Another way that the garden was a teacher for the participants related to concerns 
about the community, particularly that youth might damage the garden. Regularly raised 
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by participants were statements of amazement that the space was “left alone” by the 
people who leave a lot of trash in the playground area. Many had expressed fears that 
young people, who tend to congregate at the school to play basketball, would pull out all 
the plants or vandalize the garden. These fears were based partly on actual incidents that 
have occurred in the past. Wynetta Alton had purchased and donated a fairy house and 
fairy to the garden as seen in Figure 37 when we restarted the garden plans in late April, 
2020. The teachers’ idea was to create an interactive space and they included small signs 
that had questions like “What do you see?” and “What do you smell?” Within a couple of 
days, the fairy house and small fairy were gone, though all the plants and signs remained. 
One teacher expressed frustration saying “Good news: Radishes are coming up. Bad 
news: Fairy and fairy houses gone…It was a trial to see if we could keep a fairy house 
there, apparently not” (participant, personal communication, May 14, 2020). This story, 
among others, was why some participants expressed concerns about how to protect the 
plants from vandalism. 
Figure 37  
Fairy House and Fairy Doll Donated by Participant 
 
 
Note. This fairy house and doll were donated to the garden on April 27, 2020. By May 
14, 2020 both were gone. 
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When we worked on setting up a watering system with hoses and the water key, 
several participants cautioned that someone will definitely take it or damage the 
equipment, citing examples such as the missing fairy house. People suggested getting a 
heavy duty lock and box, but when some of the garden team saw the box, they felt it was 
too easy to break into or for someone to walk off with it. These were not baseless 
concerns as plants have been pulled out of the garden in the past, including about ten 
garlic plants in the spring of 2019. One teacher, Kyla Veldo, who lived near the school 
said “I think we need to be more positive. There is so much growing in the garden and no 
one is taking it.” (K. Veldo, personal communication, May 13, 2020). Some agreed but 
felt like we should put heavy bricks in the box to prevent anyone from walking off with 
the equipment. The lock box with the hoses and water key were installed on May 20, 
2020 and as of late August no one had damaged or tried to take the hoses as far as we 
could tell.  
Here was an example of how perceptions shifted. Some participants expected the 
garden to be damaged. The fact that the hoses were left alone and that none of the plants 
were taken was perceived by participants to be a sign that the community valued the 
space. There was a commonly shared amazement and surprise that no one was damaging 
the garden or equipment. The custodial staff looked out for the garden every day all 
spring and summer. In our conversation, custodian, Miriam Long, shared her amazement: 
It surprised me. I was telling the secretary, I said, I haven't found any trash out 
there. [The secretary] said, 'they aren’t messing with the tomatoes?' And I said no. 
I said ‘I don't see any trash.’ I walked by every evening and I don't see pop bottles 
or anything. (M. Long, July 23, 2020) 
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Wynetta Alton was also surprised, saying: 
All the teenagers or whoever comes at night. I don't really know what goes on at 
night because I am not here. But they're not messing it up. They could, it would 
be so easy, and I mean you saw how I just ripped that (weedy plant) out? They 
could, if they wanted to mess with this, they could just trash the whole thing in 
five minutes and be done. Yes, they are leaving it alone and I'm getting 
goosebumps. It's sacred. They leave the garden alone. That's cool. So I feel like 
the community respects it. Which again, that could change overnight, but I think 
it's cool that they're leaving it alone. (W. Alton, July 21, 2020) 
Although it was not possible to know why trash was left in some places and not 
others, it seemed to delight and inspire participants that the garden was not part of the 
places where people threw litter. This could be simply because the garden was 20 yards 
away from the basketball court and playgrounds where people congregate. But, many 
participants chose to believe that the community was looking out and appreciating the 
beauty of the space, even calling it “sacred”. Several neighbors seemed to confirm this 
idea when they walked by, commenting on how much they have enjoyed watching the 
plants grow all summer. One neighbor, named Skye, walked by with her tiny dog, Hallie, 
and commented on how she too was worried all summer that someone would tear out all 
the plants or destroy the space. Her mother’s house was right across from the field and 
she and her mother have been watching the work all summer and saying “oh I hope no 
one comes along and destroys that garden” explaining that there were many outsiders 
who “come to the neighborhood to cause trouble and the police never come when called 
at night” (Skye, July 23, 2020). 
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Many participants expected the garden to be damaged and expressed amazement 
that the garden was not damaged. Participants learned that, in fact, we could plant a 
beautiful space and the community will look out for it. This amazement also spoke to the 
boundaries and tensions as well as the possibilities between the borders of the school and 
the community. Many participants expressed the ways they hoped the garden would serve 
the community and show the community that the school and the garden were expressions 
of care about the community.  
 
Justice as Belief that SPS Students and Community Deserve Beauty 
 
On several occasions, one of the garden team members would share their hope for 
beauty, such as Wynetta Alton speaking her wish to create something beautiful for 
families during the pandemic on our April 23 video call or Isabella Carter sharing her 
vision of blooming coneflower near the playground. As Freire (1970) said, “to exist, 
humanly, is to name the world, to change it” (p. 69). These visions to add beauty to the 
space were true words spoken, through reflection about what is and what could be, and 
the actions that quickly emerged were examples of the praxis Freire described (1970). On 
the one hand, people appreciated the role of beauty simply as enjoyment. Others spoke 
about beauty as way to inspire youth to appreciate themselves and the neighborhood and 
school as seen in Table 14.  
Table 14  
Example Quotes for Justice as Deserving Beauty 
Theme Example quote 
Justice as beauty for students 
and community 
 
Through this garden, youth can be able to see that I 
need to invest in my community, I need to pick up 
the trash. I need to make sure that my community is 
clean. That I can go anywhere in this community. I 
don't have to sit in glass. No...I can be someplace 
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where it is beautiful. And it is just nothing but 
beauty. (B. Anderson). 
 
  
I want this for the kids at our school, because it's 
beautiful, and the kids deserve it (M. Snyder) 
 
 
When participants spoke of the kids “deserving” this kind of space or beauty, they 
were simultaneously naming the absence or lack of such beauty that students often 
experienced due to poverty and disinvestment in the community. Beauty was the first 
motivator to restart the garden, as I described earlier. Participants often coupled 
acknowledgment of problems with visions and plans for creating beauty. In the quote in 
Table 14, Brenda Anderson juxtaposed her concerns about trash in the neighborhood with 
the message of beauty believing that the youth need to be taught that they deserve 
beautiful places. In her mind, seeing beauty then translated to the community, especially 
youth, realizing they are worthy of beauty. 
Neighbors also regularly commented on the beauty, such as Daniel, a male in his 
mid 40s, who stopped to share his story about growing up in the neighborhood, 3rd 
generation. He pointed in several directions, naming each of the different streets he has 
lived on since childhood. He shared that, as a child, he attended South Pines when it was 
in its first location, pointing to what is now a field. Recalling the many days he spent at 
drum practice on this land and lamenting about the incredible talent, though the drum 
group is no more. He reminisced about the many summer days swimming in the pool, 
pointing to another corner of the lot which is also grass now. Then he said when he walks 
by the garden he always feels happy knowing the kids who miss out on so much these 
days and “mostly play video games”, can enjoy the beauty of the garden. Most neighbors 
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who walked over at some point this summer specifically commented on how they have 
enjoyed the beauty in the space. These were helpful insights because in many meetings 
over the last year, with a group called West Peters Food Access Coalition, the focus was 
on food security. Since South Pines was in a food desert, it does make sense to talk about 
food security, but I was struck by how often neighbors commented on their appreciation 
of the beauty of the garden more than the food growing in it. Echoing this sentiment, 
head custodian, Camilla Simon, among others, shared that making the garden beautiful is 
how we show the community how much the school cares about the neighborhood. 
Justice as a Practice of Inclusion 
 
 In some very practical ways, teamwork as described in the last section was valued 
by all because everyone recognized that there was too much work for a small group to do 
alone. Resources, expertise, and time volunteered by many created a garden space that 
was beautiful and fruitful. There was also a regular discussion of who was not included. I 
addressed this more when I discussed the conflicts and problems raised later in this 
chapter. Participants regularly expressed a desire to expand the inclusiveness of the 
project. Much like an ethic of love (hooks, 2006) described in the last section, I called 
this an ethic of inclusion, meaning, even if not always achieved, there was an expressed 
intention to include and welcome newcomers to the project.  
On the second day we were making videos in the garden, teacher Donna Fischio 
noticed Miriam Long, one of the custodians, taking out the trash by the dumpsters. Donna 
called out for Miriam to “come on over” and do a video. Miriam at first refused saying 
“what could I say?” She expressed a concern that she did not have much to offer to the 
garden-based videos we were creating. Donna said “you are the one who takes care of all 
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the plants in the building!” and Miriam acknowledged that, yes she does but she did not 
feel like this was something she could share but the teachers encouraged her and asked 
her to try. Miriam agreed and in her video shared her wisdom about plants: 
Hi. My name is Miriam Long and I work here at South Pines. I take care of the 
plants on the inside. I take care of them because they bring a comfort to you and 
another thing, it makes the building look good and the kids walk around and ask 
me 'why am I cutting the [plants]?' or why am I doing this to them and I tell them 
why. And I've been doing it for the last three years and really houseplants are a 
real, real comfort, I talk to them, which people think I'm crazy but when I talk to 
them they grow more. So, that's what I do in the inside of South Pines. I take care 
of all the live plants, thank you! (M. Long, video transcript, May 4, 2020)   
When Miriam finished, everyone present cheered. She laughed and said "did I do ok? I 
never spoke like that in front of the cameras." (M. Long, May 4, 2020).  
 I think this is an example of the ways that the garden brings people together but 
the garden did not ask Miriam to walk over. A teacher who saw Miriam as a vital 
member of the community recognized, invited, and encouraged Miriam to speak. It was a 
remarkable moment, partly captured in Figure 38, and I think emblematic of an intention 
to be inclusive through recognition of each other’s humanity. 
For me, this was a pivot point in the project. I had not appreciated the role Miriam 
might play in the garden, but Donna recognized Miriam’s love of plants and acted, 




Figure 38  
Miriam Long Spoke to Students for a Garden-Based Video Lesson 
 
  
Note. This photo showed Mr. Sterline Johnson filming Mrs. Miriam Long in the South 
Pines garden on May 4, 2020. Although reluctant at first, Miriam spoke to the students 
about her love and care for the plants inside the building. 
 
Over the course of the spring and summer, it was Miriam Long and her colleagues 
Camilla and Beth who would be the most frequent visitors to the garden, looking out for 
it daily and delighting in the growth: 
We  (custodial staff) talk about it all the time, while we are working. Every time 
one of us comes outside to clean, which is pretty much every day. We ask about 
the plants, we ask 'how are they doing? Any trash in there?' (C. Simon, July 23, 
2020) 
Echoing these feelings, Miriam said that she liked: 
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Looking at the tomato plants, I love tomatoes. And I just come over here and pick 
them. I check on [the garden]. I come out in the evening when I work nights and I 
walk out here and check it out. (M. Long, July 23, 2020) 
In this way, Miriam and Camilla were intentionally welcomed by teachers in the garden 
in May, and by July they were leaders and caretakers in their own right, looking out for 
the space in ways they had not in the past and taking the lead on harvesting and sharing 
ideas, such as splitting and transplanting flowers in the spring. 
  Another way to practice what I am called the ethic of inclusion was to thank 
people with gifts of garden produce. Employees of Peters Public Schools, Lewis 
Almoney and Brendan Johnson regularly mowed the vast expanse of grass at South Pines 
school. On May 29, 2020 as they mowed, we packed up a gift box of produce for them 
and left it on their truck with a thank you note, as seen in Figure 39. I shared this photo 
with the garden team and they loved the idea of thanking the grounds staff in this way. 
They were finishing the mowing job on June 1, 2020 when Isabella Carter and I 
checked in with them and asked if they received the garden gift. They laughed and said it 
was great and their wives were so happy about it. We asked about expanding the garden 
beyond the current footprint to plant a prairie and whether this would inconvenience their 
work. They encouraged us to plant anywhere and joked that the less grass the better for 
them, saying as long as they can see a garden clearly marked, they are happy to mow 
around it (L. Almoney, June 1, 2020). These simple conversations and exchanges were 




Figure 39   
Bag of Garden Produce Gifted as a Thank You to the Groundskeepers 
 
Note. This box of food was left on the Lewis and Brendan’s truck. The note in the white 
envelope said: “These bags contain lettuce, parsley, sage, and radishes. Thanks to the 
students at South Pines for growing great food. Nice to meet you this morning. Thanks 
for taking great care of South Pines and all Peters Public Schools. Thought you might 
enjoy some of the herbs and lettuces South Pines students grew before the shutdown. 
Have a great day. -South Pines Garden group.” (May 29, 2020). 
 
Such an ethic of inclusion and recognition occurred in other important ways as 
well. On June 5th, 2020 Isabella Carter and I were harvesting the last of the spring 
harvest. We had just been gifted hundreds of prairie plants and needed space in the 
garden for these new plants. At this time, protests and marches were organized around 
our country and community following the killing of George Floyd by police on May 25, 
2020. One protest in our town broke out into violence on May 30, 2020, including 
vandalism of stores and several incidences of police using tear gas on peaceful protestors. 
Tensions were high. As we gardened, Isabella Carter noticed a police car parked in the 
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school drive. When she first saw the police officer, she felt nervous about it, looking over 
suspiciously and saying “I don’t like that. Why is he here? What is he doing just sitting in 
our school’s driveway?” Isabella was a Black woman and an activist against racial 
injustice. Although we had some ideas of why he might be parked there all morning, we 
were not certain of the reason.  
As was my practice, I asked Isabella what she thought we should do with the 
many bags of lettuce, radish, and herbs we had harvested. I was so surprised when she 
pointed to the police officer and said, “Well he’s still here. Let’s make another South 
Pine’s champion.” (I. Carter, June 5, 2020). Despite all the injustice that was occurring, 
the resulting protests and violence, and the tension between police and this neighborhood, 
Isabella chose the police officer as the recipient of garden food as seen in Figure 40. To 
me, Isabella’s choice to share with the officer was emblematic of choosing love as a 
practice of freedom (hooks, 2003; Hooks, 2006; Monahan, 2011). On the one hand, one 
could object to this choice of giving to the police officer and say it was accepting the 
status quo of the oppressor or hoping to woo the oppressor by “proving” our worth as a 
school and community. But hooks (2006) would describe this as an act of one person 
recognizing the humanity of another. Isabella recognized this individual person as part of 
the community, despite what his uniform may symbolize to many in the neighborhood. 
She felt that giving him the produce would help him understand South Pines as a leader 
and provider. Though surprised when we first waved at him outside his car window, he 





Figure 40   
Giving Garden Gifts to a Local Police Officer 
 
 
Note. Isabella requested that we take a “selfie” with the police officer who seemed 
genuinely touched that we gave him this food grown by the South Pines students. Isabella 
said we have made a new school “champion” through this gift. 
 
Food growing in the garden was often part of the conversation about who the 
garden belongs to. As in many garden projects, there was the question of who is 
responsible for what work and who should receive the food. As I have written, many 
people received food from the garden and the food was regularly used as a way to say 
thank you or as Isabella said “make new champions” of the school and garden by sharing 
the food. I began a practice of bringing containers with me during every visit and offering 
food to neighbors walking by the garden. This often led to conversations about food and 
family. One neighbor, Sharon, who lived less than a hundred yards from the garden, 
would often talk about her late husband who planted a magnolia tree in her front yard as a 
gift and her memories of growing up in Alabama raising chickens and turkeys and 
“growing all sorts of food.” Sharon’s daughter was home from New York City because of 
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the pandemic and she was saying she was trying to cook more vegetables because her 
daughter was a vegan. We had already given away all the lettuces that day but still had 
many herbs, so I asked if her daughter might like sage, parsley, or chives. We packed up 
a container for her to take home and I encouraged her and her daughter to walk over any 
time to pick any herbs they like.  
Our school custodian, Camilla Simon, spoke about how she would like the garden 
food to reach people in need and spoke about the way she considered the borders between 
school and community. At one point, Camilla was worried that people would “mess 
with” the garden and she had thought a fence would be a good idea but later changed her 
mind: 
Initially I thought it'd be cool to see a fence but then, in a way, that's telling the 
community, 'we don't trust you' or something, and I wouldn't want to see 
that…you know it needs to be that open feeling and if somebody is so hungry that 
they have to tear into it. Then you know what I mean? They should eat it. (C. 
Simon, July 23, 2020) 
This statement showed Camilla balancing that desire to protect the space with the hope 
that the garden food was available to anyone who needs it. She wanted hungry people to 
know this food was for them also and, in this way, expanded the ideas about who was 
included in this garden space. 
As the garden team, we had a spoken practice of expanding the community and 
becoming as inclusive as possible. This was not to say that the effort to be inclusive was 
successful in some cases, which I will address later in this chapter. One teacher, Trina 
Sandal, was deliberate about expanding our “team” and recruiting more teachers to join. 
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Via text, email, or phone calls, she added four teachers to the communications list we had 
created in April, 2020. These teachers did not participate in the project or communicate to 
the whole group, but the practice of inviting those who may be interested was part of the 
ethics of the project. 
Justice as Reclaiming and Telling the South Pines Story 
 
Many participants observed the ways that the garden helped tell a more hopeful 
and complete story about South Pines school and neighborhood. Many participants 
perceived that the story often told about South Pines Elementary and neighborhood was 
negative: a struggling school in a struggling neighborhood. Yet the garden project, for 
several participants, became an example of how South Pines was leading the way and 
demonstrated a very different story about the school and neighborhood. 
Participants actively shared the story with others, including those in power. On 
several occasions, Henrietta Flynn emailed the mayor and the superintendent’s office 
with photos of the garden, resulting in articles about the project printed in the Peters City 
Newspaper. One email to the Mayor said: 
Good Beautiful Morning, Mayor Neft!  
This is Henrietta Flynn and I am sharing pictures of the phenomenal South 
Pines Elementary Student Garden. Our Peters Public School teachers and students 
are making a positive difference in the community that they serve and live…. The 
educational skill sets that our children are learning will help mitigate  families’ 
food insufficiency and food deserts (regardless the scale the impact is GREAT)  I 
believe this experience will catapult each and every one of them to be our future 
problem solvers of tomorrow.  
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Give a child/woman/man a fish they eat for a day, teach them to fish they will eat 
for a lifetime. Mayor Neft, this needs to be shouted from the mountain because we 
are well aware the Peters South Pines community lies in the epicenter of the 
greatest disparities of all determinants. 
In closing, Mayor Neft thank you for your unequivocal leadership. I decided to 
send you a ray of sunshine in such cloudy times. I remain hopeful. May the love 
of God keep you on the right and steady course. May His protection cover you 
and when you go astray may God’s loving correction redirect you. I love you 
because you’re human.  
South Pines Forever!  
Grateful,  
your Servant 
(H. Flynn, July 21, 2020) 
In this communication, Henrietta took action to tell the story to those in power. When she 
acknowledged that we were well aware that South Pines had the “greatest disparities” but 
went on to describe what she saw as leadership and change through the garden, she 
expanded the narrative about the school and community beyond what is typically told. 
Henrietta grew up in the neighborhood and was acutely aware of the ways that outsiders 
see her community. The garden, for her, and the activities around it, told a different and 
much needed story. Asking the mayor to see the South Pines students as the “problem 
solvers of tomorrow,” she shared the story of the garden as one way that students learned 
to address inequality, such as food insecurity, but also a way for youth to be recognized 
as leaders who will be the decision-makers of the future.    
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South Pines had often been the recipient of charitable donations, such as a local 
group called “Coats for the Coatless” which donated new winter coats to the students 
each year. When the organization’s bus pulled up to the school with the name of the 
organization painted in giant letters on the side, I have wondered how this shaped 
students perceptions of themselves as the “coatless.” In the email above, Henrietta was 
simultaneously acknowledging “disparity” and also asking the mayor to “shout” a new 
story about the students as leaders and problem solvers, not just kids in need of coats and 
other donations. 
In response to Henrietta’s letter, Mayor Neft posted a photo on her Facebook page 
with a message of encouragement to the youth of South Pines: 
Congratulations to South Pines Elementary students on growing a phenomenal 
student garden! You all and your teachers are making a positive deference in our 
community. Let’s continue to support our problem solvers of tomorrow. (Mayor 
Neft, July 24, 2020) 
 Mirroring the exact phrase Henrietta used in her email, “our problem solvers of 
tomorrow”, the mayor shared the story of the garden along with photos of youth at work 
in the garden. Here again, Henrietta named the world and changed it, as Freire (1970) 
described. Each participant took different roles and made a variety of contributions to the 
project. Henrietta was committed to “shouting the story from the mountaintops” about the 
“world changers” of South Pines and the garden gave her a visual way to share the story 
(H. Flynn, May 13, 2020). 
This desire to tell a truer, more complete story of South Pines was based on the 
way the school and community were perceived and spoken about in the larger 
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community. There was a particularly emblematic moment of this tension on June 1, 2020. 
Isabella Carter and I were working in the garden, planting and discussing ideas. One of 
the people we needed to talk with was Todd Smith, a White man in his mid 50s, and 
acting head of operations for Peters Public Schools. He was at South Pines that day and 
Isabella wanted to ask him about options for the prairie. When Isabella was talking to 
some neighbors on the playground, I saw Todd and went to ask him if he could discuss 
some ideas with us. When I introduced myself, he said "you know this is just a really bad 
school, right? So many bad things happen here. Bad things happen to kids. Kids have 
gotten hurt here." (T. Smith, June 1, 2020). In this statement, he cautioned me to be 
careful and warned me of dangers I may face in the community.  
Moments later, both Isabella and a neighbor walked toward us. The neighbor was 
a man in his 40s talking on his phone. He paused his phone conversation and asked if any 
of us worked at the school. At this point, I was standing in between Isabella and Todd. 
Isabella told the neighbor that yes, she worked here and the neighbor explained that he 
wanted us to know he was concerned because he had seen a fire on the playground over 
the weekend and wasn’t sure what the kids were burning but he was concerned it was 
books that they found on the school property. He wanted to alert the school in case any 
damage had been done. Almost simultaneously, Todd leaned toward me and said “you 
see, it’s a bad school” and Isabella leaned toward me and said “you see how the 
neighbors look out for this school? They care about this space and they pay attention” (I. 
Carter, June 1, 2020). This incident was a reminder about how we can experience the 
exact same incident and tell two opposing stories. Isabella was devoted to creating 
“champions” in the neighborhood and surrounding areas that could see the beauty of the 
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school as exemplified in sharing the lettuce with the police officer. She also spoke to 
anyone and everyone that passed by, asking “what do you think of the garden” or “what 
do you like to eat” or “how can you help us with this garden?” She was working to 
counter the logic of many who might not see the beauty in the neighborhood and, like 
Henrietta and Wynetta and others, she believed the garden was one way to shift the story.  
One of the consequences of the deficit stories told about South Pines was how it 
could influence the ways students saw themselves, in a world that tells them they go to a 
“bad school”, as Todd described it. Like others, Isabella was interested in how the garden 
was one avenue through which the students can act on their world and see themselves as 
capable leaders: “I want them to look in the mirror and see a leader” (I. Carter, June 1, 
2020). When Isabella described the “great green canvas”, the seven acres outside the 
school building, she saw a space for students to think, create, design, and implement 
ideas from their experiences and imaginations (I. Carter, June 5, 2020). She, and others, 
were adamant that the student and youth voice be included in the future of the project as 
she wanted youth to experience themselves as leaders and decision-makers that matter. 
 Like Henrietta and Isabella, Brenda Anderson saw the garden as a way for the 
community to tell its own story. She acted regularly on this idea, sending photos and 
updates to people in power, including the district’s superintendent (B. Anderson, July 27 
and August 11). Much like Isabella and Henrietta, Brenda took actions to share the story 
of the garden, as an example of what the community can do. When we created the Google 
Jamboard showing all the accomplishments and collaboration that went into the garden, 
Brenda texted saying “Good morning, girls! Send letter with Jamboard, it says 
everything! I sent it yesterday to Dr. Eli (superintendent) and she sent back her thanks for 
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the vision.” (B. Anderson, August 11, 2020). Isabella concurred with the ideas saying, 
“the community needs to see the tapestry of what it looks like when we come together… 
an astronomical effort during a pandemic… an epic collaboration” (I. Carter, August 11, 
2020). So participants felt that, not only did the project impact the ways they felt about 
their work at the school, as described by Camilla Simon and Wynetta Alton, but also 
several felt that it was an opportunity to share the story of South Pines as a model and a 
leader. In fact, because of what they shared with leaders, the Mayor posted a story on her 
Facebook page that was picked up by the Peters Local paper, who also wrote a story 
about the project (August 7, 2020). In addition, the Peters Public Schools information 
officer (Figure 41), wrote two different blurbs in the district newsletter because the 
superintendent passed on the story to her. The story below was published in the Peters 
public schools newsletter and picked up later by the Peters City paper.  
The caption below the story in Figure 41 said: 
Before the Governor closed schools to students in March, South Pines Elementary 
students planted lettuce in the school garden. The garden has been a collaborative 
effort among several teachers and a professor from Katharine University. While 
students have been out, South Pines staff have watered, weeded, and cared for the 
garden. Educational videos about the garden were also created and shared with 
students as part of online learning. On harvest day, the lettuce was bagged and 
distributed to 20 South Pines families who visited the school for food pick up. 





Figure 41   
District Newsletter and City Paper Shared the Story of SPSG 
 
Note. Trina Sandal shown here harvesting lettuce in late April her students and others had 
planted in October, 2019 and March, 2020.  
 
One important piece of this newsletter story was the emphasis on the fact that the 
harvested lettuce was grown by the students. Much like the way Henrietta Flynn spoke 
about future “problem solvers” and the mayor repeated the same language, it had long 
been important to participants to emphasize that this food was grown by students. 
Everyone who received the lettuce was told this truth and most bags were labeled 
accordingly with labels such as “food grown by South Pines students.” This fact then was 
included in the story shared in the newsletter and later in Peters City Paper. For 
participants this was an important counter-narrative to such stories as the one told by 
Todd (South Pines is a “bad school”) or the one told by charitable organizations like 
Coats for the Coatless (South Pines is the school of the “coatless”). Instead, the idea of 
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the students planting and growing food for their community was a story of positive 
leadership. 
Problems, Conflicts, and Challenges. 
 
In this section, I described the problems and challenges expressed by the garden 
team centered around three major themes namely maintenance, better inclusion, and 
elevating the voice of the community.  
Figure 42  
Summary Chart of Problems We Saw in South Pines Garden Project 
 
 
Note. This chart was based partly on responses participants shared in the photovoice and 
mapping conversations. Some of these issues were also apparent in field notes and 
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communications data. This summary was then shared as a slide in the exhibition with 
participants. 
Problems were part of the perceptions participants expressed related to the school 
garden. Figure 42 was the summary of problems shared by participants which was 
included as one slide in our group online exhibition. Voicing concerns and problems was 
a topic of conversation in emails and texts and also raised by participants during 
photovoice and mapping. Although I did not directly inquire about problems, most 
participants raised concerns and challenges during our conversations. In the following 
section I described these problems expressed by participants. 
Maintenance: Logistical Issues with Litter, Watering, and Weeding. 
 
Throughout this research project, several problems were raised and then 
addressed. One of the ongoing issues, as discussed previously, was the trash often thrown 
on school grounds, especially near the basketball courts and parking lot. Brenda 
Anderson was so dismayed at the trash she organized two days of clean up through the 
Glenn-Baker summer camp program. Instead of the campers coming to make 
observations and water the plants, Brenda and Isabella organized for the campers to clean 
up all the trash on two different days in the summer on July 24 and July 29, 2020, as 
pictured in Figure 43. Camilla Simon, who usually collected trash daily with Beth and 
Miriam was thrilled to have the help and said she wanted to find a way to thank the 
youth, saying how much their efforts helped her and the staff. On her own, it sometimes 
took Camilla over an hour to clean up all the litter. With so many added cleaning duties 
required due to the pandemic, she said it was incredibly helpful to have the youth helping 
in July and really touched her heart (C. Simon, July 30, 2020). Although the system of 
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having youth pick up trash was not sustainable, it was meaningful as both a learning 
experience for youth and a way to help out the custodial staff. For a more sustainable 
solution, the garden team listed this issue as a discussion topic for the next phase of the 
project. 
Figure 43  
Youth Cleaning the Trash around South Pines Playground and Field, July 24, 2020 
 
Note. These three girls were campers at the Glenn-Baker Summer camp program. They 
visited South Pines garden on four occasions in July 2020 for STEM learning and garden 
maintenance. On July 24 and July 29 2020, they helped clean up the trash around the 
grounds of the school. 
Other logistical issues were also a problem addressed by the group. One issue 
raised in April, 2020 was how to water all the plants all summer. The original system was 
to bring buckets of water from inside the building or cart in containers such as the ones in 
Figure 44. The watering equipment, including three hoses, a sprinkler, and a spray 
nozzle, were stored inside the building, in the girls’ locker room. With the building shut 
down, it was initially unclear how the watering would occur as the team could not access 
the equipment.  
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Figure 44  
Original Watering System in April, 2020 
 
Note. Watering the garden has been a long standing problem at South Pines. Although the 
school had equipment for watering, it was stored inside the building. Participants brought 
jugs on the first day of gardening, April 27, 2020. It was clear to all that a new system 
was needed. 
Figure 45  
The Temporary Watering System Set Up in May, 2020 
 
Note. Until the shed can be built at South Pines, a temporary storage box with a lock and 
key was placed near the water spout. Hoses and other equipment are stored in the box. 
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After a series or emails and text messages in late April, 2020 among the garden 
team, a system was agreed upon and storage box and lock were purchased from grant 
funds as seen in Figure 45. Wynetta Alton set up a sign up sheet for weeding and 
watering so that the load was shared. This is the kind of logistical problem solving that 
sustained the garden for the summer.  
Although some logistical issues were resolved, maintenance of the space, such as 
weed control, remained a top concern for participants throughout the season and will be 
further addressed in the next iteration of the project. 
Better Inclusion: Welcome All Teachers, Students, and Community Members 
 
Even before the pandemic, teachers did not always feel supported by the district 
to spend time outside. Recess was typically 10 to 15 minutes per day and some teachers 
perceived that outdoor time, including time in the garden, was misunderstood as play and 
not learning. One participant described how disappointing it was to know how much the 
students learned outside and yet, the district put pressure to stay inside and complete 
computer work, not valuing the learning experiences students had in the garden and other 
outside places. Some participants perceived that district administrators did not value 
garden education and viewed outdoor education as unnecessary. Teachers voiced a desire 
to share their experiences with district administrators so they would feel more supported 
using the garden space in the future. Teachers also reasoned that district support would 
lead to more teachers at the school using the space for classes. 
Another issue related in inclusion was one source of interpersonal conflicts. One 
teacher discussed the ways she felt excluded by the core team. She was not forthcoming 
about the history, but felt that she generally was misunderstood and was “too much” for 
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some people. She was a person who often had big ideas and felt that others may feel 
threatened by her energy. At one point, I became pretty concerned about her feelings, 
especially considering potential racial roots of the problems. She was a Black woman 
and, although she never directly said race was involved, it was a couple of White 
participants who she felt excluded her. At several points, I asked very directly what could 
be done or how to better include her. I regularly named her contributions in group emails 
and texts and tried to send photos of plants in the garden that I knew she loved. At the 
same time, I came to realize, partly in consultation with my committee, that further 
intervention on my part could be harmful and since it was not exactly my conflict, I could 
let others sort out issues they were struggling with on their own. That being said, her 
concerns made me personally aware of finding ways to repair relationships. 
 Another issue raised by intervention specialists was that although the raised bed 
height was compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) for wheel chairs, 
the beds were surrounded by grass, making it difficult for students in wheel chairs to 
access the site. Teachers requested we find funding to make the beds accessible to all 
students. 
 Some participants also discussed how to connect the garden and surrounding 
acreage more closely to the neighbors. Many mentioned, as part of their future vision, 
that we need a process through which student and neighborhood voices were included 
before any future additions in the space. Many described ways we should reach the 
community as well as students and other teachers and partners as we grow the project. 
This was another example of an ethics of inclusion and community expansion in which 
we see the desire of the participants to welcome and include more voices in the project.  
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Many of these problems voiced in this section were also mentioned as 
opportunities for the future. In the following section we see some of the ways that the 
future vision described by participants was directly linked to what participants care about 
as well as ideas to solve problems in the space. 
Findings on Research Question 4 - What did Participants Envision for the Future of 
the Garden?  
 
When participants shared the maps of what they envisioned  for the future, there 
were a lot of direct connections between what they cared about, the problems they saw, 
and what they hoped to create for the future. After meeting individually with participants, 
we combined ideas through Google Jamboard as shown in the three maps shared below. 
There were also direct ways that participants described how to solve problems 
encountered in the project thus far. In looking at the hopes and plans for the future, there 
were (a) ideas of what participants would like to do in the existing space, (b) ways to 
expand the existing garden space, and (c) ways to connect the space in stronger ways to 
the community.  
Since participants created maps separately from each other and any in-person 
group gatherings were not safe due to COVID-19, we opted to create a Google Jamboard 
again as a way to see everyone’s ideas and comment further. Although the initial idea 
was to exhibit maps at a community event and gather more ideas from attendees, virtual 
maps among participants served as a starting way to share ideas.  
Participants’ Ideas for Existing Garden Space 
 
First, within the existing two raised bed garden area, participants shared a number 
of ideas as summarized in Figure 46. Some spoke about ways to connect more teachers to 
the space, another example of the ethics of inclusion. Participants acknowledged, 
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including in the problems that they saw in the project, that some teachers may not feel 
confident in the space or may not feel that the garden was an academically rigorous 
school space. Principal Snyder articulated this point by saying: 
I think [teachers] need the confidence to come out here [and] the excitement. I 
think that this is a non-traditional location, and [for] the teachers, it's not always 
comfortable because some teachers would rather be sitting at their desk or 
standing in front of their space. I would think it would take confidence and 
training for them to be able to let some things go. So  [I want them to] think 'it's 
okay.'  If you're teaching out here about writing. If the kid is playing with the pine 
cones while you're talking, that's fine. It's not going to harm anybody. So kind of 
approaching learning in a different way. (M. Snyder, July 29, 2020). 
Wynetta Alton echoed this idea with a vision for South Pines. Both Wynetta and Mandy 
Snyder were saying that teaching in the garden encouraged teaches to teach in new ways 
and to let go of some “traditional” notions of what good teaching looks like. Wynetta felt 
that there remained a legitimacy issue with being outside and wanted more teachers to 
experience the ways the garden was a valid learning space. 
This is my vision: Change the culture of South Pines... we would be that model 
school. and 20 years down the road, people would say "look at South Pines" and 
people would be researching it in college, how you can have an outdoor 
classroom anywhere... it's part of my purpose to help change the culture ... that it's 
okay to be outside, we're not wasting time, they're learning out here. (W. Alton, 
July 21, 2020). 
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Trina Sandal felt that some teachers did not realize the garden is full of wildlife 
and blooming plants for much of the school year, not just the spring. She wanted every 
teacher in every grade level to spend at least some of the school year in the garden (T. 
Sandal, July 23, 2020). 
Figure 46  
New Ideas for Using the Existing Garden Spaces 
 
 
Note. This map was a combination of all the ideas the participants had about new ways to 
use the existing garden beds. These ideas were originally drawn individually on enlarged 
maps of the space. 
 Several participants shared ideas about how to engage students in adding more 
beauty to the space and school. Camilla Simon and Miriam Long, both experts in flowers 
and plants, would love for students to plant wildflowers each year along the entire side of 
the building. As head custodian, Camilla was in charge of the entire perimeter of the 
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school. Currently the perimeter is planted with bushes, some grasses, and roses. In 
between these plants, the district groundskeepers laid mulch once per year. Weeds and 
litter were a constant problem along the perimeter and Camilla would love to see more of 
the flowers started in the garden to be planted along the building. In fact, both she and 
Miriam regularly talk about how to split the prairie plants in the garden and transplant 
them around the school. Both agreed to show the garden team how and when to 
transplant these flowers. In addition, they would like to see children planting wildflower 
seeds everywhere each year, to make the whole space “pretty” and plant things that did 
not require lots of work and upkeep. 
 Several participants would like to connect the garden to both entrepreneurship and 
service. Since Salem Food and Housing had agreed to sell South Pines produce in their 
pop up farm stands, many saw this as an opportunity to fund the garden in the future and 
teach business skills to South Pines students. In addition, since food planted by South 
Pines students had been donated to families in need for the last two spring seasons, 
participants appreciated the way that the garden can teach students about service to the 
community. 
 In all of these ideas, participants again expressed love, empowerment, and justice 
ideals. The vision for the future was closely connected to the meaning participants 
experienced in the garden. 
Participants’ Ideas to Expand on Garden Space 
 
Participants also shared ideas about how to expand on existing gardens as seen in 
Figure 47. Similar to Figure 46, Figure 47 was a combination of all participant ideas 
shared individually during the mapping exercise. Again, there were common threads 
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between the cares expressed by participants and the future vision. Some of the major 
ideas included making the garden wheelchair accessible which connected to the theme of 
justice as inclusion. Similarly, adding a U and S bed, spelling “US” to go with the current 
“WE” beds, was an extension of how the garden represented community to the 
participants. Including more teachers and making the space as classroom friendly as 
possible was born out in the ideas around creating enough sitting space for a whole class. 
Art was mentioned for the first time on these maps with the hope that art would 
become a way to connect students and community more deeply to the entire space. Trina 
Sandal recalled the days when South Pines was a feeder to the prestigious arts high 
school in the district and lamented the curtailing of art funding over the years. A piano 
player and vocal enthusiast, Trina imagined an amphitheater which could develop and 
showcase student talent as well as serve as a community hub for art (T. Sandal, July 22, 
2020). Here again, we see the theme of beauty and the idea that the students and 
neighborhood should have access to beauty. 
There was much interest in how students could plant or create something that 
would then connect them to the school over time. Several participants described this with 
ideas about planting trees or creating art in which each student could participate. 
Principal Snyder imagined a way for students to create a beautiful and permanent mural 
that would “make [the garden] their own.” (M. Snyder, transcribed conversations, July 
29, 2020). Likewise, Isabella Carter, Kyla Veldo, and Wynetta Alton all voiced ideas to 
have different classes gift plants, benches, or trees to the school. All felt this would be a 
way not only to teach content, such as the engineering principles required for a bench, but 
also a way to connect students to the school as they grew older. In these teachers’ minds, 
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such connections would build community and sense of empowerment, so that the 
students could give and be part of creating positive change in the school and community. 
Figure 47  
New Ideas for Expanding beyond Current Garden Area 
 
Note. The ideas in this figure were new additions to the existing space, including new 
plantings, art, classroom seating, ADA accessible paths, and nature play areas.  
Several participants also mentioned adding larger prairie and nature-play areas 
through which students could engage in a multitude of ways with the environment 
outside of their school. Wynetta Alton envisioned a prairie running along the perimeter of 
the playground pavement so that the students and neighborhood youth can interact with 




Participants’ Ideas to Further Connect the School and Community through Garden 
 
Finally, we grouped ideas into a 3rd major category about further connecting the 
school with the community, as seen in Figure 48, further exemplifying the themes of 
love, empowerment, and justice. Although the question was not directly asked about 
connecting to the community, almost all the participants mentioned the neighborhood. 
Often these comments and ideas were tied to stories about the injustices that were part of 
the history of the neighborhood. Many participants, especially Brenda Anderson, 
Henrietta Flynn, Isabella Carter, and Kyla Veldo all either grew up in the neighborhood 
or have a long history of awareness and activism around injustice in the South Pines and 
neighboring communities. All brought an acute awareness to the conversation about this 
history of the space, including the demolition of the community center and swimming 
pool. Henrietta offered a clear line between past and present, between historic injustice 
and her commitment and sense of responsibility to connect to the community: 
I am here out of an obligation, it is a necessity to be here. My obligation is not a 
burden, but a responsibility. I'm standing on great shoulders... The shoulders that 
I'm standing on, they paved the way. When it was legal to kill, it was legal to 
redline, it was legal for them not to go to school. They still do it. But at least we 
have a format that we can push up against that now. So I have a responsibility to 
give back. (H. Flynn, July 27, 2020). 
Here we saw the ways that the map activity connected ideas to what participants care 
about and also as a way to address problems they see, including injustices. Other 
participants, including Trina Sandal, Wynetta Alton, Harvey Donald, Yotam Jordan, and 
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Camilla Simon all discussed the ways past injustices could be rectified through projects 
and outreach on this land.  
 One of the most common ideas discussed was the need to ask the community 
what they would like to see and then to connect their ideas to resources. As Isabella 
Carter said, she would like to see a “tapestry of dialogue” (I. Carter, August 7, 2020) such 
that the students and community could share ideas, perhaps in a festive and social way, 
such as an “old fashioned picnic” or even through online forums as needed. Isabella 
called the acreage the “great green canvas” which had become a phrase that captured the 
hope and possibility for many participants in the project.  
In addition to gathering the perspective of students and neighbors, many 
participants imagined spaces on the land that were simply for gathering and enjoying the 
beauty of the space. Many described paths meandering through the land, surrounded by 
trees and prairies. Brenda Anderson felt the open space itself, just as it was, should also 
be left open because that openness brought its own sense of beauty to enjoy. Brenda liked 
the idea of not adding too much, so that each person visiting the space could “interpret it 
in their own way” (B. Anderson, July 20, 2020).  
Others had ideas that would fill most of the space including massive growing 
projects and sporting fields for families. Henrietta Flynn, in particular, spoke extensively 
about the opportunities on the land for growing food to address food scarcity in the 
neighborhood. She also imagined an interactive school on the land through which 
neighbors could learn all about growing, preserving, preparing, and selling food. Wynetta 
recently learned of the past injustices in the neighborhood and felt a deep sense of 
responsibility to be part of redesigning the space with the community so it becomes a 
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“hub of community activity” where families want to come and enjoy the day (W. Alton, 
July 21, 2020). 
Figure 48  
New Ideas for Connecting School Garden to Community 
 
Note. This map and notes were a combination of all the participants’ ideas related to 




Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusions, and Implications 
 
 In the midst of the global COVID-19 pandemic and a nation-wide resurgence of 
the movement for racial justice following the killing of George Floyd on May 25, 2020, 
participants of one school garden program co-created a vibrant garden project from April 
to August, 2020. On the one hand, it was a challenging time to create a thriving school 
garden as students were learning virtually. Yet, the pandemic provided school staff and 
community partners extra time and resources to reimagine and create what the school 
garden could be in this new era. Likewise, although justice was always a goal of the 
garden team, the backdrop of a massive civil rights movement sharpened our attention to 
equity even more.  
Though school gardens were often studied as useful avenues through which to 
reform the eating and learning habits of students (Blair, 2009; Ohly, 2016), our research 
revealed that participants experienced far more expansive meaning, values, and hopes in 
our school garden site. Through participatory action research (PAR) methods, we 
investigated the meaning and vision for this project and freed ourselves to reflect on and 
build a garden in ways that were most significant for participants. Situated in a 
neighborhood which continued to suffer under historical and current policies perpetuating 
inequality along race and income lines, the South Pines School Garden (SPSG) emerged 
as a model for other school garden projects as well as an example of ways gardens can be 
part of a community’s social justice actions.  
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Through this research, we experienced an emancipatory school garden, consisting 
of actions and processes free of the typical logic and school time-table for what school 
gardens could and should be. Recognizing common assumptions about what makes 
school gardens worthwhile, such as the need to teach students where their food comes 
from, we reflected on what the garden actually meant to each of us and worked together 
to co-design the next iteration of the project according to the deeper meaning and values 
of the project. Free of meeting reform objectives or requirements for proving the worth of 
the space, we asked ourselves what kind of garden to design, how, and why. It is vital to 
note that I was not suggesting that measurements and objectives are unimportant but 
rather this research revealed that the current paradigm of objectives for school gardens 
was extremely narrow compared to the experiences of participants in this project.  
In the final chapter, I address the central contributions from this research, ways 
others schools and communities can utilize the findings, connections to literature, 
limitations, and implications for future research.  
Central Contributions and Significance of Findings 
 
 From April to August, 2020, a community of garden supporters co-developed the 
South Pines School Garden (SPSG). On 42 occasions, I visited the space with 
participants and recorded field notes, communications, and personal reflections. In 
addition, I took photos and videos and collected artifacts, such as media stories. 
Beginning in late July, I recorded and transcribed conversations with 13 core team 
members as they shared the meaning they experienced in the garden through photovoice 
and their vision of the future through mapping. In the following section, I discussed the 
key findings from this data namely the liberated meaning participants shared about their 
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experiences namely love, justice, and empowerment, the catalytic energy moving the 
project, and the ways PAR as a method propelled this project forward.  
It was particularly striking to me that none of the participants mentioned that they 
hoped the students would learn “where their food comes from” or learn to eat in more 
healthful ways, though these are among the most common goals studied in research and 
promoted in school garden organizations. Several participants, however, acknowledged 
the location of South Pines in a “food desert” and considered the ways a garden could be 
empowering to students in growing food to share and sell. In addition, many described 
ways the larger parcel of land could be part of addressing food inequality in the 
community.  
The larger point here, which is an important contribution in general from this 
research, was what participants valued beyond what researchers and practitioners might 
typically study and beyond what many school garden organizations or education 
initiatives described as the primary reasons to establish a school garden. The larger 
garden team feelings around the project were important to understanding why 
participants opted into such an effort and why they continued working at it. As we know 
from a number of studies, school gardens thrived based on the commitment of people 
involved (Burt et al., 2018; Burt et al., 2017; Hazzard et al., 2012). So understanding the 






Emancipatory Experiences of the Participants: Love 
 
 From its inception, the SPSG project was about the people and community 
involved. In the following section, I described love as an emancipatory theme and its 
significance among participants of this project. 
First, love of students, community, and family was shared by participants 
throughout the project. Distinct from a more distant orientation often described in service 
projects, participants described their care, respect, trust, and commitment to students and 
community, all aspects of love as defined by hooks (2003; 2006). Operating through an 
ethic of love (hooks, 2006; Monahan, 2011), participants worked to grow the community 
of supporters, as well as to expand who was included and welcomed in the project. The 
community of supporters that pitched in to co-create the garden grew stronger and larger 
over the course of the project. Many of the SPSG supporters already had some 
knowledge or past experience with the project. Due to this deliberate research and sharing 
among each other about what was happening, for the first time we could all see just how 
many people were contributing to the project and intentionally welcome and express 
gratitude for support. The awareness of the community of supporters was something that 
made many participants feel like they were part of something special and powerful, as 
described in Chapter 4.  
A particularly notable example of the way the participants expanded welcome and 
recognition were the new voices included, most notably the custodial team. Although the 
team had previously offered to help out, the degree of their involvement shifted 
significantly. The garden became their project and they became leaders in it by taking 
care of it, communicating about what was growing, sharing collard recipes and meals 
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with each other, and voicing ideas about what they would like to see in the space in the 
future (C. Simon, August 7, 2020). Throughout the course of the spring and summer, 
Camilla and Miriam, along with their colleague Beth, regularly visited the garden during 
their workday while most other staff remained home due to the building closure. Camilla 
shared that they talked about the garden with each other “all the time” and Miriam said 
the garden checks were the last task she did each evening before going home, though 
checking on the garden was never required as part of her job  (M. Long and C. Simon, 
July 23, 2020). The garden flourished in part due to Camilla, Miriam, and Beth’s care, 
leadership, and expertise in the space all summer. 
When participants spoke about collaboration it was rarely transactional but rather 
centered on a feeling of gratitude for the community that formed through the project. 
Brenda Anderson, among others, was a master at practicing inclusion and recognition, 
pillars of an ethic of love. When we were working on a list of everyone who had 
contributed to the garden, Brenda Anderson urged us not to forget “the person who 
brought the dirt to the garden.” (B. Anderson, August 16, 2020). The dirt, which was the 
three yards of mulch that her organization had donated to the garden, did not magically 
arrive and Brenda wanted to acknowledge the contribution. I realized I had not included 
the delivery person because we paid the company and no one ever met the delivery 
driver. In my mind, initially, he or she had no connection to the garden. But Brenda 
recognized that this person mattered and had a connection to the space because he or she 
delivered materials so that our space could be more beautiful. Like Isabella Carter, 
Brenda Anderson felt that the delivery also created a new garden champion, someone 
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who can see and experience South Pines in a new way. So though we did not find out the 
person’s name, we added the company to the SPSG network of supporters figure.  
In addition, participants felt energized by the experience of being a part of 
something significant and spoke often about how much building community and 
relationships meant to them. The garden was a way for us to strengthen community 
through a tangible project in a time of remote learning. In some ways, the garden was an 
excuse to connect or a starting point of a conversation. People, particularly strangers, may 
greet each other with a hello and a quick statement about the weather, or some other topic 
as a shared experience. For this project, the garden was often that topic, that avenue 
through which to have a conversation. If a neighbor walked by, they would most often 
comment about the flowers or the plants. Sometimes they stopped to tell a story about a 
childhood garden or what was on this land in earlier years, as I described in detail in 
Chapter 4. Through sharing harvests, the garden team connected to a police officer, local 
electrician, the Peters Public School (PPS) grounds crew, and many neighbors. The 
garden brought people together. Participants expressed an intention of connecting to 
others through conversations and interactions in the garden. From the first idea of 
creating something beautiful to the practice of always greeting every neighbor to offering 
passersby some of the harvest to sharing photos and videos around the community, 
people helped the garden’s visibility in the community, facilitating meaningful 
interactions between garden and community. 
There was a purity to the intention, emblematic of an ethic of love, based on 
hooks (2006) definition. Including more voices was due to the participants 
acknowledging the value of the perspectives of all those who could interact with the 
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garden space. The “combination of care, commitment, knowledge, responsibility, respect, 
and trust” (hooks, 2003, p. 131) was practiced often by participants and contrasted with a 
logic that hooks (2006) would describe as anti-love, or an ethic of domination. 
Domination, according to hooks (2006) would be an act by those with greater power to 
believe they know what is best for others and act accordingly. On the contrary, the ethics 
of this project was to strive to listen and learn from all involved. 
Emancipatory Experiences of the Participants: Justice 
 
 A second emancipatory theme in this research was the way that participants 
described the garden as addressing injustice. Given that SPSG was located in a region 
with the least access to opportunity in terms of education, economy, and health, it made 
sense that the garden would be viewed as a site for social justice. After all, we were 
growing a large amount of food in a neighborhood designated as a food desert in which 
the majority of residents live below the poverty line. In addition, just as the pandemic hit 
the South Pines neighborhood hard, we heard the news of George Floyd’s killing on May 
25, 2020. Alongside many people in our community, we reflected on how this work 
should be more deliberately aimed at the injustices and inequality faced by students and 
the community. Several participants spoke about the simple beauty of the garden, 
remarking that the students and community deserved such beauty and deserved the best 
education, environment, food, and opportunity. When responding to what mattered to her 
in the garden space, Brenda Anderson said, “I just think it’s worth it. We are worth it. 
This community is worth it.” (July 20, 2020). Such sentiments were echoed by others, as 
described in Chapter 4, stating simply that the garden represented a beautiful and thriving 
space that could not only signal to the youth and community that the school cares for 
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them but also the garden served as a reflection of the beauty and possibility within the 
neighborhood. Rather than focus on despair and decay, participants talked about the 
garden as a space reflecting the hope and beauty of the community. In their future ideas, 
participants spoke about how they wanted to see this site become a place of community 
voice for empowering change, particularly related to access to affordable and healthy 
food. In the next iteration of the project, participants planned to seek and integrate the 
perspective of neighbors in the project such that the school garden could expand to serve 
the school as well as the neighborhood. 
Participants spoke about the future as seeking, listening to, and including the 
voice of students and neighbors to be partners in the project. I would suggest, Todd’s 
story, as I shared in Chapter 4, in which he warned me that South Pines “is a bad school” 
or the Coats for the Coatless as a name for a service organization aimed at helping South 
Pines students, were examples of individuals who have not yet critically examined the 
story they tell about South Pines. The default story of South Pines was unquestioned 
acceptance of an ethic of domination (hooks, 2006; Monahan, 2011) in that Todd’s words 
and the naming of the community as “coatless” lacked love and solidarity with the South 
Pines community. I did not mean that Todd or the founders of Coats for the Coatless 
were heartless oppressors. On the contrary, they expressed concern over problems that 
they saw in the world, yet their words were shared without a critical reflection of the 
larger systems of oppression nor a commitment to work together to redress injustices. 
Further their words lacked acknowledgment or respect for the gifts of the South Pines 
School and community. Todd felt he was helping me out with his warning in case I was 
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unaware of what he saw as a “bad” or dangerous place. Yet, this act of warning was built 
upon a logic that South Pines was inherently violent or needy (coatless).  
Todd’s story and the Coats for the Coatless organization were not seeking truth 
with the community about which they spoke, but rather these stories were an imposition 
of outsiders’ beliefs upon the school. These stories were not formed in dialogue with the 
community, but rather were a unilateral act of depositing beliefs into others for 
consumption (Freire, 1970). As hooks (2006) stated, until we critically examine 
oppressive forces: 
… we not only remain attached to the status quo but act in complicity with it, 
nurturing and maintaining those very systems of domination. Until we are all 
able to accept the interlocking, interdependent nature of systems of domination 
and recognize specific ways each system is maintained, we will continue to act in 
ways that undermine our individual quest for freedom and collective liberation 
struggle (p. 291)  
Who tells the story of South Pines and how? Todd and the Coats for the Coatless 
organization were two examples of how the story could be told. In her popular 
Technology, Education, and Design (TED) talk, Chimamanda Adichie (2009), Nigerian 
author, talked about "the danger of the single story” told from those in power about those 
with less power: 
Power is the ability not just to tell the story of another person, but to make it the 
definitive story of that person. The Palestinian poet Mourid Barghouti writes that 
if you want to dispossess a people, the simplest way to do it is to tell their story, 
and to start with, "secondly." Start the story with the arrows of the Native 
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Americans, and not with the arrival of the British, and you have an entirely 
different story. Start the story with the failure of the African state, and not with 
the colonial creation of the African state, and you have an entirely different 
story… I've always felt that it is impossible to engage properly with a place or a 
person without engaging with all of the stories of that place and that person. The 
consequence of the single story is this: It robs people of dignity. It makes our 
recognition of our equal humanity difficult. It emphasizes how we are different 
rather than how we are similar. (Adichie, 2009, 10:09-10:49) 
Adichie (2009) recognized the ways that stories could carry an ethic of domination 
(hooks, 2006), which is true of many stories told about South Pines. Yet, we observed in 
this research, ways to tell a more complete story about South Pines as well as extend our 
own learning of the story to people in power, including government, school 
administrators, and the media. As hooks (2006) described it, listening to and including 
the voice of those with the least power required that we choose to act with love, the only 
ethic capable of energizing the hard and self-sacrificial work to acknowledge and 
overcome the many forces of oppression and inequality. Through a school garden 
thriving in the middle of a pandemic and nationwide protests for racial justice, 
participants felt empowered to tell a more complete story about South Pines School and 
neighborhood. By reclaiming the story, participants worked to redress injustices past and 
present. 
Emancipatory Experiences of the Participants: Empowerment 
 
 Participants often voiced awe, amazement, and learning they experienced in the 
garden project. These feelings of “awe” helped participants express how and why they 
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valued the project and felt they were a part of something special which gave participants 
a hope that transformation was possible in the present and in the future. Several described 
how the garden was an experience of increased pride in their jobs and the school. They 
spoke about feeling awed by the amount and diversity of life, including insects, animals, 
flowers and food, that grew in one humble space. These experiences fostered a sense that, 
together, we created positive change in our lives and the community and hope that we 
could continue to generate such change.  
Several participants recognized that the SPSG story could and should be shared 
with the boarder community. As discussed in the previous section, a more complete story 
of South Pines was an important power and justice issue. Here we see another strand of 
emancipation in that two participants in particular, Brenda Anderson and Henrietta Flynn, 
were empowered to share the SPSG story with those local decision-makers, such as the 
superintendent and the mayor, as described in Chapter 4. Like all good stories, this was 
not simply an accounting of what happened but was a way to share SPSG as a place of 
hope, beauty, and leadership. Common themes in the stories were about how nature was 
still growing and open though the school building was shutdown, South Pines students 
could grow food for their community, and collaborators who worked together created 
change in a short time. Yet above and beyond all of this was a plea to the broader Peters 
community to see South Pines for all that it was, not just for the plight and poverty so 
often described locally. More dimensions of the South Pines story could be experienced 
through the garden, which served as a visual example of the vibrancy within the 
community but seldom told in stories about the neighborhood.  
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Catalytic Energy of the Project 
 
Any garden project requires resources to sustain it. SPSG was the beneficiary of 
multiple grants and donations over the years, including in 2020. Monetary resources were 
helpful but the vitality of the SPSG was the people. One action in the garden inspired 
others. Little about the shape and function of the garden was known in March, 2020. 
Ideas and plans existed for a context that disappeared due to COVID-19 and the school 
building closure. Everything was reimagined in a new context.  
The pace of actions, partly driven by nature’s timeline, was often swift, as one act 
would seed another idea and act. Nature brought a non-negotiable urgency as certain 
plants and seeds needed to be in the soil at certain times to thrive. Before the building 
shutdown, students had planted loads of seeds and they did not play by gardeners’ rules, 
so plants were packed into the beds by the hands of many children resulting in what we 
called the “sea of lettuce.” This lettuce could not wait for gardeners to deliberate about 
what to do with the harvest, as the lettuce was ready to harvest by April and May, 2020 
and would bolt and become bitter in hotter weather. Waiting would result in waste. The 
plants’ timeline forced the team to move quickly and make decisions. Again, in early 
June, 2020, when the Davis County parks offered us 193 prairie plants and 180 edible 
plants, we did not have the option to talk idly about possibilities of what we might do 
some day. The plants needed fresh soil and larger spaces if they were to stay alive so 
there was some pressure to act and do so expediently and yet to remain collaborative and 
inclusive in decision-making.  
When Wynetta Alton asked if we could create something beautiful, the team 
planted prairie plants four days later, donated by Wynetta, sparking Donna Fischio’s idea 
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to plant her marigold seeds. She had saved these seeds from her home garden the 
previous fall and brought the seeds to the garden to package them for students. The seeds 
were also planted in the garden and were blooming by fall. I do not make an argument for 
causality here, but rather, I am suggesting that the dialogue that opened up among the 
garden team was both energizing and liberating as participants felt welcomed to 
contribute their ideas and resources to the garden. The garden was a canvas, to borrow 
Isabella Carter’s idea, within which the teachers had some control and power, which was 
not always true in our public school system. Participants gave themselves permission to 
create a space that reflected their hopes and ideas. As Freire (1970) said, “liberation is a 
praxis, the action and reflection of people on their world in order to transform it” (p. 60). 
To Freire (1970) such action and reflection occurred through dialogue in community. 
Such words were spoken with a genuine love for the students and community, hope for 
the future, and faith that such an undertaking was possible. For Freire (1970) 
conversation and dialogue were not precursors to actions, but were “acts of creation” on 
their own (p. 70). True words shared in dialogue in this project were actions that then 
seeded additional actions and transformations. 
The Value of Participatory Action Research Methods  
 
 As a methodology, PAR was invaluable to this research and this research 
provided insights into how PAR can be applied to school garden settings. In the 
following section, I described the value of PAR as a method for this research, most 
notably the methodology’s malleability to changes, action and justice orientation, and 
tools for shared voice and co-construction of knowledge. Lastly, I shared how this 
research demonstrated a specific value for other garden projects to use PAR. 
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 Any project involving humans and gardens will inevitably include change. When 
initially planning this research, we did not realize the massive scale of change that our 
garden project would face brought on by a global pandemic as well as a nation-wide 
movement for racial justice. As a doctorate student, my initial reaction when school 
buildings closed in March, 2020 was that the research would just have to wait until 
conditions returned to “normal” after all, how could we study student voices, the initial 
research question, when the students were home and not in the garden? Yet, as I have 
described previously, teachers and the community wanted to continue the project and 
posed new questions about what this space could become with the school and 
neighborhood. It was somewhat of an epiphany for me to realize that the research did not 
have to remain confined to the original plan. What may seem obvious now but wasn’t 
immediately apparent to me initially was that PAR gave us the freedom to investigate 
reality and truth as changes occurred, even changes as unprecedented and massive as the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Ultimately, PAR is about co-discovering knowledge and co-
creating actions that solve problems or improve lives. We were able to navigate through 
change because we were dealing with a new truth and new possibilities of what the 
project could mean. 
 A second way that PAR was integral to this research was the action orientation. 
PAR is intended to elicit action based on the new knowledge generated through dialogue. 
As participants shared ideas, actions followed and new ideas emerged in what we could 
call a generative cycle. As the garden grew, a visible manifestation of the collaboration, 
new ideas, actions, and champions of the project sprouted, much of which was never part 
of a grand plan initially.  
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PAR is emancipatory because the control over the research questions and 
assumptions is shared by all participants. As such, the reformatory paradigm I have 
discussed at length in this dissertation, was not governing this process or research. Many 
research projects have investigated the ways school gardens benefit students’ learning 
and knowledge. The starting premise of this research was to begin with an open inquiry 
and conversation about the deeper meaning and vision felt by participants. Free of 
restrictive outcomes and boundaries, participants co-created a space and vision that 
encompassed values not apparent in the assumptions within what Cairns (2018) described 
as the rhetoric of effect. PAR provides researches an integrity between theory and 
practice. In this way, PAR was emancipatory for all involved. 
Finally, this research provided a roadmap for ways other school garden programs 
could implement PAR. The methods in this research were designed to move directly from 
asking about values and meaning during photovoice conversations to asking about the 
future through mapping. In this way, participants reflected before and during our 
conversations about why they have participated in this project and shared their cares, 
concerns, and deeply felt meaning. Immediately following this discussion was the 
exploration of the future through drawing a vision of the garden on the enlarged maps. 
For most participants (ten of thirteen) this exercise occurred outside in the garden 
overlooking the expanse of land in the neighborhood, or the “great green canvas” as 
Isabella Carter coined it. Due in part to the method which coupled the questions around 
meaning with questions about the future, there was strong alignment between the cares, 
problems, and meaning voiced by the participants and their hopes for the future of the 
project. In addition, perhaps due to the location of the conversations, which were situated 
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in the garden area surrounded by the neighborhood, most participants acknowledged the 
role of the community and the need for this project to address injustices faced by 
neighbors. These participants described the future of the space as a place where the 
community could enjoy the natural beauty of the area and a platform to address 
injustices, particularly related to access to healthy and affordable food.  
One cannot speak of the future in meaningful ways without hope. Freire (1970) 
specifically linked hope with love, along with trust, faith, and critical thinking as the 
necessary ingredients for dialogue and liberation. Hope, to Freire (1970), meant 
practitioners believed that what they were doing could create change and justice. 
Contrasting hope with hopelessness, Freire (1970) argued that “if the dialoguers expect 
nothing to come of their efforts, their encounter will be empty and sterile, bureaucratic 
and tedious” (Freire, 1970, p. 73). An ethic of hope, then, was observed in actions of this 
project, as I have described previously. Actions were signals that one believed their 
imagination of the future was possible now. The future was not something that may occur 
in some unknown moment years from now. Rather, participants often expressed an idea 
of what could be in the future and took steps to bring the idea to life in the present, such 
as the planting of coneflowers for children to see from the playground. When first 
spoken, planting coneflowers sounded like a dream for some unknown day in the future, 
perhaps in one year or two. Yet, due to conversations stating the idea and the fortuitous 
fact that a partner had coneflowers ready to plant, the act of planting the flowers 
happened within a few days of stating this “future” hope. The small spring garden was 
the original “canvas” and many hands made choices to grow it. Despite the pandemic, 
hope was the act of planting something beautiful for students and community.  
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Such transformative actions were made possible through a PAR method. For one, 
PAR was not a rigid template that must be followed objectively and inflexibly. Rather, as 
I have described previously, PAR was meant to work with participants as circumstances 
shifted. Although we were initially interested in student perspectives in their school 
garden, the school building closure rendered the garden largely inaccessible to students. 
Yet, the building closure led to a new set of questions among participants, namely, what 
garden did we want to create in this new reality (research question 1), how could we 
create it (research question 2), what meaning did we experience in the garden (research 
question 3), and what did we want to create in the future (research question 4). Although 
the COVID-19 pandemic was a larger shift than one would normally expect, changes, 
whatever their size and scope, were inevitable. PAR enabled us to adapt to new truths and 
pursue new questions relevant to a new reality.  
Applications of Findings for Other Contexts 
 
This research demonstrated several critical findings that practitioners of other 
school gardens should consider. For one, wherever the school garden is located, it is 
highly probable that the participants, whether they are students, parents, teachers, 
custodial staff, or neighbors, experienced and valued meaning far beyond the typical 
rationales for school gardens. Discovering the values and meaning experienced by 
practitioners, would help in the design of the garden space and program. 
Another application in this research was including and valuing everyone involved, 
including such groups as custodial staff, groundskeepers, and community partners. Not 
only did this inclusion broaden the scope of what the project could be, it provided all 
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participants of an appreciation of the “epic collaboration” (I. Carter, August 11, 2020) 
and boosted the energizing feeling of being a part of a strong community effort. 
Along these lines was the importance school gardens should put on relationships. 
Although much research acknowledged that people are critical to the sustainability of 
garden spaces (Burt et. al, 2017; Hazzard, 2011), relationships among people were as 
important as individual contributions. Developing and encouraging relationships was a 
critical finding in this project and one that other school garden programs should consider. 
Discovering the voice of participants, building collaboration, and nurturing 
relationships were all made possible through PAR as a method. Specifically, photovoice 
and mapping were two ways that participants in this project voiced their cares and 
concerns, but also connected their cares to future plans. Other school garden projects 
would benefit from beginning with the photovoice conversation followed directly by 
mapping the future. Coupling these two conversations sequentially helped participants 
reflect on and align their deeply felt meaning and values with what they imagined and 
planned for the future.  
Relationship of Findings to Previous Literature 
 
Although some researchers have conducted qualitative studies to understand why 
teachers and administrators support their school garden programs (Burt et al., 2018a; Burt 
et al., 2017; Carlsson et al., 2016; Hayes-Conroy, 2010; Hazzard et al., 2012), none to my 
knowledge, conducted an emancipatory study or used PAR methods with participants of 
a school garden. The emancipatory approach further explored the sustainability of school 
garden programs and helped highlight a larger scope of meaning and impact that these 
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programs have in communities, particularly in communities that have historically faced 
high degrees of racial and economic segregation and disenfranchisement.  
As noted in the existing literature, partnerships and people were fundamental 
engines for sustaining school garden spaces (Burt et al., 2018; Burt et al., 2017; Hazzard 
et al., 2011). Through this research we saw an added dimension to partnerships and 
collaboration not addressed in the literature. Studies suggested that having a robust 
committee, knowledgeable staff, community support, and materials and expertise from 
local organizations were all critical to the sustainability of a school garden (Burt et al., 
2017; Graham & Zidenberg-Cherr, 2005b; Hazzard et al., 2012; Jaeschke et al., 2012; 
Kincy et al., 2016; Passy, 2014; Smith et al., 2019). A dedicated network of people was 
an important part of the process at SPSG. In addition, there was a value to partnerships 
beyond materials and transactions that was about meaningful relationships and feeling a 
sense of purpose and community in the project. Here, we saw the qualities that hooks 
(2003; 2006) discussed in her writing. This research added a dimension not included in 
such models as Hazzard et al. (2011) model for successful school gardens (Figure 12) and 
Burt et al. (2017) Garden Resources, Education, and Environment Nexus (GREEN) tool 
(Figure 13), namely that, aside from the importance of dedicated people, were the vital 
importance of meaningful relationships and community-building.  
From Freire’s (1970) and hooks’s (1994; 2003; 2006) theories on liberation, this 
research explored the ways that dialogue and community brought life into the project. 
Life, in this sense, was what Freire (1970) described in efforts that were rooted in truth 
through the presence of “profound love” for the world and people, humility to learn from 
others, faith in our shared ability to create new futures, mutual trust, hope that change 
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was possible, and ability to critically think about the current circumstances. Dialogue 
rooted in these values was an act of creation.  
A school garden project designed to instill beliefs, reforms, outcomes, and effects 
upon the community and school would lack the liberatory qualities Freire (1970) and 
hooks (1994) described. Perhaps such a garden would have some very positive benefits 
for a student, teacher, or community, but I argued in this research that a reformatory 
school garden would not have “life” in it, nor could it be an act of creation, nor could it 
be emancipatory. How likely would it be that a school and community would devote the 
time needed to care for a garden that was imposed upon the school, with all the limits, 
boundaries, and pre-ordained outcomes that come with such an imposition. Instead, this 
research explored how participants can breathe their own life into a garden, filled with 
personally felt meaning, ideas, and hope for a new future.  
Limitations  
 
In the following section, I reviewed limitations in this dissertation including 
limitations of data sources, collection methods, and analysis. 
Limitations of Data Sources 
 
Photovoice, mapping, and the SHOWED methods were all well documented 
approaches to eliciting the authentic voices of participants, including in school garden 
projects (Hergenrather et al., 2009; Lam et al., 2019; Wang & Burris, 1994, 1997). 
Scholars have also identified limitations in the methods. For one, Wang and Burris 
(1997) discussed the ways that the choice of photo to use may be as important as the 
photo the participant chose not to use. What, why, and how was a particular photo 
chosen? And how did the choice guide and also limit what the participant chose to share? 
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A good example of this was the day Brenda Anderson came for her scheduled 
conversation on a Monday in July, 2020. Monday mornings were known by the 
custodians at South Pines to be the day when they found the most trash around the 
playground. When we met in the space, there was a lot of trash and Brenda’s first photo 
was the trash because it concerned her so much. By the end of that day, she had already 
scheduled a garden and school clean-up day with the Glenn and Baker campers to address 
the problem of both trash and weeds. On the one hand, the fact that she came on a 
Monday before anyone had cleaned the trash led to actions to address the problem. Yet 
also, clearly the conditions on a particular day impacted what the participant chose to 
discuss. 
Limitations of Data Collection 
 
Another limitation was using the SHOWED method to discuss both the photos 
and maps. As Hergenrather et al. (2009) described, SHOWED was a method for working 
with participants to understand the depth of meaning in their photo or map and yet, 
researchers have sometimes adapted the questions to fit a given context or to feel more 
natural. As conversations unfolded, I kept all the SHOWED questions in my mind yet 
often adapted the conversation in real time based on the priorities of the participants. 
Ultimately, I covered the range of topics included in the SHOWED method, yet 
sometimes the order or wording varied.  
Although I offered all participants the option to bring a photograph, only two did 
so. Everyone else chose to take a photo as we began our scheduled conversation. I asked 
each person to take a photo that represented what they cared about in the space. But the 
timing and activity happening on a particular day limited the range of options for the 
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participants and could ultimately impact how and what they share. A participant meeting 
with me on a busy day with campers and families on the playground may find a very 
different subject for their photo then a person meeting on a boiling hot day when no 
people were around. Many photovoice projects extended over time, not just a single 
moment, giving participants more opportunity to carefully take a photo that truly 
represented their thinking. In the case of this research, participants took photos just one 
day. However, because I shared with each person in email, and typically in person as 
well, what I would be asking them to do, most participants spent additional time 
reflecting before our conversation. For some, the photo was a starting point, but they 
moved to many other topic areas as the conversation proceeded.  
Another limitation in the data collection was that I did not directly ask 
participants about the problems and challenges of the garden project. However, as we 
explored what people cared about and hoped for in the project, many participants brought 
up problems in relationship as to why they cared about this project. Yet, a question 
directly about problems or conflicts could have been an important way to signal to 
participants that such issues were welcome and relevant. It was possible some 
participants hesitated to discuss problems because I had not asked directly asked about 
the challenges. Had I asked directly about problems and conflicts, this could have 
signaled that this conversation was not just about rosy hopes, but also about tough issues 
too. That being said, there were plenty of issues, conflicts, and problems raised in the 




Participants as Cheerleaders of Project 
 
One of the strongest parts of this research may also be one of the limitations. 
Since I had worked with South Pines school and community for a number of years, I 
began the research with a strong foundation of trusted relationships. Although building 
trusted relationships was often discussed as critical to PAR projects (Herr and Anderson, 
2015), there was an undercurrent to consider. Many participants were cheerleaders not 
only of the project, but of me specifically. Most of my past work at the school had been 
strictly volunteer, an act of care for the South Pines school and community. Teachers and 
staff often expressed gratitude for my contributions to the project. When I asked about 
South Pines as a potential site for the dissertation research, many participants felt excited 
and even honored to participate. Henrietta Flynn acknowledged my positionality as an 
outsider, which partly added to her gratitude for my participation in the project: 
For whatever reason you chose South Pines, maybe understanding that 4**** [zip 
code] in which this community lives... the greatest disparities of all live here. You 
might be aware of that, but you're here… You don't have to (be here), you have 
the comfort when you don't have to. You don't have to step foot over here, but 
you're choosing to and I thank you for that. (H. Flynn, transcribed conversation, 
July 27, 2020) 
This sentiment, acknowledging that I was not employed by South Pines or Peters Public 
Schools nor do I live in the community, often sparked words of thanks from participants. 
As such, many participants were cheerleaders of the dissertation, encouraging me and 
wishing me well in the writing. It was possible, despite my efforts that participants spoke 
more rosily about the project to avoid appearing critical of me. Wynetta Alton, at one 
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point, stopped mid-sentence when she was speaking about a problem she observed in the 
project and said, “I want you to know, I don’t think that is your fault” (W. Alton, July 21, 
2020). It is possible that people held back a full accounting of concerns in case it would 
seem they were criticizing me personally as a volunteer in the project.  
As I conducted conversations, I was aware of this potential and worked to ask 
follow up ideas and gave affirmations that any concerns or problems raised would give us 
all the chance to improve the project. Most people shared photos that exemplified 
feelings of hope, pride, and beauty as opposed to problems they see. Yet, due to the 
nature of the SHOWED questions as well as my attempt to conduct natural, flexible, and 
transformative conversations (Hayes-Conroy, 2010; Kezar, 2003), the participants always 
did include some mentions of concerns and problems as well as ideas around how we 
might address problems.  
Limits of Participants’ Perceptions 
 
 Another limitation was that the themes were rooted in participant perceptions 
whether they accurately reflected reality or not. In this dissertation, I shared the 
perceptions of participants related to the trash, especially the belief that no one was 
putting trash in the garden because they respected the space. Two participants called the 
space “sacred” and used this word as a way to say that they believed the community felt 
the space was too beautiful and special and so they don’t want to put litter in it. In truth, it 
was not in the scope of the research to ask people why they did not put trash in the 
garden. The courts and playground (20 yards away from the garden) were the place 
where most people congregated and were also the places where the trash was left. This 
distance could be just as likely a reason there was no trash in the garden. Yet still, 
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perceptions matter and the perception of the participants was that those who left trash in 
other places intentionally chose not to litter the garden or vandalize the space because 
they saw the beauty and saw the care people have put into it. The common belief was that 
the youth and community valued the space and were also looking out for it. I shared this 
as an example of how the perceptions of the participants were limited and yet integral to 
the data set. 
 As a participant, my perceptions were guiding the research process. Although I 
made efforts throughout the process to control for the biases I would inevitably bring to 
the project, including my joy in gardens and outdoor spaces, the fact is another researcher 
would have conducted the process and questions differently. My positionality, 
personality, and general disposition undoubtedly influenced the way I asked questions 
and analyzed data. 
Perspective of Students and Neighbors Was Not Included 
 
 This project was situated at the borders between school and community since the 
school garden is outside the school building. The primary stakeholders thus far, have 
largely been school staff, community partners, and students. Yet, neither students nor 
neighbors were invited to participate in the photovoice or mapping portions of this 
research. Part of the reasoning was that, although many neighbors stopped to chat and 
discuss the garden throughout the project, there was not much regularity to their 
participation. The scope of this research was to include the perspectives of those directly 
and regularly involved from April to August 2020. In addition, since students were now 
learning online and not in the building, it became difficult to access their voices as they 
were not able to visit the garden regularly. Both of these groups, neighbors and students, 
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were named by participants as the voices they wanted to include in the future of the 
project. In the meantime, the fact that these voices were not formally included, reduced 
the full democratic validity of the research (Herr & Anderson, 2015). 
 The South Pines community was home to a majority of Black and low income 
residents yet half of the participants in this study were White. Regardless of race, most 
were middle income professionals including teachers, a nurse, and managers at local 
organizations. Participants were reflective of the demographics of the school staff yet not 
reflective of the demographics of the community. Yet the garden was not initially a 
community garden but a school garden so representing the full range of community voice 
was not the initial purpose. Participants, however, though the course of the project, 
discussed the desire to hear from the community and shift the purpose of the garden from 
a mostly school-based endeavor to a project that connected and included community.  
Limitation of Data Analysis 
 
 Although I included participants in looking at data with me for analysis, I was the 
only one coding data directly in Nvivo 12.0. Although I was extracting coding schemes 
and emerging themes and regularly consulting participants, no one else worked with me 
on Nvivo 12.0 coding partly due to my own consideration of other people’s time and 
interest in this aspect of the project. As a researcher doing PAR, this was a limitation in 
that I undoubtedly had greater influence in ascertaining the most relevant themes to be 
presented in this research. Although there was a point at which the participants were not 
interested in extensive data analysis, especially since virtual school was starting just as I 
ramped up Nvivo 12.0 coding and many participants worked in the school, I recognized 
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this as a limitation in that, despite extensive member checking, participants would likely 
have framed and named the themes in different ways than I did. 
Transferability to Other Contexts  
 
A final limitation, was the fact that this process was so deeply entrenched in the 
context of one community. Throughout the data collection and analysis, I regularly 
reflected on the transferability and dependability of the study. What can another school 
site take from this research to inform their work and how might they replicate the process 
in ways that serve their community? In many ways transferability and dependability were 
a challenge for all PAR projects, but also a responsibility that must be undertaken in 
research (Herr & Anderson, 2015). The question of balancing the relevance of the project 
for the South Pines community (democratic validity) and also identifying clearly the 
ways that this project could inform other researchers and practitioners was a challenge. 
Ultimately, I concluded that the most critical findings for other contexts were the value of 
PAR methods in school garden research as well as the likelihood that other practitioners 
would also experience meaning, values, and visions outside the typical logic of school 
gardens. 
Implications for Future Practice in Local Context 
 
 Since this project was Participatory Action Research, the implications for the 
local context were raised by participants. Participants voiced the meaning they personally 
felt in the project and connected their cares and concerns with what they hope for the 
future direction of the garden. Once the meaning was felt and spoken, the actions ensued. 
Several participants suggested that the process of photovoice and mapping would be 
especially helpful for understanding the students’ ideas and perspectives. Isabella Carter 
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laid out an extensive three-year plan that would involve both STEM learning and 
teaching as well as connecting to neighbors through dialogue and idea sharing. Interested 
in how the project could particularly include the perspective of her students with a variety 
of cognitive and physical disabilities, Isabella wanted to ensure that the space was both 
accessible and welcoming. The end product would be “a park that offers something for 
everyone. A park that is embraced by the school as well as the community.” (I. Carter, 
August 7, 2020). Her vision, along with others, were compiled into the online exhibitions 
for all participants to discuss as planning for the next iteration of the project began. 
 In many ways, the shift of schools to virtual learning opened up free time and 
expanded our thinking about what may be possible locally. Participants felt that South 
Pines garden could be a leader and a model for other schools. In addition, several 
participants spoke about the ways that the project could address inequalities, including 
food insecurity, which has been experienced widely in the neighborhood. Such ideas 
were far beyond our initial, more humble scope of the project. It was through the process 
of photovoice, mapping, and PAR that these ideas were spoken and shared. 
Although many shared the sentiment, Henrietta Flynn represented many 
participants’ feelings about a new story of South Pines as a leader in the community 
when she stated: 
But beyond that story of seeing all as just despair is hope. Because when we just 
look at numbers, it does not capture the essence; it doesn't capture everything. 
This [garden] captures community. So what I see here and not what I wish to see, 
but what I see here, is the community... It did not take an island to do this. This is 
the efforts and the works of a whole... Regardless of what level or degree that you 
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did, each person, entity matters…. That's what breaks down those barriers and 
then you don't say 'oh my gosh, South Pines! Going across to South Peters! Oh, I 
shake to go there.' So what you're doing, you're coming out of your comfort zone 
and being a part of this, you know, and that's what it's going to take to break down 
those barriers because we can't do it by ourselves. (H. Flynn, July 27, 2020) 
Henrietta was talking about me as the researcher here, but she also means a larger “you” 
which was anyone, especially White members of the broader community that were afraid 
of South Pines from her perspective. She envisioned a future where the intersectionality 
of race and income were faced head on by those in affluent neighborhoods or from 
“prestigious” institutions. She was inviting outsiders to come and visit South Pines and 
see so much more of the story than what they have been told. For Henrietta, the garden 
was one example that continued to give her a way to share the story and “break down 
barriers” which were partly reinforced by negative stories told about South Pines in the 
surrounding region. For her, this was part of the work necessary for social justice and 
mutual liberation. Given the surge in conversation around racial reckoning locally and 
nationally, the question became what can projects such as this one become in terms of 
developing relationships, racial understanding, and rectifying oppressive policies. 
Implications and Questions for Future Research 
 
There were three overarching areas I identified for future research. First, future 
researchers might also use PAR as a method for co-creating more sustainable school 
garden sites. Second, I suggested that school gardens can be studied as sites of anti-racist 
education and social justice reform. Finally, I suggested that scholars study how 
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community building with an ethic of love (hooks, 2006) could impact the sustainability 
and transformative possibility of school gardens. 
 Whether other scholars study school gardens in affluent neighborhoods or 
economically disadvantaged ones, a PAR approach was an impactful way to co-create a 
program that was shaped by and for the participants. It was somewhat radical to suggest 
that gardens could be sites of emancipation, a word perhaps that feels grander than a 
humble garden. Yet, free of the traditional mandates and constraints of what a good 
school garden should be, what do school communities create? How might PAR as a 
method and approach sustain school garden programs? Since we know sustainability was 
an issue in garden programs, how might connecting the garden to the particular meaning, 
cares, concerns, and hopes of participants be a way to further sustain school garden 
projects? How might the deeper array of experience and outcomes, included in this 
approach, contribute to both the sustainability of the gardens and the impact gardens 
ultimately have on schools and communities? 
 Another area of future research stemming from this project were the ways that a 
school garden program may take an overtly anti-racist approach. Given the growing 
attention and awareness in our country about the deep racial injustices present in every 
major institution, how can school gardens become part of the larger body of anti-racist 
work? Many scholars have cautioned about the ways that “Whiteness” had dominated 
garden projects in the U.S. by assuming White notions of beauty, culture, and values as 
the norm (Guthman, 2008; Meek & Tarlau, 2016a; Slocum & Cadieux, 2015). Yet, to 
date, we did not have a body of literature regarding how to create inclusive, anti-racist 
garden spaces that were shaped by the communities in which they live. White's (2011, 
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2018) work in Detroit community gardens described what feminist food justice programs 
can look like when designed and governed by the community. As a historian, White 
(2011; 2018) studied gardens and food justice that emerged through Black community 
activists and rooted in a community’s values. What about other programs? Some may not 
consider the ways that their school garden reflected Whiteness, since values and norms of 
Whiteness in the U.S. were often unquestioned as universal. When people talked about 
where our food comes from, they often thought about what a particular plant looked like. 
But what about the farmers? Who were the people, often invisible, harvesting the food 
most Americans eat? What were the array of cultural practices around food, farming, and 
beauty? How and why were some neighborhoods cut off from food sources and 
designated food deserts? The list of questions would be extensive and can be included in 
any school garden program. 
 A final implication for future work was considering how school garden programs 
might cultivate people first. Relationships and community-building could be considered a 
starting point for a garden. The ethic of love (hooks, 2003), as I have described 
extensively in this dissertation, does not have a prescription or a final destination, but 
rather, hooks (2003, 2006) and others (Monahan, 2011; Williams, 2015) described love 
as a choice and a practice. An ethic of love was the foundation of community, beyond 
collaboration. One of our partners, who I interviewed as a participant, very much wanted 
to connect with the people, saying: 
The right foot to put forward is to first come and have some conversations. And to 
be talking with partners and say, Hey, we're interested in you. What are you 
interested in? I wonder if we have something that would be helpful to you and 
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your efforts to make a better community for yourself. We are a partner. We want 
to help. But tell me what you're thinking. What are your goals?... There’s 
something that we might be able to help you with. (July 30, 2020). 
I observed in this quote a starting point of care and a desire to rectify inequality. But, 
when this participants asked the question about how to help others “make a better 
community for yourself”, did not see him/herself as part of the community. An ethic of 
love as described by hooks (2003, 2006) bonded people in solidarity as part of the 
community, not simply benevolent outsiders. How can this project, and other future 
research, move another step with those who wish to partner with a garden program and 
form an ethic of love with the community. How can we move together beyond the logic 
of help and toward an ethic of love that makes mutual liberation possible? It was a 
matter, in part, of both critical examination regarding how we structure programs as 
organizations, which typically did not give space or legitimacy to love. Many 
organizations did not typically include love in their mission statements. Yet hooks (2006) 
cautioned that without an ethic of love, we succumbed to the logic of domination (hooks, 
2006). Even if we were serving and giving charitably, ultimately the suffering of others 
within a given system will remain intact unless we loved the oppressed as we love family 
and sought collectively to dismantle oppressive systems. 
 Perhaps 2020 was a moment of reimagining our systems across the US, we 
endured shocks and disruptions to our schooling, agriculture, policing, and economic 
structures.. What might a school garden be in a new era? This project occurred partly 
during a pause in our “normal” ways of schooling when buildings closed and students 
moved online. Participants critically reflected on the purpose and future of the garden 
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space for the first time. Imagination and action shaped a program we had not envisioned 
as of March, 2020. What might other garden programs imagine in terms of ways that 
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Master Timeline of South Pines Garden Activities March 12 to August 28, 2020 
Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 
















Governor orders school building 
closure until April 3, 2020 
 
 Artifact- local 
news story (2 
pages) 
 
Garden committee met in South 





Field notes (2 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Emails (1 thread, 
5 pages) 
Artifact- mtg. 
agenda (1 p.) 
Artifact- local 
news story (2 
pages) 
 
Friday,      
March 13 
Planted seeds with students and 








Field notes (1 p.) 
Reflection 
journal (1/2 p.) 




Friday,      
March 20 
 
Gro More Good grant received 
($500) to support garden 





Emails (1 thread, 
2 pages) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 








Tuesday,   
March 31 
Governor extends school 
building closure for an 
additional four weeks, until 
May 1, 2020 
 Artifact- local 
news story (2 
pages) 
 
Tuesday,     
April 7 
 
Communications among garden 












Wednesday,   
April 8 
Visited South Pines to pack 
weekly meals for South Pines 
families (3 hr) 








Field notes (1 p.) 
Reflection 
journal (1/2 p.) 
Photos (4) 
 
Wednesday,   
April 15 
Visited South Pines to pack 
meals (3 hr) 






Field notes (1/2 
p.) 
Reflection 




Thursday,   
April 16 
 
Emails among garden team to 
plan a video conference 
meeting. Discussed agenda, 











Emails (1 thread, 
3 pages) 
Artifact- agenda 
draft (2 pages) 
Monday,     
April 20 
Governor extends school 
building closure for remainder 
of school year 
 
 Artifact- local 
news story (2 
pages) 
Wednesday,   
April 22 
Visited South Pines to pack 
meals (3 hr) 
Sandal 
Snyder 
Field notes (1 p.) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 









journal (1/2 p.) 
Photos (2) 
 
Thursday,   
April 23 
Team met by video conference 





Followed up via email 
regarding next steps and 
planning for planting, video 
lessons, and harvests. 
Alton created google drive sign 









Field notes (3 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Artifact- 






Emails to follow 










Monday,     
April 27 
Created ten garden-based video 
lessons on garden content. (2 
hr) 
Planted prairie plants, installed 
signs, and fairy house donated 
by Alton in open spots (1 hr) 
Alton created text group for 








Field notes (2 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 










lesson plans (8 
pages) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 






Visited South Pines to pack 
meals (2 hr) 
Retrieved hoses, straw, and 
tools from building (20 min) 
Harvested 17 gallon-size bags 
of lettuce and spinach for 
South Pines families (30 min) 
Emails to teachers with follow 










Field notes (2 
pages) 




Monday,      
May 4 
Created 5 garden-based video 
lessons (1 hr) 
Created seed packets for 
students, weeded, and tended 
garden, discussed plans for 










Field notes (2 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Text messages (1 
thread) 
Photos (8) 
Videos (5 videos 







Visited South Pines to make 
meals, checked on garden, 
discussed garden plans (3 hr) 
Sent email to all South Pines 









Field notes (2 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Emails (2 pages) 
Text messages (1 
thread) 
Friday,         
May 8 
Meet dissertation committee to 






Visited South Pines to make 
meals, checked on garden, 







Field notes (3 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 




Distributed seed packets to 








Emails (1 thread, 
5 pages) 
Text messages (1 
thread) 
Monday,      
May 18 
Communications with Salem 
Food about new bed and 
Housing and Peters Career 













Emailed update to team 
 
 
Garden team  
Tuesday,      
May 19 





Visited South Pines to pack 
meals for families (2 hr) 
Tended garden (30 min) 
Harvested and distributed 15 
gallon size bags of garden 







Field notes (3 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Photos (15) 
Emails (1 thread, 
5 pages) 




   
Thursday,     
May 21 
Video conference with 
community organizations 
addressing local food 








notes (2 pages) 
    
 
Sunday,        
May 24 
 
Peters Public School and local 
newspaper articles published 
about garden 
Emailed with garden team 











Text messages (1 
thread) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 











Killing of George Floyd sparks national and local racial justice movement 
 
Monday,      
May 25  
 
Reorganized water and weeding 
schedule 
 
Email partners about summer 



















Tuesday,      
May 26 
 
Visited garden, weeded, set up 






Field notes (2 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
 Emailed Salem about new bed 
 
 















Wednesday,    
May 27 
Visited garden to weed, water, 
harvest, and plant donated 
starts (2 hr). Harvested and 






Field notes (1 p.) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Photos (15) 
Text messages (1 
thread) 
    
Thursday,     
May 28 
Video conference with state 
organizing collaborative, 
updated community on South 










Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 




Emailed partners to finalize new 








    
Friday,         
May 29 
Visited garden for maintenance 
and harvest; Gift harvest to 
groundskeepers (1.5 hr) 
 
Texted with garden team 
 
Video conference with Glenn 
and Baker community centers 












Field notes (1 p.) 
Reflection 
journal (1/2 p.) 
Photos (10) 
 




notes (1 p.) 
Saturday, 
May 30 
Protests against police violence 
and for racial justice begin in 
downtown Peters organized 
by local Black Lives Matter 
Chapter and the New Black 










Visited garden to tend, plant, 









Field notes (3 
pages) 
Reflection 
journal (1 p.) 
Photos (2) 
Videos (2) 
   
   
Tuesday, 
June 2 
Emails about donations of 
prairie plants and partnership 
with Davis County Parks 
Phone call with Donald for 














Emails (5 pages) 
Text messages (1 
thread) 
Artifacts- call 










Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 




Text messages with Salem 
Food and Housing about new 
bed 
 












Emails (5 pages) 
    
Wednesday, 
June 3 
West Peters Food access 






Emails and phone call about 
new shed with Peters Career 
Tech. Center (20 min) 
 
Visited garden for planning new 
bed logistics; harvested 6 
containers of food for 
neighbors and staff; sent 







































Emails with Davis County 
Parks confirming donations 










373 plants delivered to South 
Pines from David County 
Parks (half the plants were 
distributed to Glenn and 









Field notes (3 
pages) 
Researcher 





Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 






Alton created google drive 






 Emailed garden team with 
photos and update 
















 Alton proposes tree planting Alton 
Snyder 
 
Email (1 p.) 











Visit garden to water, weed (1.5 
hr)  
First day of Salem new bed 
construction. 
Text communications with 








Field notes (2 
pages) 
Researcher 
reflection (1 p.) 
Photos (6)  
Videos (3) 




   
   
Tuesday, 
June 16 







Email (1 p.) 
Photos (8) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 






Visited garden for maintenance 
and planning; planted in new 
bed (2.5 hr) 
 
Texted Glenn and Baker centers 
about plant donations and 
camps 
 
Emails among garden team, 













Field notes (2 p.) 
Researcher 
reflection (1 p.) 
Photos (17) 
Video (1) 
Email (2 pages) 





Phone call with Glenn Ctr. 
about prairie ideas and camp 
(45 min) 
Anderson Artifact- call 
notes (4 pages) 
 Email with Salem about a 




Email (2 pages) 
 Community meeting with West 




 Artifact- agenda 




Visited garden to plant in new 






Video created and sent to local 
Congressional candidate (1 
min) 
Video created about how to 
plant, shared with garden 
team (3 min) 



















Field notes (2 p.) 
Researcher 
reflection (1 p.) 
Photos (5) 
Video (2) 
Email (2 pages) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 






Emailed complete update on 
new beds and plants, with 
photos and videos 
Garden team Email (2 pages) 
   
   
    
Monday, 
June 22 
Visited garden, checked on new 


















Text messages (1 
thread) 
 
   
Tuesday, 
June 23 
Video conference call about 












Work with dissertation 






Work day in garden, install 
small beds, plant additional 




West Peters Food Access 
















Field notes (4 
pages) 
Researcher 










Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 






Meeting at Baker center about 
camp; visited garden at Baker 
















Visited garden at Baker and 
South Pines to water, weed, 




Field notes (2 
pages) 
Researcher 







Visited Baker garden to prep for 






Field notes (2 
pages) 
Researcher 






Visited at Baker garden to weed 
water, and harvest (2 hr) 
 
 
Visited South Pines to check on 








Field notes (2 
pages) 
Researcher 











Visited South Pines garden for 
maintenance (1 hr) 
 
Communicated update and 


























Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 




Sent photos and videos to 













Phone call about sharing garden 
story with mayor and news 
(20 min) 
 
Phone call about camp (30 
min) 
 
Video conference call about 
Davis County Parks 



















Baker and Glenn Ctr. campers 
visit SP garden (1 hr) 
 
 




































Field notes (1 p.) 
Researcher 






Planned next steps for camp, 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 




July 15 Communicated plans, updates 
about camp including clean-
up day 
 
Emailed garden group about 
camp clean-up day 
 
















Email (3 pages) 
 
 






Communications with Peters 














Text messages about Glenn-
Baker camp microgreens 
 







Met at Glenn Ctr and SP garden 
for planning (2 hr) 
 
























Text messages about seeds and 























Text messages (1 
thread) 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 





    
Wednesday, 
July 22 
Photovoice and mapping (37 
min) 
 




































Clean-up day with Baker-Glenn 














Field notes (2 p.) 
Researcher 
reflection (1 p.) 
Photos (17) 













Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 







Photovoice and mapping (39 
min) 
 




Communications about garden 
















































West Peters Food Access 








































Baker-Glenn Camp final day at 










Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 
































Video conference call, 


















Photovoice and mapping (1 hr, 
20 min) 
 
































Video conference meeting about 
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Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 






Maintenance in SPG. Created 
and sent Google Jamboard. 
 
Garden team Photos (25) 
Videos (4) 
Artifact- Jam 
Board (3 pages) 




Text communications about 
sharing the SPG story 
Anderson 
Carter 






















Aug 17 Maintenance, harvest at SPG Simon 
Neighbors 
Aug 24 Maintenance, harvest at SPG 
Sent video to University 
students 
Sent photos to Peters 
Information officer 









Email (1 p.) 
  
Aug 25 Alton created Jam Board to map 







Meeting with Davis County 







 Emails with Salem Food and 











Day and Date Activity (Amount of time per activity) 
People, 
Alphabetical 
by last name 
 
Data collected 










Text messages (1 
thread) 
 
Note. As the researcher, I was present at all of these activities. Although other garden 
activities occurred that did not include me, my data set included only those activities in 
which I was present to record field notes or conduct photovoice and mapping. In the third 
column listing people involved, I did not list myself to keep information concise. Garden 
team was Alton, Anderson, Carter, Flynn, Long, Sandal, Simon, Snyder, and me. Garden 











Complete List of All South Pines Garden Participants Contributions and 
Demographics 
 


















































































F B 50s 
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F B 60s 





























F W 40s 
 Snyder, 
Mandy 






such as new 
bed build 
 
Principal F W 50s 








































































M W 60s 
 Lloyd,  
Kristy 
Donated 15 











F W 30s 
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F B 60s 
  












































M B 50s 
 Barker, 
Mandy 





F A 20s 
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F B 50s 
 Eli,        
Linda 
Shared updates 






F W 60s 
















grant funds for 
building new 














F W 40s 
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Occupation Gender Race Age 















F B 40s 
 Johnson, 
Sterline 





















M B 40s 

















F B 40s 
 Kern,        
Ben 
Co-organized 













M B 50s 
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F W 40s 
































F W 40s 
 Neft, 
Whitney 
Shared story of 








F W 50s 













F B 30s 
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Occupation Gender Race Age 




 Youth  Visited SPSG 






















M, F B -- 
Note. Gender is designated as Male (M) or Female (F) and to my knowledge represented 
the gender of which the participant identified. Race is designated as B as Black, W as 
White, and A as Asian descent. An age range in decades is provided under age. 
Neighbors and youth are included as groups rather than individuals for two reasons. First, 
both groups included many participants. Second, for neighbors, the nature of participation 
was spontaneous rather than formal. People living in close proximity to the garden often 






Example of Structured Ethical Reflection (Brydon-Miller et al., 2015) 













      
Trust 
 
      
Inclusion       
Recognition       
Flexibility       
Integrity       
Empathy       
Note. This table, though not exhaustive, was an example of some of the core values we 





Protocol for Conversation with Photovoice and Mapping Participants 
 
1. Welcome and catching up. A check in on how things are going. 
2. Questions of our research- What do we all care about and value in this space? What do 
we envision for the future of this space and project?  
3. Participatory Action Research means we are co-researchers. The purpose is to work 
together to find truth and meaning and continue to take actions based on what we learn 
together.  
4. Review of health and safety measures. Explain how I brought masks, hand sanitizer, 
Lysol wipes, and gloves to use and that I have sanitized all materials.  
5. Why photos and maps? These are tools to enrich conversations and get to deeper meaning 
and value. More depth to our understanding than language alone.  
6. Probably will take an hour but I am free as long as you need/want.  
7. After I collect everyone’s perspective, the plan is to share our ideas among our garden 
team and then decide what we want to do with the information we gather. So I will check 
back in with you later in August to get your ideas on the big picture we are creating 
together including what we want to do next. 
8. Review consent forms (Appendix E). Confirm that it is ok to record and that names and 












Hope you are enjoying the summer! 
 
As you know, one part of my efforts related to the South Pines School garden is to 
include what we are all learning together into a dissertation. I hope this dissertation will 
serve all of us and be part of making the garden project as strong as it can be.  
 
I would like to include your perspective in the project but as with everyone, if this does 
not work for you right now, that is understandable and will change nothing about my 
work with you or South Pines Elementary garden project. 
 
Saying yes to this would mean we spend about 1 hour together at Westwood garden on a 
day convenient for you. You would share a few photos of what you care about in our 
garden and share why. We work on a map of the space where you have a chance to share 
what you envision happening in this space (what are your hopes?). I will record part of 
our conversation as you share your ideas- this way I make sure I completely understand 
your perspective.  
  
If you do not want to or cannot participate at this time, I completely understand that too 
and there is no change at all in our work together.  
  
If you have more questions, we can talk any time by phone or meet at the garden. 
  
If you are able to participate, I ask that you look at the attached consent form to make 
sure you have all the information needed to decide.  
  
I will be scheduling meetings in the garden one-on-one from July 20 through August 7. If 
you wish to participate, you can let me know a couple of dates/times that work for you 
and I can confirm a schedule with you. 
  




Wright State University 
College of Education and Human Services 
Colleen Q. Saxen, Principal Investigator 
Yoko Miura, Faculty Advisor  
 Tel: (703) 599-7267 or (937)-775-3282  
E-mail: colleen.saxen@wright.edu, yoko.miura@wright.edu 
 
Consent to Participate in a Research Study 
 
Dear Westwood School garden supporter, 
 
Since August 2018, I have been partnering with teachers and community 
members at Westwood Elementary to create a school garden space. Many of us hope this 
space can continue to grow and be a place for Westwood students to thrive. In partnership 
with teachers and community members, I am conducting a study to understand how and 
why the students, teachers, staff, neighbors, and partners value the garden space. The 
purpose of this study is to understand all the ways students, teachers, and community 
members use the Westwood school garden and to co-create a garden space that represents 
the vision of those involved. 
 
The purpose of this consent form is to give you information about this research 
study. It will describe the purpose, procedures, benefits, risks, and discomforts of this 
study. I, Colleen Saxen, will discuss this study with you and explain everything in detail. 
Please ask me to explain any words or information that you do not clearly understand. 
 
It is up to you to decide whether or not to participate in this study. If you choose 
not to participate your decision will not affect your current or future relationship with me 
or Wright State University. If you decide to participate, you are free to withdraw at any 
time without affecting that relationship. Please read this entire consent form and take 
your time to make your decision.  
 
If you participate in this study, you will be asked to share what you value and 
envision in the gardening activities at Westwood Elementary School. I, Colleen, will ask 
the participants what they want to do in the garden, how they value the garden space, and 
what they hope for the future of the garden space. Part of the conversation may involve 
discussions about photos and maps of garden phenomena and sharing what the photos 
and maps mean to you. I want to make sure I clearly hear ideas in your own words. I will 
record our conversations and transcribe your words so that I can ensure I understood your 
ideas. The audio records will be deleted after I transcribe them and will be stored along 
with all other information in a password-protected location.  
There is no required time commitment for participation. All individuals may 
participate when and for any duration they choose. Participants may join and leave at any 
time. Although the Westwood garden work will continue, the research will conclude the 
formal study by November 2020. 
 
 303 
There are no known risks to participating in the study. It is possible that an 
activity could be uncomfortable if conducted in poor weather. We will take every 
measure to ensure no participant feels obligated to be outside in poor conditions. In 
addition, as we cope with the COVID-19 pandemic, I will be ensuring all health and 
safety procedures are in place, including face masks, physical distancing, hand sanitizer, 
and sanitized supplies. All conversations and activities will take place outside and never 
inside any building. 
 
You might not receive any personal benefit from being in the study. I hope that 
information learned from your participation in this study will increase knowledge about 
school garden programs and build an impactful and sustainable school garden program at 
Westwood Elementary. While you may or may not personally benefit from being in this 
study, your participation will provide a benefit to others who might create school gardens 
or outdoor classrooms. There are no costs to you for participating in this research. No 
participants are paid for participating in this research study. Your name will not be 
associated with the study. This study may be published and presented at conferences; 
however, you will not be identified by name.  
 
If you have any other questions about this study, you may call Colleen Saxen or 
Yoko Miura at the telephone numbers listed above. If you have any questions about your 
rights as a research participant, you may call the Wright State University Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) at (937) 775-2709. The IRB is an independent committee composed 
of members of the University community, staff of the institutions, as well as lay members 
of the community not connected with these institutions. The IRB has reviewed this study.  
 
Legal Rights: Your legal rights are reserved regardless of what is written in this consent 
form, and the investigator and the institution are not released from liability for 
negligence. 
 
I have read the information provided above. I voluntarily agree to participate in this 
study. I will receive a copy of this consent form for my information. 
 
_______________________________________________       ___________________  
Participant signature                                                                        Date 
 
_________________________________________________       ___________________ 
Signature and Title of Person Obtaining Consent                           Date 
 
